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Let L be a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra of absolute toral rank 2 over an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 3 and T a 2-dimensional torus in the 
semisimple p-envelope of L. Suppose that L is not isomorphic to a Melikian 
algebra. It is proved in this paper that, for every root a E f(L, T), the subalgebra 
K'(a) generated by E;er•K; 0 (where K; 0 = {x E L;a I a([x,L_; 0 ]) = O}) acts 
triangulably on L. In particular, this implies that, in the terminology of R. E. Block 
and R. L. Wilson (1988, J. Algebra 114, 115-259), all roots of f(L, T) are 
nonexceptional. <C> 1999 Academic Press 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let L be a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra over an algebraically 
closed field F of characteristic p > 3, and let LP denote the p-envelope of 
Lin Der L. Let T be a torus of maximal dimension in LP and H := CL(T). 
Recall that in this case dim T = TR(L) is the absolute toral rank of L [25]. 
Since ii:= CLP(T) is a Cartan subalgebra of LP, H =ii n Lis a nilpotent 
subalgebra of L. 
In this note, we continue our investigation of the simple Lie algebras of 
absolute toral rank 2 started in [18]. Here we deal with the so-called 
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exceptional roots of L relative to T. This notion was introduced by Block 
and Wilson in [4]. In [4, Sect. 5], Block and Wilson established that, for 
certain 2-dimensional tori in LP, there are no more that 4 exceptional 
roots. Their arguments relied very heavily on the assumption that p > 7 
(which was the general assumption on F imposed in [4]). The necessity to 
take the exceptional roots into account worsens almost all dimension 
estimates arising in the course of studying finite-dimensional simple Lie 
algebras. It appears that these roots constitute the main technical obstacle 
in constructing a sufficiently good maximal subalgebra of L. Certainly 
large parts of the whole classification picture would look much nicer if the 
exceptional roots did not occur at the absolute toral rank 2 level. 
The main goal of this note is to show that, indeed, exceptional roots do 
not occur in f(L, T) provided that L is not isomorphic to a Melikian 
algebra. We also obtain some results towards a final attack on simple Lie 
algebras of absolute toral rank 2 (see, e.g., Sections 4 and 7), classify the 
;l-gradings in Hamiltonian algebras (Section 3), and prove a general result 
on tori in graded Lie algebras (Theorem 2.6). 
We say that a subalgebra A c Der L acts triangulably on L or is a 
triangulable subalgebra of L if A<1> acts nilpotently on L. Given a T-in-
variant subalgebra Q c LP we say that T is standard with respect to Q if 
the subalgebra CQ(T) = CL (T) n Q is triangulable. · 
Given a subspace V of LP set nL(V) := {x EL I [x, V] c V}. 
Throughout this note we assume that dim T = 2. By [17, Theorem 1], 
this ensures that either L is isomorphic to the restricted Melikian algebra 
or any torus of maximal dimension in LP is standard with respect to L (the 
case p > 7 is handled in [37]). We always assume that T is standard with 
respect to L. As ii ~s a restricted nilpotent subalgebra of LP, T is the only 
maximal torus of H and coincides with the set of semisimple elements 
of ii. 
The action of T on L and LP gives rise to the root space decomposi-
tions: 
L=He [, L.r, 
'YET* 
Set f = {y E T* \{O} I L.r-:;:. (0)}. We treat fas a set of functions on ii by 
setting a(hP') = a(h)P' (cf. [25]). Since H<1> acts nilpotently on L, each 
y E r vanishes on HO> and so may be viewed as a linear function on H. It 
is straightforward that, for any h E ii, a(h) is the only eigenvalue of ad h 
on La where a E r. 
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Given IFP-independent a, f3 E r put 
We also set 
nil H == {h EH I ad his nilpotent}, 
H .. •= {h EHi a(h) = O}, 
K .. •= {x EL .. I [x, L_ .. ] c Ha}, 
RK .. == {x e K .. I [x, K_"] c nil H}, 
M! == {x EL .. I [x, L_ .. ] c H,a}, 
R .. •= {x EL .. I [x, L_ .. ] c nil H}. 
n .. ==dim K .. /RK .. , 
A root y E r is called exceptional if nY * 0. The Block-Wilson inequality 
n(a) =:;; 2 holds if p = char(F) > 7 [4, (5.5)]. It is much harder to establish 
this important inequality for p E {5, 7}. We shall prove in this note that 
n( a) = 0 for all roots a E r unless L is isomorphic to the restricted 
Melikian algebra, in which case n(a) =:;; 2 (we suspect that n(a) = 0 in all 
cases). In other words, we refine the Block-Wilson inequality and gener-
alize it to a wider range of primes. This result will be crucial in our third 
paper devoted to classifying the simple Lie algebras of absolute toral rank 
2 (for p > 3) and proving the original Kostrikin-Shafarevich conjecture 
(in the generality stated, that is, for p > 5). 
Set 
K( a)== H .. E9 E Kia• 
ie'f; 
Af(a) := K( a) E9 L My"• 
yl!' 'f p°' 
K (a) == H + K (a), 
_M-<al == K( a) + M<">, 
R == nil H + E RY 
yE f 
K'(a) == E K;a + E [Kia•K-ia]. 
ie'f; ie'f; 
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Sometimes we include L and T in the above notation and then write 
R(L, T), K(L, T, a), etc. It is immediate from the Engel-Jacobson theo-
rem that K(a) is a nilpotent subalgebra of L. Moreover, K(a) is solvable 
and K(a) is an ideal of codimension :5: 1 in K(a) (see [4, p. 157]). Also, 
JJ<a> is a subalgebra of L and M<a> is an ideal of codimension :5: 1 
in JJ<a>. Obviously, all subspaces Ka, RKa, M!, Ra are T-invariant. 
A subalgebra Q c L is called a 1-section of L with respect to T if there is 
a E f such that . 
In this case we arrange 
Q =He L L;a· 
ie'J'; 
Q=L(a), Q/rad Q = L[a]. 
Given 'Y E r one of the following occurs: 
L[ 'Y] = (O); 
L[ 'Y] = s l(2); 
L[ 'Y] = W(l; !); 
H(2; !)<2> c L[ 'Y] c H(2; !) 
(see [ 4, 25, 17]). In all cases, L[')'] is restrictable (i.e., admits a unique 
p-structure). If L[ 'Y] = (0) we call 'Y solvable; if L[ ')'] = s l(2) we call 'Y 
classical; if L[ 'Y] = W(l; !) we call 'Y Witt; and if H(2; !)<2> c L[ 'Y] c H(2; !) 
we call ')'Hamiltonian. Accordingly, we call the 1-section solvable, classical, 
Witt, or Hamiltonian. 
By Kreknin [11] each L( 'Y) contains a unique maximal subalgebra Q( 'Y) 
of codimension :5: 2 such that Q( 'Y )/rad Q( 'Y) E {(O), s f(2)}. In [4], this 
subalgebra is called the maximal compositionally classical subalgebra of 
L( 'Y ). We say that 
')' E f is proper, if Q ( ')') is T-invarian t. 
This definition modifies slightly that given in [4]. Such a modification helps 
us to deal with Hamiltonian roots in the case where p = 5. If 'Y is proper 
we call L( 'Y) a proper 1-section. Solvable and classical roots are always 
proper since for such roots we have Q( 'Y) = L( 'Y ). If 'Y is Witt or 
Hamiltonian, then Q( ')')is the preimage of the standard maximal subalge-
bra of the Cartan type Lie algebra L[ 'Y ]. 
We now explain briefly that the new definition of a root being proper 
agrees with the old one (cf. [4]). The proof of [26, (1.8)] works for p = 5, 7 
as well, showing that, for every 'YE r, the radical of L( 'Y) is T-invariant, 
that is, [T, rad L( 'Y )] c rad L( 'Y ). If 'Y is nonsolvable, then H.;:. H.y. In this 
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case there is a Lie algebra homomorphism 
7TY: T + L( y) -+ (T + L( y))/(T n kery +rad L( y)) = L[y ]. 
Therefore, 7T(T) is a maximal torus in L[ y] (recall that y is nonsolvable). 
Any maximal torus of a Witt 1-section L[ y] is (Aut L[ y ])-conjugate either 
to Fxd / dx or to F(l + x )d / dx [7]. If y is Hamiltonian, then any maximal 
torus of L[ y] is (Aut L[y ])-conjugate either to F(x1 a 1 - x2 a2 ) or to 
F((l + x 1)a1 - x 2 a2 ) [8]. Now if y is proper in the sense of [4], then, up to 
conjugacy, 7T/T) = Fxd/dx and 7T/T) = F(x1a1 -x2 a2), in the respective 
cases. If y is improper in the sense of [4], then, up to conjugacy, 7T/T) = 
F(l + x)d/dx and 7T/T) = F((l + x1)a1 - x 2a2), in the respective cases. 
So it is immediate that a root y is proper in the sense of [4] if and only if 
7T/T) belongs to the unique maximal compositionally classical subalgebra 
of L[ y ]. The latter is true if and only if T normalizes Q( y ). 
Remark 1.1. It is not hard to see that L;y n rad L( y) c K;y for all 
y E f and all i E IF;, and H n rad L( y) c K( y) if y is nonsolvable. Thus 
to determine K( y) one has to deal with L[ y ]. The following is proved in 
[4, (5.2.1)]. 
(a) If y is classical, then K( y) = rad L( y ). 
(b) If y is proper Witt, 7T/T) = Fxd/dx, and y E T* is defined by 
y(xd/dx) = 1, then K;y = L;y n rad L( y) for i = ± 1 and K;y = L;y for 
i * 0, ± 1. 
(c) If y is improper Witt, then K( y) = rad L( y ). 
(d) If 'Y is proper Hamiltonian, 7T/T) = F(xl al - X2 a2), and 'YE T* 
is defined by y(x1a1 -x2 a2 ) = 1, then 
K±y = 7Ty- 1(H(2;!)(2)) n L±-r, 
K± 2y = 7T; 1(H(2;!)m) nL± 2y, 
for i =F 0, ± 1, ± 2. 
(e) If y is improper Hamiltonian, 7Ty(T) = F(l + x 1)a1 - x2 a2 ), and 
'Y E T* is defined by y((l + X l)a1 - X2 a2) = 1, then 
for all i E IF;. 
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LEMMA 1.1 [4, (5.3.4); 18, (1.3)]. Let 'YE r. One of the following occurs: 
(1) 'Y is solvable and Ki1 = Li1 for all i E o:;; 
(2) 'Y is classical and there is j E n:; such that, for i E n:;, 
dim Li1 /Ki1 = 1 ifi = ±j and dim Li1/Ki1 = 0 if i =I= ±j; 
(3) 'Y is 'proper Witt and there is j E n:; such that, for i E u:;, 
dim Li1/Ki1 = 1 ifi = ±j and dim Li1 /Ki1 = 0 if i =I= ±j; 
(4) 'Y is improper Witt and dim Li1/Ki1 = 1 for all i E n:;; 
(5) 'Y is proper Hamiltonian and there is j E n:; such that 
if i = ±j, 
ifi = ±2j, 
if i =I= ±j, ± 2j; 
(6) 'Y is improper Hamiltonian and dim Li1/ Ki1 = 3 for all i E n:;. 
Following [26] we put 
LEMMA 1.2 [18, (1.5)]. Let a, /3 E r be IFP-independent. 
(1) If (a, /3) E n, then L13+ia =I= M13a+ia for some i E IFP. 
(2) If na =I= 0, then L 1 =I= M1a for some 'Y ft= IFP a. 
(3) If na =I= 0, then (a, j /3) E fl for some j E n:;. 
(4) If na =I= 0 then Tis contained in the p-envelope of Hin LP. In 
particular, H, Ha, H13 are pairwise different. 
The major result on the na valid in our setting is the following 
PROPOSITION 1.3 (18]. For any a E f one has na ~ 3. Moreover, if 
na = 3, then n;a ~ 2 for i ft= { -1, 0, l}, and [Ka, Ka] contains nonnilpotent 
elements of LP. If n(a) > 2, then each composition factor of the_ K(a)-mod-
ule L / L( a) has dimension p 2, that is, for every j E n:;, the K( a )-module 
Lie FPLjJ3+ia/M/iHia is either (0), or irreducible of dimension p 2• 
Proof. The first two statements are proved in [18, (4.3)]. Suppose 
n(a) > 2. Then [18, (1.5)] shows that there is f3 E f\IFpa such that 
L.P =I= Mr Now [18, (1.8)] implies that any composition factor of the 
K(a)-module EieFPLjJ3+talM/'13 +ia has dimension p 2• Theref~re [18, (5.1)] 
yields the same estimate for any composition factor of the K( a )-module 
L/L(a). I 
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LEMMA 1.4. If a, J.L E fare fFP-independent, then 
dim L1,./M: :s; dim Lµ./Rµ. :s; 2 dim Lµ./Kµ. + nµ. :s; 9. 
Proof. It follows from the definitions, the proof of [4, (5.4.2)], and 
Lemma 1.1 that Rµ. c M;, dim Lµ./Rµ. :s; dim Lµ./K,, +dim K,,/RKµ. + 
dim RKµ./Rµ. :s; 2 dim Lµ./Kµ. + nµ. :s; 6 + n,. :s; 9. I 
LEMMA 1.5. (1) n( 'Y) :s; 2p for al/ 'YE f, 
(2) dim L/M<OJ> :s; 8p2 - 3p - 3 < 2p3• 
Proof. By Proposition 1.3, n( 'Y) :s; 6 + 2(p - 3) = 2p for all 'YE r. 
This establishes the first statement. By Lemma 1.4, 
dim L/MOJ = E E dim L;uHiOJ/M/(./HjOJ) + E dim L;OJ/K;OJ 
iE'D} jE'fp i+O 
+ En( f3 + ja) + E dim L;OJ/K;OJ· 
i+O 
According to Lemma 1.1, dim L.,/Ky :s; 3 for all 'YE r. Combining this 
observation with the first part of this lemma finishes the proof. I 
In what follows we shall frequently use divided power algebras and 
truncated polynomial rings. Let A(m) denote the commutative algebra 
with 1 over F defined by the generators x}'>, 1 :s; i :s; m, r ~ 0, and the 
relations 
x(O) = 1 
I ' 
(r+s)! < 
x('>x(•> = x.r+•>, 
I I r!s! I 1 :s; i :s; m, r,s ~ 0. 
Put 
and 
A(m)<i> •= span{x<0 > I Jal ~j}. 
Then {x< 0> I a e (N U {O}r} is a basis of A(m), and (A(m)u»i~ 0 is a 
descending chain of ideals of A(m). For any m-tuple ~ •= (n 1, ••• , nm) e 
Nm we set 
A(m;~) •= span{x<0 > I 0 :s; a; <p"·}. 
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Due to the defining relations above A(m; ll) is a filtered subalgebra of 
A(m). The algebra A(m; 1) == F[X1, ••• , Xm]/(Xf, ... , XI:,) is called the 
truncated polynomial ring in m generators. Considered just as an algebra 
A(m; ll) is a truncated polynomial ring in n1 + ... +nm variables. We also 
write (with the ordinary product in A(m; 1)) 
For each i denote by D; the derivation of A(m) defined by 
D.(x<'>) = 8 .. x<r- 1> l J l} l • 
Let W(m; ll) = E;n_ 1 A(m; ll)D; denote the Lie algebra of special deriva-
tions of A(m; ll). The filtration of A(m) gives rise to a filtration of 
W(m; ll) by setting 
m 
W(m;ll)(j) := EA(m;ll)(j+ODi. 
i-1 
A subalgebra Q of W(m; ll) is called transitive if Q + W(m; ll)co> = 
W(m; ll). 
The following theorem in the version involving truncated polynomial 
algebras is due to R. E. Block [3]. 
THEOREM 1.6 [33, Sect. 5.3]. Let G be a finite dimensional Lie algebra 
and I a minimal ideal. Suppose 1<1> "1= (0). Then there are a simple Lie algebra 
S and a divided power algebra A(m; ll) such that I== S ® A(m; ll). The 
ad rrepresentation gives rise to inclusions 
S ®A( m; ll) c G /anna( I) 
c ((DerS) ®A(m;ll)) m (Fid ® W(m;ll)). 
Moreover, the canonical projection 
7T2 :({DerS) ®A(m;ll)) EB (Fld ® W(m;ll)}--+ W(m;ll) 
maps G onto a transitive subalgebra of W(m; ll). 
If G is restricted, then ll = 1· 
In the sequel we shall need a powerful result on representations of 
semisimple restricted Lie algebras. 
THEOREM 1.7 (cf. [31, Sect. 2.3]). Let G b a finite dimensional semisimple 
restricted Lie algebra and I a minimal ideal of G. Suppose that Wis a finite 
dimensional restricted irreducible G-module with representation p and assume 
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that p(/) =1= (0). Then there are a simple Lie algebra S, m E N, and a 
S-module U with representation p: S -+ g I(U) such that 
(1) I :;; S ® A(m; !) under an algebra isomorphism 1{11, 
(2) W:;; U ® A(m; !) under a vector space isomorphism 1{12 , 
(3) 1/12((( p 0 1/11 1 Xy ® f)Xl/J2 1(u ® g ))) = p(y Xu) ® fg for ally E S, 
U EU, f,g EA(m;!). 
Moreover, 1{11 induces a restricted Lie algebra homomorphism 
~1 :G-+ ((DerS) ®A(m;!)) e (Fld ® W(m;!)), 
~1(D) = 1{11 o(ad1 D)oifJ} 1• 
Let '1T 2 : G -+ W(m; !) denote the canonical projection. Then 7Tz{G) is a 
transitive subalgebra of W(m; !). 
The action of G on W has the property 
( 1{12 o p(D) o ifJ2 1 )(u ® !) 
=(Id ®!)((1/12 °p(D) 0 1/12 1 )(u ® 1)) + u ® '1T 2(D)(f) (1) 
for all DEG, u EU, f EA(m;!). 
Remark 1.2. For future applications we need more information on U. 
(a) Suppose that 1{1} 1(S ® F) is a restricted subalgebra of G. Then S 
carries a p-mapping via 
for ally ES, 
and hence 
((po l/J}l)(y ® l))p = p(l/J}l(y ® l))p = p(l/J}l(y[P] ® 1)), 
p(y)P(u) ® 1=1/12(((p 01{11 1)(y ® l))P(i/12 1(u ® 1))) 
= 1/12((µ01/J}l)(y[Pl ® 1)(1/121{u ® 1))) 
= p(y[Pl)( u) ® 1. 
Thus U is a restricted S-module in this case. 
(b) Let 6 denote the universal p-envelope of G in U(G). Given a 
restricted Lie algebra .2', let u(.2') denote its restricted universal envelop-
ing algebra. It has been proved in [33, Sect. 5.3) that for suitable restricted 
subalgebras K1 c K of G containing /,a maximal /-submodule V0 of V, 
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and some t > 0, one has 
U= Homu(K1)(u(K), E91times V/Vo)· 
Note that the rank of u(K) over u(Ki) is a p-power. In particular, if 
dim U < p · d, where d is the minimum of the dimensions of the com-
position factors of the /-module V, then K =Ki· In this case, U = 
EB, times V /V0 is a semisimple isogenic /-module. 
(c) Suppose G = I + C0 (S ® F). Then, in the notation of (b), K = f +Kn (Ca(S ® F)). As S ® F c I c Ki and f c Ki, the S-module U is 
semisimple and isogenic, that is, 
For future references we need a generalization of [4, (3.1.2)]. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let G be a finite dimensional Lie algebra and I = S ® 
A(m; !!) a minimal ideal of G, where Sis a simple Lie algebra and m + 0. 
Assume that G c ((Der S) ® A(m; !!)) EB (Ids ® (Der A(m; !!))). Let N 
denote a nilpotent subalgebra of (Der S) ® A(m; !!) satisfying [N, ad1G] c 
ad / G, and V the Fitting nilspace of N in ad / G. 
If [V, V n (ad1/)] consists of nilpotent transformations then so does V n (ad1/). 
Proof. Let J •= S ® A(m; !!)(1) denote the unique maximal ideal of I, 
and 
i·= E Vj(J). 
j~O 
Since (Der S) ® A(m; !!) is an ideal of ((Der S) ® A(m; !!)) EB (Ids ® 
(Der A(m; !!)))containing N, there is a decomposition 
ad 1G = (ad1G) n ((Der S) ® A(m; !!)) + V. 
Therefore j is an ideal of G, which is contained in I. The minimality of I 
forces j =I. 
Next we decompose 
I= E9 /µ., 
µ. 
J = E9 Jn Iµ. 
µ. 
into weights spaces with respect to N. As N acts nilpotently on V, each 
weight space Iµ. is invariant under V. In particular, we have 
Io= E Vj(J n Io) C] n Io+ V(Io)· 
j~O 
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Clearly V(/0 ) c /0 stabilizes Jn / 0 , so that (ad1(J n /0 )) U (ad1V(/0)) is a 
weakly closed set. Since J is a nilpotent ideal of /, the first set consists of 
nilpotent transformations. The second set (which coincides with [V, ad1/ 0 ] 
= [V, V n (ad1/)]) has this property by our initial assumption. So the 
Engel-Jacobson theorem shows that ad1 / 0 = V n (ad1/) consists of nilpo-
tent transformations as well. I 
In [18, Lemma 8.1(2)], we have overlooked a case. The rest of this 
section provides necessary corrections to [18, Sect. 8]. Lemma 8.1(2) of 
[18] should read as follows: 
LEMMA 8.1(2'). Suppose a E r is a Witt root. Then either a is improper, 
K(a) =rad L(a) is abelian and n(a) = 0, or a is proper, p = 5, rad L(a) 
= C(L(a)), and n(a) = 2. 
Proof. We distinguish 3 cases: 
(a) Suppose T + L(a)/C(T + L(a)) is simple, a is proper, and the 
central extension splits. This case is treated as in [18, p. 473]. 
(b) Suppose (T + L(a))/C(T + L(a)) is simple, a is proper, and 
the central extension does not split. In [27, p. 79], it has been mentioned 
that every faithful module over a nonsplit central extension of W(l; !) has 
dimension ~ p<P- 3>1 2• Since dim M < p 2 this implies that p = 5. But 
then our central extension has basis (e _1, ••• , e3 , z) such that z spans the 
center of T + L( a) and 
{
(j - i)e;+j 
[- -1 z e;,ej = 
-z 
0 
when -1 5: i + j 5: 3, 
when (i,j) = (2,3), 
when (i,j) = (3,2), 
otherwise 
(see [2]). From this it is immediate that n( a) = 2. 
(c) Suppose (T + L(a))/C(T + L(a)) is not simple. This case is 
treated as in [18, pp. 473-474). I 
Lemma 8.2, Theorem 8.3, and Corollary 8.4 of [18] are not at all affected 
by this correction to Lemma 8.1. Recall that the notion of a torus being 
rigid is introduced in [18, Sect. 8]. 
Corrected Proof of Theorem 8.5. Part (a). Suppose a is Witt. Applying 
Winter's conjugation process (if necessary) we can always find a torus in 
LP with respect to which L has a proper Witt root. So no generality is lost 
by assuming that a is proper Witt. By Lemma 8.1(2'), p = 5 and L(a) has 
basis (e _1, .. ., e3 , z) consisting of weight vectors relative to T with Lie 
multiplication given as above. There is A E F such that e3 + Az is p-
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nilpotent (in LP). Put w = Ae2• Then Ew, ,(e3 ) = e3 + Az for each g e AF 
(here Ew, E denotes the generalized Winter exponential corresponding to 
w, see Section 2 for the notation related to toral switchings). Now inter-
change T by the torus Tw c Lp' By construction, aw, E E f(L, Tw) is proper 
Witt. So [17, Sect. 2] implies that Tw is standard with respect to L. By [18, 
Theorem 6.3], L has (nonzero) homogenous sandwich elements with 
respect to Tw. Also, n(aw,E) = n(a) = 2 (as [Ew,/e2), Ew,E(e3 )] = [e2 , e3 
+ Az] = z). So, in view of Lemma 8.1(1), we may assume that all roots in 
f(L, T) are solvable or classical. Moreover, dim L.Y = 1 for any 'Y E r 
(Lemma 8.1(3)). Now proceed as in [18] to complete the proof. I 
Corrected Proof of Corollary 8.6. We may assume that T is a rigid torus. 
Suppose a is Witt. By Lemma 8.1(2'), a is proper, p = 5, and rad L(a) = 
C(L(a)) (for n(a) * 0). As in the previous correction, there are a 
Winter-conjugate standard torus T' c LP and a' E f(L, T') such that a' 
is proper Witt, n(a') = 2, and L has tnonzero) homogeneous sandwich 
elements with respect to T'. Thus we may assume that a is either solvable 
or classical and dim Ly= 1 for each 'YE r. Now proceed as in [18] to 
complete the proof. I 
Co"ected Proof of Corollary 8.7. Suppose a is Witt. As K'(a) acts 
nontriangulably on L, Lemma 8.1(2') shows that n(a) = 2. So Corollary 
8.6 yields the result. 
Thus we may assume that a is not Witt. Now proceed as in the original 
proof. I 
2. NORMALIZING AND SWITCHING TORI 
Let M be a finite dimensional graded Lie algebra. Setting 
gives End M a canonical structure of a graded associative algebra. With 
this grading, g I(M) is a graded Lie algebra and Der M is a graded Lie 
subalgebra of g I(M). The canonical p-structure of Der M is compatible 
with the grading, i.e., (Der; M)P c Der;p M. Since every Lie algebra M 
carries the trivial grading M = M0 , our discussion in this section also 
covers the case of an arbitrary (nongraded) Lie algebra. 
We give M ® A(m; !!) the grading 
(M ® A(m; !!)); == M; ® A(m; !!) Vi E z. 
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Suppose that g is a Lie algebra, and d E Der g satisfies dP = 0. In 
order to conclude that exp(d) •= f.f_-01{1/i!)d; is an automorphism of g it 
suffices to know that 
'Vu,veg, 
whenever i + j ~ p. 
Now set g := M ® A(m; !];). If d = d0 ® x<0 > with d0 E Der M and 
a * Q, then d; = d~ ® (x<a>)i, and hence [di(u ® f), dj(v ® g)] = 
[d~(u), d~(v)] ® fg(x<a>)i+i. As (x<a>)P = 0 for a* Q, exp(da ® x< 0 >) is an 
automorphism of M ® A(m; !];) whenever a * Q. It is easy to see that 
(exp(d0 ® x< 0 >))- 1 = exp(-d0 ® x<0 >). 
If g is a graded Lie algebra, then we set 
Aut0 g •= (Aut g) n (End 0 g) 
and call this the group of homogeneous automorphisms of g. 
Let M be a graded Lie algebra and 'I) a subalgebra of Der0 M. Let 
exp0 ( '.rl ®A( m; !1)) 
denote the subgroup of Aut0 (M ® A(m; !];)) generated by the set {exp(d ® 
x<0 >) Id E 'I), a * Q}. 
In what follows we order (N u {O}r lexicographically: 
a> b: ~ 3i0 such that a;= b; 'Vi< i 0 , a;0 > b;0 • 
It is clear that the following implication holds: 
a > b, c > d ==> a + c > b + d. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let M be a graded Lie algebra. 
(1) An automorphism u E Aut0 (M ® A(m; !];)) satisfies the condition 
u(u ® f) = (IdM ® !)( u(u ® 1)) 'Vu E M,f E A(m; !1) 
if and only if there are u 0 E (Aut0 M) ® Id and u 1 E exp0((Der0 M) ® 
A(m; !];)) such that 
(2) A derivation D E Der(M ® A(m; !];)) satisfies the condition 
D(u ® f) = (IdM ® f)(D(u ® 1)) 'Vu eM,feA(m;!];) 
if and only if DE (Der M) ® A(m; !];). 
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Proof (1) Clearly, every element of (Aut0 M) ® Id and exp0((Der0 M) 
® A(m; !!)) satisfies the required equations. To prove the converse write 
u(u ® 1) = E A0 (u) ® x< 0 >, u EM. 
a<?:O 
Then A0([u, v ]) = [ A0(u), A0(v )] for all u, v E M. Hence A0 is an automor-
phism of M. Moreover, as u is homogeneous, all A0 are homogeneous of 
degree 0. Thus A0 E Aut0 M~ Set u0 == A0 ® Id. 
Interchanging u by u01 o u we may assume that A0(u) = u for all 
u EM. We now assume inductively, that there is b > Q such that 
for Q < a < b, and all u E M. 
Then 
u([u,v] ® 1) = [u,v] ® 1 + E A0 ([u,v]) ®x< 0 >, 
a<?:b 
[u(u ® l),u(v ® 1}] = [u ® l,v ® 1] + [u ® l,Ab(v) ®x<b>] 
+[Ab(u) ®x<b>,v ® 1] + E A'0 (u,v) ®x< 0 >. 
a>b · 
Comparing powers of x yields Ab E Der0 M. Therefore, exp(-Ab ® x<b>) 
E exp0((Der0 M) ® A(m; !!)) and 
(exp(-A0 ® x<b>)o u )(u ® f) 
= ((idM ®f}oexp{-Ab ®x<bl)ou)(u ® 1), 
(exp{-Ab ® x<b>)o u )(u ® 1) 
= exp(-Ab ®x<b>)(u ® 1 + Ab(u) ®x<b> + E A0 (u) ®x< 0 >) 
a>b 
= u ® 1 + E A'0 { u) ® x<0 > 
a>b 
for all u E M, f E A(m; !!). By the induction hypothesis, exp( - Ab ® x<bl) o 
u E exp0((Der0 M) ® A(m; !!)), whence u E exp0((Der0 M) ® A(m; !!)). 
(2) Clearly, each element of (Der M) ® A(m; !!) satisfies the re-
quired equation. To prove the converse, write 
D(u ® 1) = E µ, 0 (u) ® x<0 >, uEM. 
a~O 
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Then 
L µa([u, V]) ® x<a> = D([u, V] ® 1) = D([u ® 1, V ® 1]} 
a~O 
= [D(u ® l),v ® 1] + [u ® l,D(v ® 1)] 
= L [µa(u),v] ®X(a) + L [u,µ 0 (v)] ®x<0 >, 
a~O a~O 
whence µ 0 E Der M for all a. Therefore D = E0 ~ 0 µa ® x<0 > E (Der M) 
® A(m; n) as claimed. I 
We now consider the Lie subalgebra ((Der M) ® A(m; n)) e (F Id ® 
W(m; n)) of Der (M ® A(m; n)). Let 
1T2 :((DerM) ®A(m;n)) e (Fid ® W(m;n))--+ W(m;n) 
denote the canonical projection. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let M be a graded Lie algebra and D = Eb~ 0 µb ® xb + 
Id ® 1T2(D) E ((Der0 M) ® A(m; n)) e (F Id ® W(m; n)). 
(1) Suppose n = !. For u' E Aut A(m;!) one has 
(Id® u')oD 0 (Id ® u')- 1 E ((Der0 M) ®A(m;n)) 
e(Fid ® W(m;n)), 
1T2((Id ® u')oDo(Id ® u')- 1) = u'o1T2(D)ou'- 1• 
(2) For u E exp0((Der0 M) ® A(m; n)) one has 
u o Do u- 1 E ((Der0 M) ®A(m; n)) e (F Id® W(m; n)), 
1T2( u o Do u-1) = 1Tz( D). 
Proof. (1) Let u E M, f E A(m; !). Then 
((Id® u')oDo(Id ® u')- 1)(u ®/) 
=(Id® u')( L µb(u) ® x<b>u'- 1(/) + u ® 1T2(D)u'- 1(f)) 
b~O 
= L µb(u) ® u'(x<h>)J + u ® ( u' o 1T2(D) o u'- 1)(!). 
b~O 
Thus 
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(Id® u')oDo(Id ® u')- 1 = E Jl-b ® u'(x<b>) 
b~O 
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Since !:! = ! one has u' o 7T2(D)o u'- 1 E Der A(m; !) = W(m; !). This 
proves (1). 
(2) Since u commutes with the operators IdM ® f and [D, IdM ® f] 
= IdM ® 7T2(DXf), we get 
[u oDo u- 1,IdM ®/] = u o(IdM ® 7T2(D)(f))o u-l 
= IdM ® 7Ti(D)(f) = [ldM ® 7T2(D),IdM ®/]. 
Then D' := u 0 D 0 u- 1 - IdM ® 7T2(D) is A(m; !:!)-linear. Applying 
Lemma 2.1(2) this proves the lemma. I 
Let F[x1, ... , xm], xf = 0, denote the truncated polynomial ring in m 
indeterminates, m = F[x1, ••• , xm](I) the ideal of F[x1, ••• , xm] spanned by 
the monomials of degree ~ 1. Note that m is the unique maximal ideal of 
F[x1, ... , xml· The automorphism group of F[x1, ... , xml is given as fol-
lows. Each automorphism u induces an invertible linear endomorphism of 
m/m 2, i.e., u(x1), ... , u(xm) are linearly independent (mod m 2). Con-
versely, if y1, ••• , Ym E m are linearly independent (mod m 2) then the 
linear mapping given by 
m m 
nxri - CTYti 
i-1 i-1 
is an automorphism of F[x1, ••• , xm]. 
When we need to stress the dependence of our construction on a set of 
generators x1, .. ., xm, we write F[x1, ... , xml rather than A(m; !), and 
similarly Der F[x 1, ... , xml rather than W(m; !). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let T c W(m; !) be a torus, and T0 == T n W(m; !)<O>· 
Let t1, ••• , t, be toral elements of T linearly independent (mod T0). Then there 
is u E Aut A(m; !) such that 
m 
u o T0 o u- 1 c E Fxjaj, 
j=r+ 1 
i = l, ... ,r. 
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Proof. We shall prove inductively that for all s = 0, ... , r there are 
Y1· .•• ' Ym E A(m; !) and al, ... ' am E {O, 1} satisfying the following prop-
erties: 
(a) Yi•"'•Ym Em, 
(b) y 1, ... , y m are linearly independent (mod m 2 ), 
(c) a1 + y1, ... , am + Ym are weight vectors with respect to T, 
(ds) t;(ai + yi) = a;i(ai + yi) for j = 1, ... , m and i = 1, ... , s. 
As T is a torus, it acts on F[x 1, ••• , xm] by semisimple endomorphisms. 
Consequently, the latter is the direct sum of the eigenspaces with respect 
to T. Let 'TT: F[x1, ••• , xm]-+ F[x1, ••• , xm]/(m 2 +Fl)= m/m 2 denote 
the canonical epimorphism. Choose T-weight vectors u1, ••• , um in 
F[x1, ... ,xm1 such that 7T(u 1), ... ,7T(um) span m/m 2. Set Y; := U; - a;. 
where a; E F is chosen so that Y; E m. Adjusting U; by a nonzero 
scalar (if necessary) we may assume that a; E {O, 1} for all i. Then 
y1, ••• , Ym• a1, ••• , am satisfy (a)-(c) and (d0). 
We now proceed by induction on s. Suppose Yi· ... , Ym• a1, ••• , 5m 
satisfy (a)-(c) and (ds_ 1) for some s :s; r. Define a; E T* by setting for 
t ET, 
a;(t)( 5; + y;) == t( 5; + y;), i=l,. .. ,m. 
If t E T is toral, then a;(t) E IFP. As t1, ... , ts are linearly independent 
(mod T0 ) there is l :s;; m such that (ts - r.::fa;(ts)t;)(51 + y1) $. m. Since, 
by assumption (ds_ 1), 
for j = 1, ... , s - 1, this implies I ~ s. Interchanging y1 and Ys does 
not affect (ds_ 1). Hence we may assume l = s. Then ts(as + Ys) = 
a,(t,X5s + y,) $. m, that is, 
a.= 1, a.(ts) E IF;. 
Set 
·- ( )-1 IF* a ·-a. ts E P, 
y; := { 1 + ys} a - 1, 
y; := {1 + ys)-aa;(r,){ a; + y;) - 5; for i.;:. s. 
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Then y~ • .. ., y:,, E m and 
Moreover, as Tacts by derivations on F[x1, •• ., xm], 81 + y~ •... , 8m + y:,, 
are weight vectors with respect to T. Thus y~ •... , y:,,, 81, ••• , 8m satisfy 
(a)-(c). An easy computation yields 
t5 (1 + y;) = a(l + Ys) 0 -\(1 + Ys) 
= aa5 (ts)(l + Ys) 0 = 1 + y;, 
ts( 8j + Y}) = -aaj(ts)(l + Ys)-aa/t,)-l( 8j + Yj) • t5 (1 + Ys) 
+ (1 + Ys)-aa/t,)ts( 8j + Yj) = 0 for j =I= S, 
ti(l + y;) = a(l + Ys) 0 -\(1 + Ys) = 0 for i < S, 
ti( 8j + Y}) = -aaj(ts)(l + ys)-aa/t,)-1( 8j + Yj) · ti(l + Ys) 
+(1 + Ys)-aa/t,\(8j + Yj) 
= 8ii( 8i + yj) for i < s, j * s. 
Thus (d) holds. Inductively, we construct ji1, ••• , Ym• 81, ••• , 8m satisfying (a)-(c), (d,). Since t 1, ••• , t, are linearly independent (mod T0 ) one has 
81 = · · · = 8, = 1. As T0 c W(m; !)<0> one concludes that 
for j = 1, ... , r. 
Now let u denote the automorphism of A(m; !) given by 
j = l, ... ,m. 
Then 
for i = 1, ... , r, j = 1, ... , m, and 
for t E T0 , j ~ r. In addition, for t E T0 and j > r one has t(8i + jij) E 
F(8i + jii) n m, whence either t(jii) = 0 or 8i = 0. In both cases t(jii) E 
Fyj, whence 
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<T o(.o u-1 = (1 +x.)a. l l ,, i=l, .. .,r, 
m 
u o T0 o u- 1 c E Fxiai. j-r+ 1 
This theorem generalizes Lemma 6 of [7], where the result is proved for 
T0 = (0) and r = 1, and [28, (IX.1)]. It also provides a non-computational 
proof for all results of [7, Sect. 3]. 
We shall consider tori T of Der (M ® A(m; !)) contained in ((Der M) ® 
A(m; !)) e (F Id ® W(m; !)). Note that the latter algebra is a restricted 
subalgebra of Der (M ® A(m; !)). If M is simple and the ground field is 
algebraically closed, then a result of R. E. Block [3] shows that these 
algebras coincide. Let 
7T2 :((DerM) ®A(m;!)) ® {Fid ® W(m;!))--+ W(m;!) 
denote the canonical projection. 
We shall often identify M ® F[x1,. • ., xml and M ® F[xr+ 1,. .. , xml ® 
F[x1, .. ., xrl (for 0 :s; r :s; m). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let M be a finite dimensional graded Lie algebra and 
T c ((Der0 M) ® A(m; !)) e (F Id ® W(m; !)) a torus. Set 
T0 •= T n ({(Der0 M) ® A(m; !)) Ell (F IdM ® W(m; !)(O>)). 
Let t 1, ••• , tr be toral elements of T, and assume that 
m 
7T2(T0 ) c E Fxiai, 
j-r+l 
i=l,. . .,r. 
Then there is u E expo{(Der0 M) ® A(m; !)) such that 
m 
uoToou- 1 c (DeroM) ®F[xr+l"'"xm] + E FidM ®xiai, 
j-r+ 1 
i = l,. . .,r. 
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Proof. (a) We set 
r 
Ti:= E Ftj, 
j= 1 
M' == M ® F[x,+ 1, ••• , xm], 
209 
and identify M with M' ® F[x1, ••• , x,]. We may also assume (by shrink-
ing T) that T = T0 ED T1• 
Define e1, ... , em E T* by setting 
e;(T0 ) = 0, 
Given a E (N U {O})m, b E (N U {O})' we set 
m 
xa = nxa• 
I ' i-1 
Z; = (1 + X;) (1 :$; i :$; r), 
r 
zb = CTzfi. 
i= 1 
Decompose M into weight spaces with respect to T. If u = La;;, 0u0 ® x 0 
EMµ,, u0 EM, is a weight vector of weightµ, then La;;,oUa ® (x 0 zb) is a 
weig1!t vect9r of weight µ + L:j _ 1 bj ej. As z f = 1 the mapping Id M ® 
zb: Mµ,-+ Mµ,+Eb·e· is bijective with inverse IdM ® zP-b. For µET* let 
Ji, E T* be such that 
Then Mµ, = (ldM ® CT}+ 1zfUi>)(Mµ). Consequently, dim Mµ =dim Mµ for 
all µ, E T*, and in addition, µ, is a weight if and only if µ, + L:j _ 1 IF P ej 
consists of weights with respect to T. 
Now CtJ(T1) = Lµ,er•Mµ is a subalgebra of M. The above yields 
dimM= E dimMµ,=p'( E dimMµ) =p'dimCM(T1). 
µ, E T* µ, E T*, µ,(T1) • 0 
Therefore, 
Consider the mapping 
(Eua ®xa) ®/>-+ Eua ® (xaf). 
a a 
Clearly, <p is a Lie algebra homomorphism. We have proved earlier that 'P 
is surjective. The dimension formula above shows that <p is bijective. 
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(b) Set N1 •= C!J(T1) ® F[x1, ••• , x,]<tl• N2 := M' ® F[x1, ••• , x,]0 » 
Since cp(N1) ~ N2 , and cp is an isomorphism, a dimension argument yields 
cp(N1) = N2 • Thus the sequence of Lie algebra homomorphisms 
- <p CtJ(T1) -+ C!J(T1) ® F ~ M' ® F[x1 , ••• , x,] 
-+ M' ® F[x1, ••• , x,]/N2 _:. M' 
gives rise to a Lie algebra isomorphism if!: CM(T1) _:. M'. Now if! trans-
forms an element E0 2': 0 u0 ® x 0 E C!J(T1), u0 EM, as 
L U 0 ® X 0 ,...... ( L U0 ® x0 ) ® 1 ,...... L (ua ® fi xji) ® Ilxii 
a~O a~O a<!=O i-r+ 1 i-1 
Next let Ea2'; oUa ® x 0 E CM(T,) and g E F[x,+ ,,. .. 'xm]. Then Ea~ oUa 
® x 0 g E C!J(T1) and 
if! CFo Ua ® xag) = a, - ··~a,-o ua ® xag = (IdM ® g) (if! CFo ua ® Xa)). 
Thus .p- 1 transforms an element u ® g EM', u e M as follows. Given 
u E M, there is a uniquely determined family (u 0 ) 0 2': 0 with u a E M such 
that u0 = u, E0 2': 0u0 ®x 0 E C!J(T1), and r/J(E0 2': 0u0 ®x 0 ) = u ® 1. Then 
.p-'(u ®g) = L Ua ®xag 
a~O 
(c) Set 
<T •= (if!® Id) o cp- 1 E Aut M, 
so that the following diagram commutes: 
<p ~ 
CM(T1) ® F[x1,. .. , x,] - M 
l/J® Id l l u 
1 canonical ~ M ® F[x1,. .. , x,] M. 
Note that M' and C!J(T1) are invariant under the multiplication with 
elements of F[x,+ 1, ••• , xm]. Therefore the identification 
F[x 1,. • ., xm] = F[x,+ 1,. .. , xm] ® F[x 1,. .. , x,], 
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imposes a F[x,+ 1, ••• , xm]-module structure on M' ® F[x1, ••• , x,] and 
CJJ(T1) ® F[x1, ••• , x,]. It is immediate from the definitions and the last 
equation in (b) that cp, if! ® Id and the canonical identification are 
F[x1, ••• , xm]-linear. Since T1 is homogeneous of degree 0, CM(T1) is a 
graded subalgebra of M. As cp, if! ® Id and the canonical identification are 
homogeneous mappings, then u is a homogeneous automorphism of M. 
Now Lemma 2.1 shows that u = u0 ° u 1, where u0 E (Aut0 M) ® Id, 
u 1 E exp0((Der0 M) ® A(m; !)). Note, that by definition u 1(u ® 1) = 
u ® 1 (mod M ® A(m; !)(1>). It is also clear from the above constructions 
that u(u ® 1) = u ® 1 (mod M ® A(m; !)(1)). Therefore, u 0 = Id, and 
u E exp0((Der0 M) ® A(m; !)). 
(d) We now compute u o To u- 1• For i = 1, ... , r, one has 
(uof;ou- 1)(u0 ®/) = (uot;)( E U0 ®x 0f) 
a<?:O 
+ u( E U 0 ® X 07T 2(t;)(f)) 
a<?:O 
= u(o + E u0 ®x 0 (l +x;)a;(f)) 
a<?:O 
= u0 ® (1 +x;)a;(f). 
Thus 
i = l, ... ,r. 
Next let t E T0 • According to Lemma 2.2(2) one has 
Write 
uotou- 1 E ((DeroM) ®A{m;!)) e (Fld ® W(m;!)), 
m 
7Tz(uotou- 1)=7T2(t)E E FxA. 
j-r+ 1 
u oto u- 1 = E µb ®xb + ldM ® 7T2(t), 
b<?:O 
As [t;, t] = 0 for i E {1, ... , r} one has 0 = [ u o t; o u- 1, u o t o u- 1] = 
Eb<?: 0 µb ® (1 + x)a;(xb), whence Eb<?: 0 µb ® xb E (Der0 M) ® 
F[x,+ 1• ... ' xm]. This proves the lemma. I 
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LEMMA 2.5. Let M be a graded Lie algebra and Tc (Der0 M) ® A(m; !) 
+ Ej_ 1FidM ®xA a torus. Then there is uE exp0((Der0 M) ®A(m;!)) 
such that 
m 
u o To u- 1 c (Der0 M) ® F + E F IdM ® xiai. 
j-1 
Proof. We proceed by induction on dim T. So assume that 
m 
T = T' Ea Fd, T' c (Der0 M) ® F + E F IdM ® xA, dP = d. 
j-1 
Set 
d = d0 ® 1 = E d0 ® x 0 + IdM ® d', 
a:2:ao>O 
where d0 , d0 E Der0 M, d' E Ej_ 1Fxiai, and 
d := d0 ® 1 - IdM ® d'. 
Fort= t0 ® 1 + Ej. 1 IdM ® aixiai ET' one has 
0 = [t,d] = [t0 ,d0 ] ® 1 
+ E [to, d0 ] ® X 0 + E d0 ® ( E ajaj)x 0 • 
a:2:a0 >0 a:2:a 0 >0 j= 1 
Comparing powers of x gives 
[t,d0 ®x 0 ] = [t0 ,d0 ] ®x 0 
+d0 ® ( .E ajaj)xa =0 
1-1 
where t E T'. Applying Jacobson's formula on pth powers yields 
d + E d0 ® X 0 = d = dP = (J + E d0 ® x 0 )P 
a:2:a0 >0 a:2:a 0 >0 
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where sj(d, Ea~ ao > 0 da ® xa) is a linear combination of p-fold Lie prod-
ucts in which d occurs j times and Ea~ ao > 0 da ® xa occurs (p - j) times 
(for more details see [34, Sect. 2.1]). The only property of the s/s we 
require is that 
Observe that [d, da ® xa] E (Der0 M) ® xa. Moreover, as a0 > 0, the ele-
ments (Ea~ ao > 0 da ® xa)P, Ef=-i2 sld, Ea~ ao > 0 da ® xa) are contained in 
Eb> ao (Der0 M) ® xb. Thus 
m m 
= - E da ® xa - E IdM ® ajxjaj + E IdM ® af xA 
a>a0 j=l j-1 
E ((Der M) ®(Fl+ Fx 0 o)) 




Since all da (a E (N U {O})m) are homogeneous of degree 0, so is D. Thus 
u' == exp(D ®xa0 ) E exp0((Der0 M) ®A(m;!)). 
We have mentioned above that [T', da ® x 0 ] = 0 for all a E (N U {O})m. 
Then [T', d] = [T', d] = (0). Therefore [T', D ® x 00 ] = 0 whence [u', t] = 
0 for all t E T'. 
We now compute u' odo u'- 1• Recall that u'- 1 = exp(-D ®x00 ) and 
observe that 
u'(u ®xb),d(u ®xb),u'- 1(u ®xb) E EM®xc 
c~b 
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for all u E M, b E (N U { O} )m. Therefore a computation (mod Ee> a M ® 
xe) yields 0 
( u' o do u'- 1 )( u ® 1) = ( u' o d)( u ® 1 - D( u) ® xao) 
Since by Lemma 2.2(2), 
= u'(d(u ® 1) -d(D(u) ®xa0 ) +da
0
(u) ®xao) 
= d(u ® 1) -d(D(u) ®xa0 ) + da
0
(u) ®xao 
+(D ®x 0 o)(d(u ® 1)) 
= (J- [d,D ®xao] + da
0 
®xao)(u ® 1) 
= d(u ® 1). 
u' o do u'-l - J = u' o do u'- 1 - (do® 1 + ldM ® 7T2(u' odo u'- 1)) 
E (Der0 M) ®A(m;!), 
the above computation shows that 
1 - " u' o do d'- - d = ~ J.Le ®Xe 
c>a0 
with /.Le E Der0 M. Induction on a0 gives the existence of u 1 E 
exp0((Der0 M) ® A(m; !)) such that 
fort ET', 
m 
u 1 o do u} 1 = J = d0 ® 1 + E ldM ® aixA. 
j-1 
This completes the induction on dim T. I 
The proof of Lemma 2.5 is modelled after [17, (2.5)]. We combine the 
preceding results. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let M be a finite dimensional graded Lie algebra, and Ta 
torus in ((Der0 M) ® A(m; !)) ED (F IdM ® W(m; !)). Set 
T0 := T n (((Der0 M) ® A(m; !)) ED (F ldM ® W(m; !)<0>)), 
r •=dim T /T0 , 
and let t 1, ••• , t, be nonzero total elements such that 
r 
T = T0 ED ES Fti. 
i-1 
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Then there are a 1 E IdM ® (Aut A(m; !)), a 2 E exp0((Der0 M) ® A(m; !)) 
and linear mappings 
m 
A2 : T0 -+ E Fxjaj, j=r+ 1 
such that, setting a == a 2 ° a 1, 
aot;oa- 1 = IdM ® (1 +x;)a;. i = 1, ... , r, 
a o t o a- 1 = ,\1 ( t) ® 1 + Id M ® A2 ( t), t E T0 • 
Proof. Note that Tr 2(T) is a torus in W(m; !), Trz(T) n W(m; !)<0> = 
Tr 2(T0 ), and Tr2(t1), ••• , Trz(t,) are toral elements linearly independent 
(mod Tr2(T0)). According to Theorem 2.3, there is a' E Aut A(m; !) such 
that 
m 
a' o Tr 2(T0 ) o a'- 1 c E Fxjaj, j-r+ 1 
a'o,,,2(t;)oa'- 1 = (1 +x;)a;, i = 1, ... ,r. 
Set a 1 := IdM ®a'. As a 1 ° !1o al 1 c ((Der0 M) ® A(m; !)} e (F IdM ® W(m;!)) and a'oTr 2(t) 0 a' = Tr 2(a1 °toa! 1 ) for all t ET (Lemma 
2.2(1)), one has 
m 
Trz( a 1 ° T0 ° al 1) c E Fxjaj, j=r+I 
Tr 2(a1ot;oal 1 ) = (1 +x;)a;. i = 1, ... ,r. 
So Lemma 2.4 applies to a 1 o To a1 1, a 1 o T0 oal1 = (a1 o To a! 1) n 
(((Der0 M) ® A(m; !)) e (F Id M ® W(m; Vco>)) and a 1 °t1 o a! 1, ••• , 
a 1 ° t, 0 a1 1• Thus there is TE exp0((Der0 M) ® A(m; !)) such that 
(To ai) o T0 o{ al 1 oT- 1) C (Der0 M) ® F[x,+l• ... , xmJ 
m 
+ E FidM®xA, 
j-r+ 1 
i=l,. .. ,r. 
Now consider T0 == (T 0 a 1)o T0 o(al 1 0 T- 1) as a torus in Der(M ® 
F[x,+ 1, ••• , xm]). Lemma 2.5 yields the existence of T 1 E expo<(Der0 M) ® 
F[x,+ 1, ... , xm]) such that 
m 
T' o T0 o T'- 1 c (Der0 M) ® F + E F IdM ® xA. j-r+I 
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Set u == (r' ® ldF[xto .. .,x) 0 T 0 u 1, and define linear mappings ,\1, ,\2 by 
the equation 
I 
Remark 2.1. Several normalization theorems for tori are used in the 
Classification Theory. Setting M = F yields ((Der M) ® A(m; !)) e 
(F IdM ® W(m; !)) = A(m; !) e W(m; !). The latter algebra is denoted by 
m3(m; !) in [18]. Reference [18, Theorem 3.3] is now a direct consequence 
of Theorem 2.6. Also [17, (2.5)] follows from Theorem 2.6. 
A version of [28, (IV.2)] is crucial for the Classification Theory (see [28, 
(IV.3); 29, (3.9), (3.10); 30, (1.8)]). Unfortunately, [28, (IV.2)] is stated 
improperly. The present Theorem 2.6 yields a correction sufficient for the 
applications in the Classification Theory. Namely, if M is simple and the 
ground field is algebraically closed, then Der(M ® A(m; !)) = ((Der M) ® 
A(m; !)) e (F IdM ® W(m; !)). Now if M ® A(m; !) is T-simple then 
we have r = m in Theorem 2.6. In this case u o T o u- 1 = I:?'= 1 F Id M ® 
(1 + x)a;. 
Remark 2.2. Given a Lie algebra g and a representation p: g -+ g {(V), 
the direct sum 9 == g e V carries a graded Lie algebra structure given by 
90 == g, 9_ 1 == V, [x + v,x' + v'] •= [x,x'] +p(x)(v') - p(x')(v) 
for all x, x' E g, v, v' E V. If g is restricted, and V is a restricted 
g-module, then g carries a p-structure which extends the p-structure of g 
and satisfies the relation V[Pl = 0 (cf. [34, (2.2.5)]). We apply this observa-
tion to give another interpretation of Theorem 1.7. With the assumptions 
and notation of that theorem, I e W and (S e U) ® A(m; !) are graded 
Lie algebras via the construction just described. Theorem 1.7(3) now says 
that the mapping 
t./11 e t./12 :/e W-+ (Se U) ®A(m;!),x + w >-+ t./11(x) + 1/12(w), 
is a Lie algebra isomorphism. Note that I and S ® A(m; !) are the 
0-terms, and W and U ® A(m; !) are the ( -1)-terms of the respective 
graded Lie algebras. Also, tjJ1 e 1/12 is a graded isomorphism. 
It is straightforward that the mapping 
G-+ gI(/ e W), D >-+ {ad1 D) e p(D), 
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is a restricted Lie algebra homomorphism from G into Der0(/ e W). It 
induces a restricted Lie algebra homomorphism 
'l':G ~ Der0((S e U) ®A(m;!)), 
where 
DEG. 
Equation (1) in Theorem 1.7 says that 
lf!1 o(ad1 D) o i/11 1 = D 0 +Ids® 7T2(D), 
if!2 o p(D) o if!2 1 = D_ 1 + ldu ® 7r2(D), 
where D0 E (Der S) ® A(m; !), and D _ 1(u ® f) = Odu ® JXD _ 1(u ® 1)) 
for all u E U, f E A(m; !). Since 'l'(D) and Id ® 7T2(D) are homogene-
ous derivations of (S e U) ® A(m; !) of degree 0, the same is true for 
D 0 e D_ 1• Moreover, one has for y ES, u EU, f, g E A(m; !), 
i.e., 
(D 0 e D_ 1)(y ® f + u ® g) = D 0(y ® !) + D_ 1(u ® g) 
=(Ids ®f)(D0(y ® 1)) 
+(ldu ® g)(D_ 1(u ® 1)), 
(D0 EB D_ 1)(w ® h) = (Idseu ® h)(D0 e D_ 1)(w ® 1) 
for all w E S e U, h E A(m; !). Lemma 2.1(2) yields that D 0 e D _ 1 E (Der0(S e U)) ® A(m; !) and 
'l'(D) = (D0 e D_i) + ldseu ® 7T2(D) 
E ((Der0(S e U)) ®A(m;!)) e (F ldsaiu ® W(m;!)) 
for all D E G. The following corollary is now a consequence of Theorems 
1.7 and 2.6. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let G, I, S, U, W, and m be as in Theorem 1.7, and let 
T be a torus of G. Then there is a graded Lie algebra isomorphism 
If! : I e W ~ ( S e U) ® A ( m; !) , 
and an induced restricted Lie algebra homomorphism 
'l':G ~ {(Der0(S e U)) ®A(m;!)) e (Flds+u ® W(m;!)), 
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such that, for some r;:;:: 0, 
'l'(T) = ( .t F Ids<!lU ® (1 + xj)aj) 
1-1 
ES 'l'(T) n ((Dero(S ES U)) ® F + f, F IdS<!lU ® xjaj). 
j-r+ 1 
Proof For 'l'(T) = if! o To if!- 1 choose u E Aut0((S ES U) ® A(m; 1)) 
according to Theorem 2.6. Being homogeneous of degree 0, u induces a 
Lie algebra automorphism of S ® A(m; !) and a module isomorphism of 
the (S ® A(m; !))-module U ® A(m; !). Now substitute 1/11, 1/12 by u 0 1/11, 
u o if!2, and 'I' by u o 'I' o u- 1• I 
We now describe in detail the process of toral switchings based on the 
ideas of [40, 39, 15]. Let g be an arbitrary finite dimensional restricted Lie 
algebra over F. A Cartan subalgebra h in g is called regular if q is the 
centralizer of a torus of maximal dimension in g. 
Let AF={~ E HomF (F, F) I e - ~ = IdF}. As F is algebraically 
closed, AF* 0. Let T be a torus of maximal dimension in g, f(g, T) = r 
the set of roots of g with respect to T, and let 
g = q ES E gs 
ser 
be the corresponding root space decomposition of g. Given y E r and 





q(w) - ~~ w if m > l, 
if m = 1. 
Fix ~ E AF and define the generalized Winter exponential Ew, € E End g by 
setting 
p-1 p-1 
Ew,,lg 13 = - E .D (<~ 0 ,B)(wlPr)-adgllq(w) +i)(adw);, 
i=O 1=1+1 
where f3 E f U {0} (we arrange g0 = q). 
The following has been proved in [15, Proposition 1]: 
(i) Ew,, ( ()) is a regular Cartan subalgebra of g, and 
g=Ew,€(h)ES LEw,{(gll) 
ser 
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is the root space decomposition of g with respect to Ew, / f) ). In particu-
lar, this means that Ew,€ E GL(g). The unique maximal torus Tw con-
tained in Ew,/fJ) has the form 
Tw = { tw I t E T}, 
(ii) For every x E g 6 , 
where tw == t - -y(t)(w + q(w)). 
[tw, Ew,f(x)] = ( 8(t) - ( ~ o 8)(w1Pr)'Y(t))Ew,E(x). 
Therefore, the root system r(g, Tw) of g with respect to Tw is 
f(g,Tw) = {8w,E 18 E f} c r:, 
8w,E(tw) = 8(t) - ( ~ o 8)(w!Pr)-y(t). 
The formulas above generalize those found in [39] for restricted Lie 
algebras containing a toral Cartan subalgebra. Namely, if f) = T then 
m(w) = 1, so q(w) = 0. 
Following [16] define Dw, E E End g by setting 
8EfU{O}. 
One can prove (see [16]) that Dw, E belongs to the p-envelope of ad w in 
ad g. As D!, E - Dw, E = (ad w )P, Dw, E in fact belongs to the p-envelope of 
(ad w)P, i.e., there is a polynomial P(X) E F[X] without constant term, 
such that Dw, E = P((ad w )P). Let 
p-1 1 
ew == E -:-(ad w)'. 
i-0 l! 
Then there exists a polynomial Qw,E(X) E F[X] divisible by XP, such that 
Ew,f = ew + Qw,t(ad w). 
Let f)' be another regular Cartan subalgebra of g. If f)' = Ex,/fJ) for 
some x E U6 erg 6 and µ E AF, we say that f)' is obtained from f) by an 
elementary switching. By [16], every two regular Cartan subalgebras of g 
can be obtained from each other by a finite chain of elementary switch-
ings. In particular, they have the same dimension (equal to the minimal 
dimension of the nilspaces of endomorphisms ad x, x E g). 
We now show that toral switchings "respect" some subalgebras JJ<a>. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let L be a centerless Lie algebra of absolute toral rank 
2, Ta 2-dimensional torus in the p-envelope LP of L ( == ad L) in Der L, and 
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a E f := f(L, T). Suppose that Tis standard with respect to L. Choose an 
element u in the set 
such that Tw is standard with respect to L. If u EL,,,, where µ E f\IFpa, 
suppose in addition that U;., 0 M;a,,_ consists of p-nilpotent elements of LP. Let 
~ E AF. Then 
Eu,€(.M<a>) C _M<au,t). 
Proof Identify L with a subalgebra of LP- By our assumption, a(urPr) 
= 0, where m = m(u). We mentioned that there is f E F[X] such that 
Eu, € = /(ad u ). Let x denote the characteristic polynomial of Eu,€. 
As Eu, e is invertible, then x has constant term x(O) = ± det Eu,€ * 0. 
Choose g E F[X] such that x(X) = Xg(X) + x(O). Then E:,~ = 
- x(o)- 1g(Eu.e)· Therefore, there is cp E F[X] such that E:,~ = cp(ad u). 
Now, let a EM;, b E L_Y, Considering root spaces with respect to Tu 
gives 
for some h EH:= CL(T). Hence 
h = E;,H[ Eu,t(a), Eu,t(b)]) = cp(ad u)([/(ad u)(a),f(ad u)(b)]) 
E H n span { [ (ad u) ; ( a) , (ad u) j ( b)] I i, j ~ 0} 
= span { [ (ad u); (a) , (ad u) j ( b)] I i + j = 0 (mod p)}. 
Since u, a E M<a>, then h E [M<a>, L] n H c Ha. Let .A"(a; µ) denote 
the p-envelope of M(a; µ):=Ha EB E;er-M;a,,_ in LP. As M(a; µ)is a 
subalgebra of L, Jacobson's formula gives p 
.A"(a;µ)= L(Ha)[p]i+ L L:(M/;.ip]i. 
j":?.0 ielf; j":?.0 
Therefore the set 
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spans L(a; µ,) n CLP(T). If µ, E f\IFpa then, by our assumption, _every 
element of ui E IF* Mi: is p-nilpotent. If µ, E IF;a, then (M;:)lPJ' acts 
nilpotently on La pwhenever i E IF; and j > 0. Therefore each element of 
the above set acts nilpotently on La. The set is weakly closed. Thus the 
Engel-Jacobson theorem applies and gives 
TnL(a;µ,) c Tn {kera). 
Choose r E N such that Eu, /h)lPl' E Tu and write for a suitable t E T, 
Eu,1;(h)!pl' =tu= t - µ,(t)(u + q(u)). 
Observe that u, h EL(a; µ,).Then Eu,1;(h) EL(a; µ,).Therefore, 
(
m(u)-1 ) 
t=Eu,1;(h)1P1'+µ,(t) _E ulPl; eTnL(a;µ,)cTn(kera). 
i=O 
Consequently, a(t) = 0. But then 
by our assumption on u. This, in turn, means that 
for all 'YE f, 
as claimed. I 
COROLLARY 2.9. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.8, if u E Kia• 
i * 0, then .M<a.,,> = Eu,/.M<a>) and K(au,€) = K(a). 
Proof. As u =Eu,/~) E Kialj,f by the preceding proposition, and 
(TJ_u = T, then Eu,t(M<al) C M(a •. t>. f.pplying t~e proposition with Tu, 
-u, ~ instead of T, u, ~ gives E-u,/M<a•.E>) c M<a>. So the first result 
follows from the fact that det(E _u, € o Eu,€) .P. 0. As a further conse-
q_uence, K(au,€) = Eu.e(K(a)). Since u E K(a) the latter coincides with 
K(a). I 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let Ti, T2 be two tori of maximal dimension in a finite 
dimensional restricted Lie algebra g, Va finite dimensional restricted g-mod-
ule, Ai (resp., A2) the set of weights of V with respect to Ti (resp., T2). Let 
Q(A;} denote the IFP-span of Ai in T*, i = 1, 2. There exists an isomorphism 
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of 'f P·spaces 7T : Q(A 1) - Q(A 2 ) such that 
7r(A1) = A2 and dimF ~ = dimF v ... (µ) 
for every µ E A1. 
Proof By [16], C/T2) can be obtained from Cg(T1) by a finite chain of 
elementary switchings. Thus in order to prove the corollary it suffices to 
assume that there is a root vector x E g a for some a E f( g, T) such that 
T2 = {tx It E T1}. Fix g E AF and let Ex,€ be the generalized Winter 
exponential associated with x and g. Give g •= g EB V a restricted Lie 
algebra structure by letting [V, V] = VlPl = (0). It is well known (and easy 
to see) that T1 is a torus of maximal dimension in g. Obviously, the ideal 
V c g is Ex, cstable. 
Define 7T : T( - T{ by the rule 7T( <p) = 'Px, E for all <p E T(, where 
'Px,f(tx) = <p(t) - (go <pXxlPr<»)a(t). As g if FP·linear, so is 7T. If fx.E = 0 
for some f E T(, then f = ,\a where A = g(f(xlPr<•>)). But a(xlPr<•>) = 
0, yielding f = 0. As A1, A2 are finite sets (and hence Q(A 1), Q(A 2 ) are 
finite dimensional over FP), 7T is a FP-linear bijection. As Ex, f is invertible, 
dim~ = dim Ex,€(~) for every µ E A1. Also, Ex, E(~) c V.,.(µ)' The re-
sult follows. I 
The following is a trivial but useful consequence. 
COROLLARY 2.11. (1) 0 E A1 <=> 0 E A2• 
(2) If dim~= t for all µ E A1, then dim~ = t for all ,\ E A2• 
3. HAMILTONIAN LIE ALGEBRAS 
In what follows we shall rely on detailed information on the representa-
tions and gradings of H(2; !)<2> and its derivation algebra. As usual define 
DH: A(2; !) - W(2; !) by setting DH(xfx~) = axf- 1x~a2 - bxfx~- 1a 1 • 
Then 
H(2; !)<2> =DH( A(2; !) )0 >, 
Der H(2; !)<2> =DH ( A(2; !) ) + Fxf- 1a2 + Fxr 1a1 + F( x 1 a1 + x2 a2 ) 
[34]. Set 
H(2; !)<2\j) := H(2; !)<2> n W(2; !)cj)· 
THEOREM 3.1. Let M be a restricted Lie algebra satisfying H(2; !)<2> c M 
c Der H(2; 1)(2), and let W denote an irreducible restricted M-module. Then 
W ~ u(M) ®u<G> W0 , where G ~ H(2; !)<2> is a restricted subalgebra of M, 
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and W0 is an irreducible G-module. As a H(2; !)<2>-module, W0 = €01 times V 
is a direct sum of irreducible H(2; !)<2>-modules isomorphic to V. The irre-
ducible H(2; !)<2>-module Vis isomorphic to one of the following: 
(1) 1-dimensional, 
(2) H(2; !)<2> with the ad-representation, 
(3) u(H(2; !)<2>) ®u<H<2. D<2> > V0 , where V0 is an irreducible restricted 
( (2) • (0) H 2; !) cormodule. 
Let T be a torus of M. One of the following occurs. 
(A) H(2; !)<2> • W = (0), 
(B) annw(T) * (0), 
( C) dim T = 2, and Wis the natural M-module 
span{x~x~ I (i,j) < (p - 1,p - 1)}/F 
or its dual. 
Proof. Setting in [33, Corollary 5.5] L = M, I = H(2; !)<2> one obtains 
W == u( M) ®u<K> Wo, Wo = EB, times V, 
where Mis the universal p-envelope of Min U(M), t is a suitable natural 
number, V is an irreducible H(2; 1)<2>-module, and K is the stabilizer of 
W0 in M. Since M is restricted, -M = M + C(M). Since W is an irre-
ducible M-module, C(M) acts on W by scalar multiplications. Hence 
C(M) c K, and therefore u(M) ®u<K> W0 == u(M) ~<Kn M) W0 • Set G == 
Kn M. By construction, H(2; !)<2> c G. 
The irreducible H(2; !)<2>-module V is restricted (as so is W). Now [10, 
p. 34 of the English translation] establishes the claim on V. 
It remains to prove the statement on T. 
(a) Suppose dim V = 1. Since H(2; !)(2) is an ideal of M it follows 
that {w E WI H(2; 1)<2> • w = O} is a M-submodule of W. It contains 
F ® W0• Then H(2; l)<2> • W = (0). 
(b) We now assume that dim V > 1. Note that every torus in 
Der H(2; !Y2> has dimension at most 2 [5]. At first we prove the theorem 
under the assumption that 
TcG, dimT= 2. 
According to [5, (1.18.4)] there is an automorphism u of H(2; !)<2> such 
that the induced automorphism u of Der H(2; !)<2>, u(D) = u o Do u- 1, 
maps Tonto Fz1iJ1 E9 Fz2 iJ2, where Z; stands for X; or 1 + X;. We identify 
H(2; !)<2> and ad H(2; !)(2). Then u preserves H(2; !)<2> and H(2; !)<2\ 0>" 
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(c) Suppose V;: u(H(2; !)<2)) ®u<H(Z,li2\o>) V0 • By the above there is a 
basis (t1, t2 ) of T and g1, g2 E H(2; !)(2), such that u(t) = z;a;, u(g) = a;. 
Pick u e V0 \(0). The description of V shows that gf- 1gf- 1 ® u * 0. Let 
1 ® u = Eu.,,, where all u'Y are weight vectors with respect to T. Clearly, 
there is a weight vector u'Y such that gf- 1gr 1 • u'Y * 0, which implies that 
for 0 :s: i, j :s: p - 1. 
Since g1, g2 are root vectors for T corresponding to linearly independent 
roots, the above shows that V has p 2 distinct weights. Since the represen-
tation is restricted, all T-weights are contained in a 2-dimensional IFP-sub-
space of T*. So 0 is a T-weight of V. 
(d) Suppose V;: H(2; !)<2\ Note that W is a u(M)-module if one 
defines the action of u(m) via 
u(m)(w) = m. w for all m e M, w e W. 
Since a1, a2 E H(2; !)(2>, T' := Fx1 a1 EB Fx2 a2 is a 2-dimensional torus in 
u(M). As u(T), T' are tori of maximal dimension in Der H(2; !Y2l, 
Corollary 2.11 shows that 
annw(T) * (0) <=> annw(u(T)) * (0) <=> annw(T') * (0). 
Next we set M' •= u(M), G' := u(G), assume that annw(T') = (0), and 
prove the theorem in this setting. 
Put t0 :=x1a1 -x2a2, t1 :=x1a1 +x2 a2, and let 
M' = H(2; 1)<2> EB N, 
where 
N c Fxf- 1a2 EB Fxr 1a1 EB F( xf- 2xr 1a2 - xf- 1xf- 2a1) EB Ft1 
is a subalgebra containing Ft 1• Since (xf- 1a2 )P = (xr 1a1)P = (xf- 2xr- 1a2 - xf- 1xr 2a1)P = o, one has NP c Ft1 EB [t 1, N] c N. 
Therefore N is a restricted subalgebra of Der H(2; !Y2). Since 
xf- 1a2,xr 1a1,xf- 2xr 1a2 -xf- 1xr 2a1 are eigenvectors of t 1 belonging 
to eigenvalues -2, -2, -4, respectively, N = Ft1 EB [t1, NJ, and 
(e) Suppose that G * M. Then M' = G' EB N' where N' is a nonzero 
T'-invariant subspace of N. Recall that V ;: H(2; !Y2>; let v e V be the 
vector which is mapped onto t0 under this isomorphism. Then t 0 • v = 0 
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whence W0 == {w E W0 I t 0 • w = O} is nonzero. Obviously, W0 is ti-in-
variant. So there is w0 E W0\(0) such that t1 • w0 = aw0 for some a E IF;. 
As t 1 acts invertibly on N', there is n E N' \ (0) such that [t 1, n] = bn for 
some b E IF;. Therefore there is s E {1, ... , p - 1} such that ns ® w0 is 
annihilated by T = Ft0 + Ft1• Since this contradicts our assumption on 
annw(T') we derive that G = M. It follows that Wis a semisimple isogenic 
H(2; !)C2>-module. 
(f) Set A = End W, and let B be the associative subalgebra of A 
generated by { Pw(f) If E H(2; !)<2>}, where Pw : M' --+ g I(W) denotes 
the representation. Since W is a semisimple isogenic H(2; !)<2>-module, 
B == End V is a central simple associative algebra. A classical theorem now 
shows that setting C == {a EA I [a, B] = (0)}, A == B ®F C and C is cen-
tral simple. In particular, this implies 
A =BC, B n C = F Idw. 
Since H(2; !)<2> is an ideal in M', the mappings 
B--+ B, b >-+ ( Pw(f),b] (/EN) 
are well-defined derivations of B. All derivations of a cen.tral simple 
associative algebra are inner. Therefore there is a linear mapping 
A:N--+B 
such that [ Pw(f) - A(/), B] = (0) for all f EN. 
Suppose A' : N --+ B is another linear mapping with this property. Then 
A(!) - A'(!) E B n c = F ldw 
for all f EN. 
(g) We now adjust A by adding suitable scalar multiples of ldw. 
Recall that V == H(2; !)<2> as a H(2; !)<2>-module. Set 
Vk == span{DH(xfx0 Ii+ j - 2 = k}. 
Then V = $k Vk is a graded H(2; !)<2tmodule, and 
V2p-s = annv( H(2; !)(2)(1))· 
Observe, that for f E N 
[ PwU) - A(!), Pw( H(2; !)<2>)] c [ Pw(f) - A(!), B] = (0). 
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In particular, 
But then 
[ A(f), Pw ( H(2; !)<2>coi)] = [ Pw (f), Pw ( H(2; !)<2>co>)] 
c Pw( H(2; !)<2>(1>). 
'VJ EN. 
Moreover, as V2p-s is an irreducible H(2; !P>cofmodule, one obtains 
'VJ EN, 
for some l/J(f) E F. Set 
A'(t1) = A(t1) - (5 + l/J(t1))Idw, 
>..'(!) = A{f) - 1/1(/)Idw 'VJ E N(l>. 
It is now easy to see that for each JEN the endomorphism A'(J) E End V 
coincides with the derivation J E Der H(2; !)<2> (recall that V :;;; H(2; !)<2l). 
As a consequence, A' is a restricted Lie algebra homomorphism from N 
into g {{V). Define 
cp: N ~ C, cp(f) = PwU) - >..'(!). 
As [ cp(f), X(g )] = 0 for all J, g E N, one can check that cp is a restricted 
Lie algebra homomorphism, where we view C as a restricted subalgebra of 
g l(V). In particular, cp(NOl) consists of nilpotent endomorphisms (see 
also (d)). 
(h) Recall that C is a central simple associative algebra, whence has 
a unique irreducible module U. It is well known that the M'-modules W 
and V ®p U are isomorphic. Since cp is a restricted homomorphism, each 
irreducible cp(N)-submodule of U is !-dimensional and affords a represen-
tation FA given by 
where A E IFP. Let U0 = Fu 0 be a !-dimensional module which affords the 
representation FA. 
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Let V; E V denote the image of DH(xf xD under a fixed isomorphism 
µ : H(2; !)<2> ~ V (i = 1, ... , p - 2). Then 
t0 • ( V; ® u0 ) = µ([ t0 , DH( xf xDJ) ® u0 = 0, 
tt · (v; ® u0 ) = µ([tt,DH(xfxDJ) ® u0 + V; ® (tt ·u0 ) 
= (2i - 2 + A)v; ® u0 • 
If A * 2, 4, there is i E {1, ... , p - 2} such that 2i - 2 + A = 0. In this 
case annw(T') * 0. 
(i) As a consequence of our previous discussion, there are at most 2 
irreducible M-modules W satisfying H(2; !)<2> • W * (0), annw(T) = (0). 
Indeed, our discussion in (c)-(h) shows that W ~ V ® U0 , where V ~ 
H(2; !)<2> is a natural M'-module and U0 is a I-dimensional M'-module 
with the trivial action of the ideal H(2; !)<2> and the action of N given by 
the representation FA where A E {2, 4}. Now pairwise non-equivalent 
representations Pt• p2 , p3 of M would give rise to the pairwise non-equiv-
alent representations Pt o a--t, p2 o a--t, p3 ° a--t of M' = u(M). 
It is easily seen that the modules from case (C) of the theorem have the 
properties in question. Now W = span{xt x~ I (i, j) < (p - 1, p - 1)} / F 
has a unique minimal H(2; !)<2>cofsubmodule Wt ~ Fx r- t x r 2 E9 
Fxf- 2xrt and a unique maximal H(2; !)<2><0>-submodule W2 ~ 
span{xf x~ I (i, j) < ( p - 1, p - 1), i + j > 2}. Then the dual module W' 
has a unique minimal H(2; !)<2\ 0fsubmodule isomorphic to (W /W2)*. 
Observe that t t has the unique eigenvalue - 3 on Wt and the unique 
eigenvalue -1 on (W /W2 )*. Therefore these two M-modules are noniso-
morphic. This proves the theorem under the additional assumption that 
T c G, dim T = 2. 
(j) Next we assume that Tc G, dim T = 1. 
Suppose that Tis a maximal torus of G. Then H(2; !Y2> is IFP-graded by 
the action of T. According to [26, (1.5)] the zero component of this grading 
cannot act nilpotently on H(2; !)<2> (since otherwise H(2; !)<2> would be 
solvable). Therefore it contains a toral element t0 , yielding T c H(2; !)<2>. 
If V ~ H(2; !)<2>, let Fv be the image of T under this isomorphism. Then 
1 ® v E annw(T) . 
. Suppose V ~ u(H(2; !)<2>) ®u<H<2; D<Z><o» V0• Due to [8], T is conjugate to 
either F(xt f3t - x2 a 2 ) or F((l + xt)at - x2 a2) under an automorphism 
of H(2; !)(2). By [11] any automorphism of H(2; !)<2> preserves H(2; !)<2><0>· 
Thus there are g E H(2; !)<2>\H(2; !)<2><0> and a E T* \(0) such that 
[t, g] = a(t)g for all t E T. Pick u E V0 \(0). The description of V shows 
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that gP- l • (1 ® u) = gP- l ® u :I= 0. Write 1 ® u = Euy as a sum of weight 
vectors with respect to T. Clearly, there is a weight vector uY such that 
gP- 1 • uY .;:. 0, which implies that 
gi · uY :I= 0 for 0 ::;, j ::;, p - 1. 
Then V carries p distinct weights with respect to T, and, as T acts 
restrictedly on V, 0 is a T-weight. 
Suppose that T is not a maximal torus of G. Choose a maximal torus 
T' :::> T of G (recall that it is 2-dimensional). By our preceding result, 
either annw(T') :I= (0) or Wis as in case (C). In the first case annw(T') c 
annw(T). In the second case, the present assumption entails that W is the 
natural G-module equal to span{x~ x~ I (i, j) < (p - 1, p - 1)} / F or its 
dual. We now regard Gas a subalgebra of W(2; !) which acts naturally on 
A(2; !). Then Wis a G-submodule of A(2; !)/For its dual. As dim T = 1, 
all weight spaces of A(2; !) relative to T are p-dimensional (see Theorem 
2.3). Hence the zero weight of W has multiplicity at least p - 2. Then 
annw(T) :I= (0). 
In the general case set T = T0 e Ft1 e Ft2 , where T0 := T n G and 
t 1, t 2 are 0 or toral elements of T. Then (tf- 1 - lXtf- 1 - 1) ® annw0(T0 ) 
c annw(T). If T0 = T then Tc G, and we are done. If T0 :I= T then 
dim T0 ::;, 1. By our previous result, annw0(T0 ) :I= (0). Then annw(T) :I= (0). 
This proves the theorem. I 
The following theorem will be extensively used in the sequel. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be a semisimple restricted Lie algebra with TR(G) 
= 2 and with a unique minimal ideal I, and T c G a 2-dimensional toms 
of G. Suppose TR(/) = 1. Let W be an irreducible restricted G-module such 
that I· W * (0). Regard I e W as a restricted Lie algebra according to 
Remark 2.2. Then the following are tme. 
(1) There exist S E {~ I(2), W(l; !), H(2; !)<2)}, m ~ 0, a S-module U, 
a homogeneous Lie algebra isomorphism of degree 0 
i/J : I e W -+ ( s e U) ® A ( m; !) , 
and an induced restricted Lie algebra homomorphism 
'l':G-+ ((Der0(S e U)) ®A(m;!)) e (Flds,w ® W(m;!)), 
such that 
'l'(T) = F(h 0 ® 1) e F(d ® 1 + lds$u ® t 0 ), 
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where h 0 E S, d E Der0(S EB U), t0 E W(m; !}. I is a restricted ideal of G, 
and U is a restricted S-module. If t0 ~ W(m; !>co) then 'JI may be chosen so 
that d = 0, t 0 = (1 + x1)a1• 
(2) One of the following occurs: 
(a) 0 is a T-weight of W; 
(b) (i) S = H(2; !)<2), 
(ii) m = 0 or t0 = 0, 
(iii) the (S + Fd)-module U is as in case (C) of Theorem 3.l; 
(c) (i) S E {51(2), W(l; !)}, 
(ii) m > 0, t0 '* 0, 
(iii) every x E I is either p-nilpotent or acts invertibly on W, 
(iv) if 1' is a T-weight of W then so is -y. 
Proof (l) Let J denote the p-envelope of I in G. Suppose T c..Y. 
Then G =I+ C0 (T) and TR(/)= dim T = 2, a contradiction. Thus T <t. 
J. Suppose T n..Y= (0). As J is a restricted ideal of G, G/..Y carries 
a natural p-mapping. By assumption, the image of T in G /..Y is a 2-di-
mensional torus. Let T1 denote a I-dimensional torus of J. As J is an 
ideal of G, G =J + C0 (T1). Let T2 denote a maximal torus. in C0 (T1), 
which is mapped onto T + ..Y/..Y under the homomorphism 11": 
CG(Tl)-+ CaCT1)/Co(T1) n..Y= G/..Y [34, (2.4.5)]. Clearly, dim 7r(T2) = 
dim(T +..Y)/..Y = 2. As [T1, T2 ] = (0), then T1 c T2 nker11". But then 
TR(G) > 2, a contradiction. Thus T n..Y '* (0). 
We now normalize T according to Corollary 2.7. There is a graded Lie 
algebra isomorphism 
¢:/EB W-+ (S EB U) ®A(m;!), 
and an induced restricted Lie algebra homomorphism 
'l':G-+ ((Der0(S EB U)) ®A(m;!)) EB (Fldseu ® W(m;!)), 
such that, for some r ~ 0, 
EB 'JI( T) n ((Der0 ( S EB U)) ® F + . E F ldseu ® xiai). 
1-r+ 1 
Since TR(S) = 1, we have S E {5 I(2), W(l; !), H(2; !)<2)} [38, 25, 17]. Then 
Sis restricted. Let [p]' denote the p-mapping on S. As the rule (u ® f)IPI' 
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:= ulPl' ® fP for u e S, f E A(m; !) defines a p-mapping on If;(/) and 
Cc(l) = (0), it is easy to see that M := rf;- 1(S ® F) is a restricted subalge-
bra of G. Therefore the S-module U is restricted (cf. Remark 2.2). 
Similarly, I is a restricted subalgebra of G whence J = I. 
Recall that T n I =: Fh for some toral element h. Then 'l'(h) = h0 ® 1 
for some toral element h0 E S. Thus 'l'(T) = F(h 0 ® 1) E9 F(d ® 1 + 
Id519 u ® t 0 ) where d E Der0(S E9 U). If t0 $. W(m; !)co> then the descrip-
tion of 'l'(T) gives r = 1. In this case, 'l'(T) = F(h 0 ® 1) E9 F(Id519 u ® 
(1 + X1)al). 
(2) (a) Suppose that m '* 0, t0 '* 0, and 
U0 := {u E Ulh 0 ·u = O} '* (0). 
Observe that U0 ® A(m; !) = annw(h0 ® 1) is T-invariant. So there is a 
weight vector u = E0 ~ 0u 0 ® x 0 relative to T with u 0 E U0 for all a, and 
u0 '* 0. Note that 
(d ® 1 +Id® t0 )(Eu 0 ® x 0!) = ((d ® 1 +Id® t0 )(u))f + ut0(f) 
for all f E A(m; !). Since t0 has p distinct weights on A(m; !), U0 ® 
A(m; !) carries p distinct weights with respect to T, and they all vanish on 
h0 ® 1. But then W has weight 0 with respect to T. This is case (a). 
(b) Suppose m = 0 or t 0 = 0. If T' := Fh 0 + Fd Is is 1-dimensional, 
then T n Cc(!) '* (0). As I is the unique minimal ideal of G and G is 
semisimple, this is impossible. Therefore, Fh 0 + Fd Is is a 2-dimensional 
torus in Der S. Consequently, S :;: H(2; !)<2>. Moreover, Theorem 3.1 ap-
plies to M = S + T' and W = U. If annu(T') '* (0) then (0) * annu(T') 
® F c annw(T). Then we are in case (a) of the present theorem, while 
otherwise we are in case (b) according to Theorem 3.1. 
(c) Finally suppose that m '* 0, t 0 '* 0, and U0 = (0). We intend to 
show that this is case (c) of the present theorem. Applying Theorem 3.1 to 
M = S, T = Fh 0 gives S ~ H(2; !)<2>. Hence S E {~ {(2), W(l; !)}. 
Suppose there is x EI which is not p-nilpotent, and let x = xs + xn, 
where xs and xn are the semisimple and p-nilpotent parts of x in /. Since 
[xs, xnl = 0 and xn acts nilpotently on W (by the restrictedness of the 
representation), we need to show that xs acts invertibly on W. 
As I is an ideal of G, one has G =I+ Cc(Fxs). If Cc(Fxs)/Cc(Fx) () 
I is p-nilpotent, then T c /, a contradiction. Thus there is a torus T' c G 
such that Fx s c T' n I ~ T'. But then dim T' ~ 2, whence dim T' = 2 (as 
TR(G) = 2). This yields Fxs = T' n I. As U0 = (0), 0 is not a T-weight of 
W. Now Corollary 2.11 shows that 0 is not a T'-weight of W. We now 
substitute T by T' and apply the former results. We obtain that U~ := 
{u E U I h'0 • u = O} = (0). This means that xs acts invertibly on W. 
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Let 'Y be a T-weight of W and y(h0 © 1) == i. For j E IFP set ~ == 
{u E U I h0 • u =ju}. According to our assumption, Cf; * (0). But then the 
representation theory of ~ 1(2) and W(l; !) shows that U _; * (O). Now 
proceed as in (a) to show that - 'Y is a T-weight on W. I 
Now we are going to determine the Z-gradings of Hamiltonian algebras. 
DEFINITION 1. AZ-grading of W(2; !) is said to be of type (a1, a 2) with 
respect to generators x1, x2 of A(2; !) (contained in A(2; !)(l» if 
for all 0 :s: i, j :s: p - 1, k = 1, 2. 
THEOREM 3.3. For a Z-grading of a subalgebra M of Der H(2; !)C2> 
containing H(2; !)C2> there are u E Aut A(2; !) and a 1, a 2 E Z such that 
u 0 H(2; !)C2> o u- 1 = H(2; !)C2> and the grading of M is induced by a 
(al, a2)-grading of W(2; !) with respect to u(x1), u(x2). 
Proof. (a) First suppose that M = H(2; !)C2>. Let H = Aut M and let 
Lie H be the Lie algebra of the algebraic group H. By [9], Lie H is a 
restricted subalgebra of Der M. As Der M can be identified with a re-
stricted subalgebra of W(2; !) (see [34]), the Lie algebra Lie H has no tori 
of dimension > 2 (cf. [7] or Theorem 2.3). Now let T be a maximal 
algebraic torus in H. Then Lie T c Lie H is a toral subalgebra of Lie H. 
This yields dim T = dim(Lie T) :s: 2. By [9], all maximal algebraic tori in H 
are ff-conjugate. In particular, they have the same dimension. We claim 
that dim T = 2. To prove the claim it suffices to produce a 2-dimensional 
algebraic torus in H. 
Let G! = {(t1, t2 ) I t1, t2 E F*} be the direct product of two copies of 
F*. This is an algebraic torus of dimension 2. Let X* denote the group of 
rational characters of G!. Define B1, B2 EX* by setting B;(t1, t 2 ) = t;, 
i = 1,2. It is well known (and easy to see) that X* = ZB1 E9 ZB2 • Define a 
rational homomorphism 
A: G! -+ GL(W(2; !) ) 
by the rule 
A{t1 ,t2 )(xfx~a,.) = tft~t; 1 xix~a .. 
for all 0 :s: i, j :s: p - 1, k = 1, 2, and t 1, t 2 E F*. It is not hard to see that 
A(G!) c Aut W(2; !) and, moreover, A(G!) preserves DH(A(2; !)) c 
W(2; !). From this it follows that A(G!) acts on H(2; !)<2> = DH(A(2; !))<1> 
as a 2-dimensional algebraic torus of automorphisms. This establishes the 
claim, thereby proving that A(G!) is a maximal torus of H. Clearly, 
A: G! -+ Aut H(2; !)C2> is a rational representation of G!. Also, A(t1, t 2 ) 
acts on the line F(xlxia,.)via the character iB1 + jB2 - B,., where K = 1, 2. 
It follows that - Bi and - B2 are weights of the G!-module H(2; !)C2> (one 
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should take into account that a1, a2 E H(2; !)<2>). Therefore, the weights 
of A span the whole lattice X* (over Z). From this it is immediate that 
A(G!) = e 1(G!) X e 2(G!) = G!. 
We identify A(G!) and the restriction of A(G!) to H(2; !)<2>. Now let 
be a Z-gradation of M. Associated with this grading there is a !-dimen-
sional algebraic torus A = {A(t) It E F*] c H such that A(t)(m) = tim; 
for all m; EM;. t E F*, i E Z. As A is contained in a maximal algebraic 
torus of H, there is g E H such that 
A:= gAg- 1 c A(G!). 
By [11, 13], there is u E Aut A(2; !) such that 
u- 1 o Dou= g( D) E H(2; !)<2> 
for all D E H(2; !)(2). Therefore we may view g as an automorphism of 
W(2; !). 
The restriction e; I A• i = 1, 2, defines a rational character of the !-di-
mensional torus A. Hence, there are a1, a2 E Z such that 
for every t E F*. But then 
for all i, j e Z, K e {1, 2}, t e F*. It follows that 
Thus 
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(b) Next we treat the general case. Observe that M<3> = H(2; !)(2), so 
that H(2; !)<2> is a graded ideal of M. By (a) there are u E Aut A(2; !) and 
a1, a2 E '1L such that u o H(2; !)<2> o u- 1 = H(2; !)<2>, and the present grad-
ing of H(2; !)<2> is induced by a (a1, a 2 )-grading of W(2; !) with respect to 
u(x1), u(x2). We now use the automorphism D >-+ u- 1 0 D 0 u of W(2; !). 
By this automorphism the present grading of W(2; !) is transformed into 
the (a1, a2 )-gradingwith respect to x 1, x2• By substituting M by u- 10 M 0 u 
we are reduced to prove the claim for u = Id. 
Denote the homogeneous components of M by M<i>• j El. Let W(2; !) 
= EBjezW(2;!)i be the (a1,a2)-grading of W(2;!) with respect to x1,x2• 
Then by the assumption on the grading 
H(2· 1)<2> n M . = H(2· l)(Z) n W(2· 1). =: H(2· 1)<2>. 
' - (J) ' - ' - J ' - J Vj E l. 
Let D = E~=iEb,,. 0 ak bxbak + aa1 + {3a2 be an element of M<i>' As 
x1a1 -x2a2 E H(2;!)<2}0 , one has x1a1 -x2a2 E M<o>· Therefore 
2 
[x1a1 -x2a2,D]= E Eak,b(b1-b2 +(-l)k)xbak-aa1 +{3a2 
k-1 b .. o 
E H(2, !)<2> n M(j) = H(2; !)<2>i c W{2; !) i· (2) 
Similarly, a1 E H(2; !)<2> -a, c M<-ai> for I= 1, 2, so that 
2 
[a,, D] = E E ak,bb1xb-s1ak 
k-1 b+O 
As all summands in the right-hand side of Eq. (2) are homogeneous with 
respect to the grading of W(2; !), it follows that the degree of each of 
these summands is j. In particular, aa1, {3a2 E W(2; !)i' Similarly (3) 
implies that b1ak,bxb- 81ak E W(2; !)j-a, for all k, I= 1, 2 and all b -:F 0. 
Suppose ak,b -:F 0 for some k and b + 0. There is l with b1 + 0. We 
conclude xhak E W(2; !)i. Consequently, D E W(2; !)i for all D E M<i>• 
yielding Mu> c W(2; !)i' The result follows. I 
We note that, while one can describe W(2; !) be means of any set of 
generators, the subalgebra H(2; !)<2> is defined by use of the mapping Dn, 
in which a fixed set {x1, x2} is involved. Using different sets {u1, u2} gives 
different mappings D<;[> and isomorphic but not necessarily identical 
subalgebras of W(2; !). Now let u E Aut A(2; !) be such that 
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u o H(2; !)<2) o u- 1 = H(2; !)<2). Put ui := u(xi) (i = 1, 2). Then {u1, u2} is 
a set of generators of A(2; !). Set 
with au;= a; au;' It is easily seen that u 0 DH(xixi) 0 u-1 = D}jl(uiui). 
The assumption on u yields that H(2; !)(2) = D}jl(A(2; !))(1>. So we may 
use the mapping D)i> for the definition of H(2; !)<2> as well. 
It is also clear that Der H(2; !)<2) = D}jl(A(2; !)) + Fuf- 1au2 + Fuf- 1au1 
+ F(ul aul + U2 au)· 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let M = Eai e z Mi be a l-graded Lie algebra such 
that H(2; !){2) c M c Der H(2; !)(2). Then there are u E Aut A(2; !) and 
a1, a 2 E l such that u 0 H(2; !)<2> 0 u- 1 = H(2; !)<2> and the grading of Mis 
induced by a (a 1, a2)-grading of W(2; !) with respect to u1 := u(x1) and 
u 2 := u(x2 ). One of the following occurs. 
(1) a1 = a2 = 0. Then M = M0• 
(2) a 1 = 0, a 2 * 0 (the case a1 * 0, a 2 = 0 is symmetric). Then 
(a) M = Ea;k- _ 1 M;02 with k ~ p - 2, 
(b) Ef_-02F(iui- 1ur 1au + uiuf- 2au) cM(p- 2)a c 
"'P-1F(' i-1 p-1 i p-2 2 ) I 2 
L-1-0 lU1 U2 '<J.uz + U1U2 i:1u1' 
(c) Ef_-01F(iui- 1u2au2 - uiau) c M 0 c Ef=-01F(iui- 1u2au2 - uiau) 
EB F(ul aul + U2 aUz)' Mo == W(l; !) EB C(Mo), 
(d) Ef_-o1 Fui aUz c M -az c Ef_-o1 Fui aUz' 
(3) If a1 = a2 * 0 then 
(a) M = Ea;'' .. _1 M; 02 with k ~ 2p - 5, 
(b) Mc2p-S)a2 = F(uf-2uf-2au2 - 2uf- luf-3au) + F(2uf-3uf-1auz 
-uf-2uf-2au)• 
() .... 2 F(' i-1 2-;_, (2 ') ; 1-;_, ) M .... 2 F(' ;-1 2-;_, c L..i-0 lU1 U2 Uu - -z U1U2 Uu c oCL..i-0 lU1 U2 Uu 
. l . 2 I 2 
-(2 - i)u~u 2-~u) EB F(u 1au1 + u2au)• M0 == ~{(2) EB C(M0), 
(d) M _az = Fau1 + Fauz' 
(4) If 0 * a1 * a 2 * 0 then M 0 c Fu 1au + Fu 2au + 
"' F<. i-1 j _, . i j- b > + l:' r- b l:' p- b I d h 2M<1> L-i+j>2 lU1 U2uu2 - JU1U2 Uul rU UUz + .r·U2 uu1• an ence 0 
acts nilpotently on M. Moreover, there are at least 2 indices i1, i 2 < 0, i1 * i 2 
with Mi1 * (0), M;2 * (0). 
(5) Suppose Mc H(2; !), and the grading is as in (2) or (3). Then 
C(M0) = (0). Any torus Fh 0 c M 0 is proper in M 0 if and only if it is proper 
inM. 
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Proof. (1-4). In case (2) one has 
deguf-1au2 = -az, deg(iui- 1 u~au 2 - juiu~- 1auJ = (j - 1)a2 , 
deguf- 1au
1 
= (p - 1)a2 , deg u1au1 =deg u2au 2 = 0. 
An easy computation gives the result. 
In case (3) one has 





= (p - 2)a2 , 
deg Ul aul = deg Uz auz = 0. 
An easy computation gives the result. 
In case (4) set q = a2/a 1 and observe that q * 0, 1. Note that 
deg(iui- 1 u~au 2 - ju{u~-1auJ = ((i - 1) + q(j - l))a1, 
deguf- 1au
2 
= (p - 1 - q)a1, 
deguf- 1au
1 
= (-1 + q(p-1))a1, 
deg U1 aui = deg Uz auz = 0. 
Thus deg(iui- 1 u~au -juiu~- 1au) * 0 for (i,j) E {(1,0),(2,0),(0, 1),(0,2)}, 
and hence Mo c Fu1 aul + Fu2
1
aUz + Ei+j> 2F(iui- 1 u~ aUz - ju{u~-tau) + 
Fuf-1au + Fuf- tau. 
Since
2(2u1u2 au _: urau) E Ma and (3uru 2au - uiau) E M2a, the final , 2 I I , 2 I I 
claim follows if a1 < 0. As the case a2 < 0 is symmetric we then assume 
al, az > 0 and al* az. Then au E M_a' au E M_a 'whence M_a * (0), M () 2 2 I I . I 
-az * 0. 
(5) The statement on C(M0 ) is trivial. Let Fh 0 c M 0 be any 1-di-
mensional torus, and let Meo> be the maximal compositionally classical 
subalgebra of codimension 2 in M. It follows from our discussions preced-
ing Remark 1.1 that Fh 0 is proper in M if and only if Fh 0 c Meo>· If the 
grading of Mis as in case (3), then Meo>= Ei~ 0 Miaz· So Fh 0 is proper in 
both Mand M0 • Now assume that the grading of Mis as in case (2). Then M = 't"' M + 't"'p-ip(· ;-1 a - ;a ) + 't"'p-2r;o ;a - 't"' M (0) "-'i>O ia "-'1-1 lU1 Uz u U1 u "-'1-1rU1 u -"-'i>O ia 
M 2 2 hJ("l 2 ')2 + 0 n M(O) + M - Oz n M(O)' Observe that Lf--1 F iur Uz aUz - u I aul = 
M 0 n Meo> is the unique subalgebra of codimension 1 in M 0 :::;; W(l; !). 
Again, Fh0 is proper in M 0 if and only if Fh0 is contained in this maximal 
subalgebra of M 0 • The result follows. I 
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We apply the latter result to filtered Lie algebras. Let K denote an 
arbitrary Lie algebra and let R c Der K be a torus. Suppose 
K = K(-si) :::> ••• :::> K(O) :::> ••• :::> K(s2) :::> ( 0) 
is a filtration of K such that R(K(i)) c Kc;> for all i. Let 
Sz 
gr K = -E9 gr; K, 
; ... -s. 
be the corresponding graded Lie algebra. There exists a canonical injection 
R <-+ Der gr K. Suppose Q is a subalgebra of K and J is an ideal of Q. 
Clearly, 
Sz 
grQ = E9 (Q n Kc;>+ K(i+i»/K(i+t> 
i- -s1 
is a subalgebra of gr K, and · 
dimgr K/gr Q =dim K/Q. 
Also, gr J is an ideal of gr Q with dim gr Q/gr J =dim Q/J, and gr J is 
solvable or nilpotent if J is so. This implies 
gr( rad Q) c rad(gr Q). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let K be a Lie algebra of absolute toral rank 1 and R 
a maximal torus in a p-envelope of K such that H == CK(R) acts triangulably 
on K. Let 
be an R-invariant filtration of K, 
for all i, 
and gr K the associated graded Lie algebra. Let 
TT : gr K-+ gr K/rad(gr K) == M 
denote the canonical epimorphism. Assume that H(2; !)<2> c M c H(2; !). 
Then the following are true: 
(1) K/rad K is of Hamiltonian type, i.e., 
H(2; !)c2> c K/rad Kc H(2; !). 
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(2) The mapping 
'ii : R ~ Der0 M, 
for w E K<i> \Ku+ l) is a well-defined restricted Lie algebra homomorphism. 
There is t 1 E M<
00> n 7T(gr H) n M0 such that u(R) = adM Ft1• 
(3) Suppose H c Keo>· If the grading of M is as in cases (2) or (3) of 
Corollary 3.4, then a2 > 0. 
(4) Let Q c K denote the inverse image of H(2; Vco> under the ca-
nonical epimorphism K ~ K/rad K. If H c Q, then Ft1 is conjugate to 
F(ul au. - Uz au2> under an automorphism of H(2; !)<2>. 
(5) Suppose H c Keo>· If the grading of M is as in case (2) of Corollary 
3.4, and Ft I is conjugate to F(ul au. - U2 au) under an automorphism of 
H(2; !)<2>, or if the grading is as in case (3) of Corollary 3.4, then H c Q. 
Proof (1) Since K has absolute toral rank 1 and Cx(R) is triangula-
ble, K/rad K is one of (0), 6 I(2), W(l; !), or it is of Hamiltonian type 
[25, (4.1)]. As we have mentioned above 
p 2 - 2 s; dim M = dimgr K/rad(gr K) s; dimgr K/gr(rad K) 
= dim K/rad K. 
Therefore the first 3 cases are impossible. 
(2) As K has absolute toral rank 1 there is ')' E R* such that 
K = K( y ). We set w == w +Ku+ l) E gri K for w E K(j) \Ku+ I)· Since R 
preserves the filtration of K there is a restricted Lie algebra homomor-
phism 
u: R ~ Der0(gr K), u(t)(w) = [t,w] + Ku+l) 
for w E K(j)\Ku+i>· Set R == u(R). 
Note that I==E;.,. 0(grK);y+E;,. 0[(grK);y•(grKL;y] is an ide~ of 
gr K, and gr K = I + gr H. Thus (gr K)<00> c I, whence . Ccgr xri(R) c 
~;.,. 0[(gr K);r•(gr KL;y]. Now supp~se that U;.,. 0 [(gr K);r,(gr KL;y] acts 
ndpotently on gr K. Then C<gr x)<~i(R) acts nilpotently on (gr K)<00> as well. 
But then (gr K)<00> is solvable [26, (1.5)], yielding that M is solvable. This 
contradiction shows that there are root vectors u E K;y• v E K_;y (i +. O) 
such that y([u, v]) +. o. 
Let h == [u, v] E Cx(R), choose r EN such that hf Pl' ER, and set 
t0 == hf Pl' E R. We may adjust u so that y(h) = 1. 
As [u, v] acts nonnilpotently on gr K, one has h E Keo>\ Ket>• and 
R = Ft0 EB CR(K). Since y(h) = 1 then tLPI - t0 E CR(K). Set 
- ( -)p' t0 == ad8r xh . 
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Clearly, 
for all w E K(j) \Ku+ l)• j_ E Z. Therefore, t;; i= 0 and R = Ft;;.~ rad(gr K) 
is invariant under ad8r K h, then rad(gr K) is invariant under R. Set 
h := 1T(h), - - p' t;; := (adM lz) . 
Then 
'v'w e gr K. 
Now for each t = at0 + z, where a E F, z E CiK), the mapping 
u : R --. Der0 M, u(t) =at;; 
satisfies 
u(t)( 1T(w)) =at';;( 1T(w)) = a?T(t;;(w)) 
= 1T([at0,w] + Ku+ 1>) = 1T([t,w] + Ku+ 1>) 
for all w E K(j) \Ku+ l)' j E Z. Therefore u is a restricted Lie algebra 
homomorphism. 
_ As [i0 , u] = iU, [i0 , ii] = -iii, [u, v] = h, one has h E (gr K)<'¥J>. Then 
h e M<00>. Observe that M carries a unique p-structure (as it is centerless). 
M0 is a restricted subalgebra of M (as it is the set of all elements of M of 
degree 0). Also M<00> = H(2; !)<2> is a restricted ideal of M. Set t1 := lz!Pl'. 
Then t1 e M<"'> n M0 and adM t1 = t';;. 
Finally, we observe that there is a surjective Lie algebra homomorphism 
which satisfies T([t, w]) = u(tX?T(w)) for all t e R, we K<o> "K(l). In 
particular, as u(RXt1) = 0, there is hi EH n K(O) with T(hl) = '1· Then 
t 1 E ?T(gr H). 
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(3) Suppose H c Keo>· Part (2) of this theorem in combination with 
the present assumption implies that 
CM(Ft1) = 7T(gr H) c L, M;. 
i<?. 0 
(a) If the grading of M is as in case (2) of Corollary 3.4, then (as 
M ~H(2;!)) one has M0 == W(l;!). Now W•= Ef_-01FCiui- 1uf- 2au 2 + 2u~uf- 3au 1 ) c Mcp- 3)az is a restricted irreducible M0-module of dimension 
p. Hence 0 is a weight of W with respect to Ft 1 [6]. The former 
obseivation shows that (p - 3)a2 ~ 0, whence a2 > 0. 
(b) If the grading of M is as in case (3) of Corollary 3.4, then we 
conclude similarly to (a) that M0 = r.;= 0 F(iui- 1u~-~u - (2 - i)uiu~-~u) 
= ~I(2) and M = r.~ F((i + l)uf- 2-iup- 3+\J - (3 - i)uf-i..!.; 
. (2p-6)az 1-0 2 uz 
ur 4 +~u) is an irreducible M0-module of dimension 3. Hence 0 is a weight 
of this module, yielding a2 > 0. 
( 4) By construction, 
dimK/Q = 2, Q/rad Q == '3{(2). 
This implies that dimgr K/gr Q = 2. As gr(rad Q) c rad(gr Q), one has 
gr Q/rad(gr Q) E {(0), '31(2)}. Set U •= 7T(gr Q). Then dim M/U ~ 2 and 
U /rad U e {(O), ~ {(2)}. But Mn W(2; !>co> is the unique subalgebra of M 
with these properties, forcing 
7T(gr Q) = U =Mn W(2; !)co>· 
Therefore dim gr K/gr Q = dim K/Q = 2 = dim M/U = dim gr K/ 
(gr Q + ker 7T ), whence 
rad(gr K) = ker7T c gr Q. 
If H C Q, then t 1 E 7T(gr H) c 7T(gr Q) =Mn W(2; !)co>· Thus t1 E 
Mo n W(2; !>co>· Due to [8], Ft 1 is conjugate to F(u 1 au 1 - u2 au)· 
(5) Obseive that Ft 1 is conjugate to F(u 1 au 1 - u2 au) if and only if 
t1 E W(2; !)co>· Now suppose that H c Keo>• that the grading of Mis given 
as in cases (2) or (3) of Corollary 3.4, and that t 1 E M 0 n W(2; !)co>· We 
summarize some of the results that have already been established. 
(i) We have mentioned in the proof of (4) that 
Mn W(2; !)co>= 7T(gr Q), rad(gr K) = ker 7T c gr Q. 
(ii) Due to (3) one has a2 > 0. Then 
L, M; c Mn W(2; Dco) = 7T(gr Q)' 
i<?.1 
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Let x E K(i) \Ku+ l) for some i > 0. From (ii) we conclude that there is 
x' E (Q n K(i) + Ku+ 1»\Ku+l> such that 7T(i) = 7T(?). Then i - ?e 
ker 7T c gr Q, i.e., i E gr; Q. Thus there is x" E (Q n Ku> +Ku+ 1)\ Ku+ 1> 
such that i = x". But then x E Q + K(i+l>· Hence K(i) c Q + Ku+i>· By 
induction we conclude that 
K(I) C Q + K(s2+ I) = Q. 
Let x E (H n K(i))\ Ku+'> for some i. By assumption, i ~ 0. If i > 0, 
then the above shows that x E Q. So assume i = 0. Then 7T(i) E M0 n 
CM(Ft1). As t1 E M0 n W(2; !)co> by our assumption, it is easy to see that 
Mon CM(t,) c Mo n W(2; !)(O) c 7T(gr Q) (cf. (i)). Thus there is x' E (Q 
n Keo> + Kcl))\ Kcl) such that 7T(i) = 7T(X'). Then i - ? E ker 7T c gr Q, 
whence i E gr0 Q. Choose x" E (Q n Keo>+ K(l))\Ko> with i = x". Then 
x - x" E K(l) c Q, yielding x E Q. Consequently, H c Q. I 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let L be a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra of 
absolute toral rank 2 and T a 2-dimensional standard torus in the semisimple 
p-envelope of L. Suppose that 
L = L(-s1) :::) ••• :::) L(s2) :::) (0) 
is a filtration of L such that CL(T) c Leo> and [T, L(i)] c L(i) for all i. For 
')' E f set 
S2 




H(2; !)<2> c gr L( y)/rad(gr L( y)) c Der H(2; !)(2), 
gr0 L(y)/rad(gr0 L(y)) E {iH(2),W(1;!)}. 
(1) y is a Hamiltonian root of L. 
(2) y is a proper root of L if and only if Ft 1 is a proper torus of 
gr0 L(y)/rad(gr0 L(y)), where t1 is as in Theorem 3.5(2) with K = L(y). 
Proof. As L( y) is a 1-section of L one had TR(L( y )) ::;; 1. As L( y) is 
not nilpotent, one has TR(L( y )) = 1. The filtration of L gives rise to a 
filtration of L( y ). We set K = L( y) in Theorem 3.5 and define M == 
gr L( y) /rad(gr L( y )). Then H(2; !)<2> c M c Der H(2; !)<2> by assump-
tion. Due to a result of Skryabin [21, (5.1)), TR(M) ::;; 1. Then a standard 
argument yields Mc H(2; !) (see [4, (3.1.1))). Theorem 3.5(1) shows that 
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H(2; !)<2> c L[ y] c H(2; !). So y is Hamiltonian. By our discussion preced-
ing Remark 1.1, y is a proper root of L if and only if H c Q( y ). Note that 
the assumption on gr0 L( y) means that the grading of M is as in cases (2) 
or (3) of Corollary 3.4. Therefore, parts (4) and (5) of Theorem 3.5 yield 
that y is a proper root of L if and only if t1 E M 0 n W(2; !)(O)· Again the 
discussing preceding Remark 1.1 shows that the latter is true if and only if 
Ft1 is a proper torus of M0/rad M0• I 
We finally prove subsidiary results on Hamiltonian 1-sections. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let L be a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra of absolute 
toral rank 2 and T a 2-dimensional standard torus in the semisimple p-en-
velope of L. Suppose y is a root with respect to T. If dim L.yf Ky ~ 2, then 
the subalgebra generated by Ly acts nonnilpotently on L. 
Proof It follows from Lemma 1.1 that y is Hamiltonian. So we have 
H(2; 1)(2) c L[ y] c H(2; !). To prove the lemma it suffices to show that 
the subalgebra of H(2; !) generated by Tr (L ) == (LY + 
rad L( y ))/rad L( y) acts nonnilpotently on H(2; 1)(2>. By [s] we may as-
sume that Tr(LY) is a root space of H(2; !)<2> relative to ad h, where 
h E {DH((l + x1)x2), DH(x1x2)}. First suppose that h = DH((l + x1)x2 ). 
Then there is a e. IF; such that 
As 
p-1 
Tr(Ly) = E FDH((l +xi)a+jxO. 
j-0 
(ad DH( (1 +x1)a+l xz) )(ad DH( (1 +xi) a) r- 2( DH( (1 +x1)a-l xr 1)) 
EF*h 
the result follows in this case. 
Now suppose h = DH(x1x2). Using [4, (5.2.l)(d)] (cf. also Section 1) we 
may assume that 
As 
p-2 
Tr(Ly) = L, FDH(x{+ 1xD + FDH(xr 1). 
i-0 
the result follows in this case as well. I 
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In what follows we need a special result on representations of central 
extensions of Hamiltonian algebras. So let G be a Lie algebra satisfying 
dimC(G) = 1. 
According to [18, Proposition 5.3], G has a basis 
{DH(xfx0 IO< i + j < 2p - 2,0 ~ i,j ~P - 1} u {z}, 
and there exists D E Der H(2; !)<2> such that the Lie multiplication in G is 
given by 
[DH(xfxO + az,DH(x~xD + /3z] 
=(ii - jk)DH(xf+k-1x~+1-1) 
+A([ D, DH(xfxO], DH(xf xD) z. 
Here A : H(2; !)<2> X H(2; !)<2> -+ F is given by 
A(DH(xfx0,DH(x~x~}) = 8;,p-1-k8j,p-1-1• 
and D can be chosen as 
D = a 1xf- 1a2 + a2xr 1a1 + a3DH(xf- 1xr 1), 
For 0 ~ r ~ 2p - 2, set 
Ger>:= span({DH(xfxO Ir+ 2 ~ i + j ~ 2p - 3,0 ~ i,j ~p -1} U {z}). 
LEMMA 3.8. Let G be as above, and let p: G -+ g I(V) be an i"educible 
faithfel representation of G. Suppose that every Cartan subalgebra of G acts 
triangulably on V. Then DE FDH(xf- 1xf- 1). Moreover, if dim V <p4, 
then the subalgebra [Geo>• G(ll] + [G, G(2)] acts nilpotently on V. 
Proof (a) Suppose a 1 * 0. Then 
A([D,DH((l +xi) 3xi)],DH((l +x1)p- 3xf- 3)) ¢ 0. 
Thus, the Cartan subalgebra H := CG(DH(l + x 1)x2)) has the property 
that z E H(l>. But then H acts nontriangulably on V. This yields a 1 = 0, 
and, by symmetry, a 2 = 0. 
(b) Since G(l) acts nilpotently on G and V is an irreducible G-mod-
ule, there is a mapping A: Get> -+ F such that, for each E E G(ll' the 
endomorphism 
p( E) - A{ E)Idv 
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is nilpotent. Obsetve that 
[ D,H(2;!)<2>co>] cH{2;!)<2\ 2P_ 4> = (0). 
Therefore A([D, H(2; !)<2\ 0>], H(2; !)<2>) = 0, whence 
(Gc1>,GJ c span{DH(xfx0 Ii+ j;;:.; 2}. 
Now suppose that the subalgebra [Geo» G(l}] + [G, G<2>] c G(l} n [G<'» G] 
acts nonnilpotently on V. By Jacobson's theorem on weakly closed nil sets 
there is DH(xf xD E G(l} such that A(DH(xf xD) + 0. Choose a, b such 
that 
0 ::5: a, b ::5: p - 1, 3 ::5: a + b ::5: 2p - 3, 
A(DH(xfx~)) + 0, 
if i + j > a + b or i + j = a + b, i > a. 
(c) Suppose a= p - 1. Then b <p - 1. 
(cl) Suppose b < p - 2. Set in [22, Main Theorem], h == Geo» k == 
?<P+b- 2)' e == DH(x1), f == DH(xf- 1x~+ 1 ). This theorem shows that there 
is an irreducible Gcoi-submodule V0 of V such that dim V::::: p dim V0 • The 
present assumption yields dim V0 < p 3• 
Next we apply [22, Main Theorem] to the Lie algebra Geo> and the 
G<ofmodule Vo. Set h == G0 » k == Gcp+b-J~· e1 == DH(xf), e2 == ~H(x,x2), n := DH(xf- 2x~+ 1), 12 l= DH(xf- 1x2). As (A([e;,fj])), s i,js 2 
is a nonsingular triangular matrix, there are / 1, / 2 E k such that A([e;, Jj]) 
:= 8;,j· As [e;, Jj] E G(l} this means that p([e;, Jj]) is nilpotent if i + j and 
tnvertible if i = j. Clearly, k is an ideal of Geo> and k<1> c Gcp+b-z>· By 
choice of a, b, kO> acts nilpotently on V0 • By [22, Main Theorem] there is 
an irreducible G(l}-submodule Vi of V0 such that dim V0 ::::: p 2 dim V1• The 
present assumption on V yields dim Vi < p. As Gc1> is solvable, dim V1 is a 
P-power, whence dim V1 = 1. This shows that every E E G<l}(l) has eigen-
value 0 on V, thus A(G(l)(I» = 0. However, A([DH(xr), DH(xf- 3x~+ 1 )]) + 
0. Therefore this case cannot occur. 
(c2) Suppose b = p - 2. We apply [22, Main Theorem] to the Lie 
algebra Geo> and any irreducible G<0fsubmodule V0 of V. Set h == Go» 
k == G(2 -5)' el == DH(xr), ez == DH(X1X2), !1 := DH(xf- 2xr 1>. f!2 := 
DH(xf-qxr 2). As above, there is an irreducible G0 i-submodule Vi of V0 
such that dim V0 ;;;::: p 2 dim Vi· The present assumption on V yields dim Vi 
< p 2• We now set h == k == G<p-z)' and e1 == DH(Xf), e2 == DHCxt), f{ == DH(xf- 3xr 1), f2 == DH(xf- 4xf- 1). As above there are / 1,/2 Ek 
such that A([e;,f;]) = 8;,r But then dim Vi ;;;::: p 2, a contradiction. 
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(d) Suppose a, b < p - 1. We proceed similarly to (c). Recall that 
a+ b ~ 3. Seth:= G(O)• k := G(a+b-l)• e1 := DH(x1), e2 := DH(x2), fi := 
DH(xfx~+ 1 ), f2 := DH(xf+ 1xD. Then [e;,[ei,k]] c Geo) and [G<O)•k] acts 
nilpotently on V. Also [e;,k] c G(l) and (A([e;,fj]))1 si,js 2 is a nonsingu-
lar triangular matrix. By [22, Main Theorem], V has a Gcofsubmodule V0 
of dimension dim V0 < p 2• Next put h := G(l), k := G<a + b- 2) and arrange 
e, := DH(xf}, e2 := DH(X1X2), fi := DH(xf- 1x~+ 1 ), n := DH(xfx~) if 
a* 0, a* b; e1 := DH(xf}, e2 := DH(xi}, ti:= DH(xf- 1x~+ 1 ), f2 := 
DH(xf+ 1x~- 1 ) if a* 0, a= b; e1 := DH(x1x2), e2 := DH(xi}, fi •= 
DH(x~), f2 := DH(x 1 x~- 1 ) if a = 0. As in the former cases we obtain 
dim V0 ~ p 2, a contradiction. 
(3) Suppose b = p - 1. Then a < p - 1. This case is similar to (c). 
Suppose a < p - 2. Set in [22, Main Theorem], h := Geo)• k := G<p+a- 2), 
e := DH(x2), f := DH(xf+ 1xf- 1). There is an irreducible G<ofsubmodule 
V0 of V such that dim V0 < p 3• 
Next we apply [22, Main Theorem] to the Lie algebra Geo) and the 
Gcofmodule V0• Set h := G0 )' k := G(p+a- 3>, e1 := DH(xi}, e2 := 
DH(x1x2), fi := DH(xf+ 1xr2), f2 := DH(xfxf- 1). There is an irreducible 
Gcl)-submodule Vi of V0 such that dim Vi < p. As G0 > is solvable, dim Vi 
is a p-power, whence dim Vi = 1. This shows that every E E G0 / 1> has 
eigenvalue 0 on V, thus A(G(l)(I>) = 0. However, A([DH(xi}, 
DH(xf+ 1xr 3)]) * 0, a contradiction. 
Suppose a = p - 2. We apply [22, Main Theorem] to the Lie algebra 
Geo> and any irreducible Gcofsubmodule V0 of V. Set h := G(l), k := 
Gc2p-s>• e1 •= DH(xi}, e2 := DH(x1x2), ti := DH(xf- 1xr2), f2 := 
DH(xf- 1xr 1). As above, there is an irreducible Gcl)-submodule V1 of Vo 
such that dim Vi < p 2. We now set h := k := G~p- 2>, and e1 •= DH(xi}, 
e2 := DH(x~), fi := DH(xf- 1xf- 3), f 2 := DH(xf- 1xf- 4 ). As above, 
dim V1 ~ p 2, a contradiction. I 
There is no need to assume in the preceding lemma that C(G) * (0). 
LEMMA 3.9. Let p: H(2; !)<2) -+ g {(V) be an i"educible representation 
with dim V < p 4• Then the subalgebra [Geo>• G0 >] + [G, G<2)] acts nilpotently 
on V. 
Proof. Put in Lemma 3.8 G = p(H(2; !)<2>) ® F Idv. I 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let L be a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra of 
absolute toral rank 2 which is not isomorphic to a Melikian algebra, and let T 
be a 2-dimensional torus in the semisimple p-envelope of L. Let y E f(L, T) 
be a root such that L( y )<"') /C(L( y )<00 >) == H(2; !)(2). Suppose 
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dim E; e F LfJ+iy < p 4 for some f3 E f\IFP y. If y is proper then K;y = R;y 
for all i I 0, and dim L;-y/R;y:::; 4 in any case. 
Proof. Le~ V := E; e ,.pLfJ+i-y• and let G be the image of L( y )<00> in 
g ICV). Let H be an arbitrary Cartan subalgebra of G and let T0 be a 
maximal torus of the p-envelope of the inverse image of ii in the 
semisimple p-envelope LP of L. Then T' := T n ker y + T0 is a torus of 
LP of dimension at least 2, hence a torus of maximal dimension. Since L is 
not a Melikian algebra, CL(T') is a triangul~ble Cartan subalgebra of L. 
Clearly, CL(T') n L(y)<00> is mapped onto H. Thus Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9 
apply to every composition factor of V. As a consequence, [G<O>• G0 >] + [G, G<2>] acts nilp~ently on V. Now let D E K;'Y where i i= 0. Then Q EL( y )<00>. Let D be the image of D in G. We may assume that 
D = DH(zf xD for suitable choices of k, I with z1 = x1 or z1 + 1 + x 1, 
depending on whether or not y is a proper root (because K;y i!_ the linear 
span of elements of this form). If y is a proper root, then _D e G(2) u 
FDH(xi) U FDH(xD, and if y is improper, then D E G(2) u 
l!.Le rPFDH((l + x 1)jxD. If I5 E G(2) then the above lemmas show that 
[D,G_;y] acts nilpotently on V. If I5 e FDJJ..(xi) u FDH(xD then G_;'Y c 
G<O> and again by the preceding lemmas [D, G _;'Y] acts nilpotently on V. 
As 'Y vanishes on [D, L_;'Y] and V carries two independent T-weights this 
shows that all roots of f(L, T) ~nish on [D, L-:;'Y]. This means that 
D E R;'Y' or y is improper and D = DH((l + x1)'xi for some j. This 
proves the last statement. I 
4. FILTRATIONS 
Let L be a simple Lie algebra over F of absolute toral rank 2, T a 
standard nonrigid 2-dimensional torus in the semisimple p-envelope LP of 
L (see [18, Sect. 8]), and L<o> a maximal subalgebra of L containing 
R(T) + H. Choose a (ad L<0>)-invariant subspace L(- l> of L containing 
L<o» minimal subject to the condition [L(o)' L(- l)J c L<- l>· Then one 
defi.nes the standard filtration of L associated to the pair (L(O)' L<- 1>) by 
sett mg 
Lu+ 1> •= {x E Lo> I [ x, L<-t>] c L<il}, i ~ 0, 
L<-i-l) := [ L<-i>' L<-t>] + L<-i>' i > 0. 
S.ince L<o> is maximal in L this filtration is exhaustive, and since L is 
simple, it is separating, i.e., there are s1, s2 ~ 0 with 
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Suppose L(o> is T-invariant. Then so are all the subspaces L(i)• -s1 ::5: 
i ::5: Sz. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. L(l) contains nonzero homogeneous sandwich elements 
of L. 
Proof. Let ~(T) = {x E Uy er u {O} L'Y I (ad x )2 = O} denote the set of 
all homogeneous sandwiches of L with respect to T. Since T is assumed to 
be nonrigid, [18, Theorem 6.3] shows that ~(T) '* (0). It has been proved 
in [18, Lemma 6.1] that ~(T), [~(T), L] c R(T). As R(T) c L(o> we have 
~(T) c L(l)' I 
We now consider the associated graded algebra 
S2 
G := EB griL, 
i- -s1 
Identify T with a 2-dimensional torus of Der G and set r := f(L, T) = 
f(G, T). By construction, G has the following properties: 
(gl) G _1 is a faithful irreducible G0-module, 
(g2) G _; = [G _i+l• G _ iJ for all i ~ 1, 
(g3) if x E Gi, i ~ 0, and [x, G _ i1 = (0), then x = 0. 
Set 
ri = {1er1 ai,')' '* (O)}, and r_=uri. 
i<O 
Let M( G) denote the sum of all ideals of G contained in E i < _ pi' It is 
well known [34] that M(G) is a graded ideal of G, and the graded Lie 
algebra 
G := G/M(G) = EB G;. Gi = GJ(Gi n M(G)) 
j 
inherits the above mentioned properties (gl)-(g3). In addition, G satisfies 
the property 
(g4) if x E G _;, i > 0 and [x, Ei> o01 = (0), then x = 0. 
According to a theorem of B. Weisfeiler [35] G has a unique minimal ideal 
A = A(G) such that A = $Ai, where 
Ai =An G; for all i, A; = G; for i < 0. 
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We aim to prove that the grading of G is nondegenerate in Weisfeiler's 
sense, that is, A 1 * (0). Since G _ 1 c A(G) each of the inequalities G2 * 
(0), [[G_ 1,G1],GiJ ¢ (0) implies that A 1 * (0). We therefore assume in 
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 below without further mention that 
(i) G2 = (0), [[G_ 1,Gi),GiJ = (0). 
We shall also assume below that 
(ii) T is contained in the p-envelope 2(0> of Leo> in LP, 
(iii) there is µ E r such that dim L,j L(O), µ. < p. 
Set G0 = [G_ 1,GiJ. As G1 * (0) by Proposition 4.1, property (g3) yields 
Go * (0). By (i), [G0, Gil = (0). Note that 2(0> acts on every G; by the 
rule 
x·(u +Lo+t)) = [x,u] +Lo+t) 
This action gives rise to a natural restricted Lie algebra homomorphism 
if!: 2(0) ~ Der0 G. 
!t follows from (g3) that G0 acts faithfully on G via ad. Thus we may 
identify G0 with a subalgebra in Der G. Then if!(.2(0>) =: g'0 is the 
P-envelope of G0 in Der G. By (ii), if!(T) is a well-defined torus of Der G. 
By construction T n (ker if!) = (0). We identify T with if!(T) and regard T 
as a torus in g>0 , 
LEMMA 4.2. G0 is a minimal ideal of G0 • There are a simple Lie algebra S 
and m > 0 such that 
TR(S) ~ 2, G0 ~ s ®A(m;!). 
Proof. Let I c G0 be a minimal ideal of G0 • Since [G_ 1, I]¢ (0) by (g3) the G0-irreducibility of G_ 1 implies [G_ 1,l] = G_ 1• As [J,G1] c [G~, GiJ = (0) by (i), we conclude 
Go= [G_ 1,G1] = ([G_ 1,J],Gi) = [G~,l] cl. 
Consequently, G0 = I is a minimal ideal. 
According to Proposition 4.1, L(l) contains a nonzero sandwich element 
u. As L(2) is assumed to be (0) by (i), we identify L(I) with G 1• Set 
J === [G_ 1,u] ¢ (0). Then Jc G0, [G0,u] = (0) by (i), and 
G~l) :J [!,Go]= [[G_1,u],Go] = [[G_1,Go].u] = [G_pu] =J. 
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Thus J = [J, G0] c G~1 >. In particular, G0 is not abelian. Being a minimal 
ideal, G0 is G 0-simple. Theorem 1.6 shows that G0 = S ® A(m; !) for 
some simple Lie algebra S and m ~ 0. We also conclude from the above 
that J is an ideal of G0. As u is a sandwich element, 
(ad u) o (ad x) o (ad u) = 0 \:fx EL. 
Therefore, [J,J] c [u,[G_ 1,[u,G_i)] = (0). Thus J is a nonzero abelian 
ideal of G0 forcing m '* O. 
According to [25] one has 
TR(S) =TR( Go):::; TR( Go):::; TR(L(o)):::; TR(L) = 2. 
I 
LEMMA 4.3. Let J be an ideal of .'9'0 • If G0 rt. J, then TR(.'9'0/(G0 + J)) 
'* 0. 
Proof. Suppose TR(.'9'0/(G0 + J)) = 0. Then T acts nilpotently on 
.'9'o/(G0 + J). In particular, 
G0 = G0 + Ca0(T) +Jn G 0 • 
Since G0 is a minimal ideal of G 0 (hence of .'9'0 ) and G0 rt. J, then 
[G0,J] = (0). As G0 is G0-simple, this implies that G0 is Ca (T)-simple. 
- 0 Now T is a standard torus, therefore H := Ca (T) acts triangulably on G0. 
- 0 
Lemma 1.8 shows that H n G0 acts nilpotently on G0. Applying Theorem 
2.6 one obtains that 
G0 = s ®A(m;!), 
where (with the notation in that theorem) 
T0 = T n (((DerS) ®A(m;!)) ED (F Id® W(m;!)(O>)) 
= {A1(t) ® 1 +Id® A2(t) It E T0}, 
r 
T1 = I: F Id ® ( 1 + x;) ai 
i= 1 
for some r;::::; 0. 
Clearly, T acts on the subalgebra S ® F = S as the torus Ai:_T0 ). As A1(T0) 
is a torus in Der S (possibly, (0)), and C5(,\1(T0)) ® F c H, then, by the 
above remark, C5(A1(T0)) acts nilpotently on S. 
Suppose TR(S) = 1. Then S E { ~ 1(2), W(l; !), H(2; 1)<2l} [17]. If ,\1(T0 ) 
= (0) then Cs<,\1(T0 )) = S acts nonnilpotently on S. If A1(T0 ) is 1-dimen-
sional, it defines a .l/(p)-grading of S. As Cs<A1(T0)) acts nilpotently on 
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S, then S is solvable [26, (1.5)]. If ,\1(T0) is 2-dimensional, then necessarily 
S :;;, H(2; !)<2>. Moreover, according to [5, (1.18.4)] there is an automor-
phism u of H(2; !)<2> such that the induced automorphism ii of 
Der H(2; !Y2>, ii(D) = u 0 D 0 u- 1, maps A1(T0) onto Fz 1 a1 e Fz2 a1 , 
where zi stands for X; or 1 +xi. In this case Cs(A1(T0)) acts nonnilpotently 
on S also. 
Suppose TR(S) = 2. Let a E r and let x E G0, "' be a weight vector 
with respect to T. As T is a maximal torus of LP it is clear that 
a(x!Pl) = 0. Since Cs(A1(T0)) acts nilpotently on S(a) every 1-section of 
S ® F with respect to T is nilpotent (by the Engel-Jacobson theorem). 
Reference [17] shows that every 1-section is triangulable. If T1 :I= (0) or 
ker ,\1 :I= (0) then S ® F is a contained in a 1-section, whence nilpotent. As 
this is false, T = T0 :;;, A1(T). Let SP denote the p-envelope of S in Der S. 
Setting in [25, Corollary 1.5(2)], K =SP ® F + A1(T) ® F, G =SP ® F 
yields A1(T) ® F c SP ® F + C(SP ® F + A1(T) ® F). We may identify T 
and its image A1(T) in SP. Then every 1-section of S with respect to T is 
triangulable. Hence n(a) = 0 for all a E r(S, T). We now have verified 
the assumptions of [18, Theorem 8.3] showing S :;;, H(2; !; <I>( T ))(I>. The 
action of T on S has been determined in [28, (VIl.3)]. According to that 
theorem all root spaces of S relative to T are 1-dimensional, p 2 - 1 
(nonzero) roots occur, no root vector acts nilpotently on S. Then G0 has 
p 2 - 1 distinct roots, and every root space G0, 'Y contains an element x'Y 
which is not p-nilpotent. These elements x'Y, y E r, permute the weight 
spaces of G_ 1• Hence G_ 1 has p 2 - 1 distinct weight spaces of equal 
dimension d, so that µ, E r _ 1 and dim G _ 1 = d(p 2 - 1). By assumption 
(iii), d = dim G - i,"' :::;; dim L µ/ Lco>. "' < p. Apply Theorem 1.8 to W = G _ 1• 
Then W:;;, U ® A(m; !) as vector spaces. Consequently, pm divides d. As 
m :I= 0 by Lemma 4.2 this is impossible. I 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let L be a simple Lie algebra with TR(L) = 2, and Ta 
standard nonrigid 2-dimensional torus in the semisimple p-envelope LP of L. 
Suppose Lco) is a maximal subalgebra of L containing R(T) + H. Let T be 
contained in the restricted subalgebra of LP generated by Lco>· Assume that 
there isµ, E r(L, T) such that dim L;µ/Lco),iµ < p for at least two values of 
i E IFr Then, for a standard filtration defined by Lco>• 
gr2 L :I= (0) or [(gr_ 1 L,gr1 L],gr1 L] :I= (0). 
Proof. As above set G = gr L. Suppose the theorem is not true. Lemma 
4.2 proves that G0 is a minimal ideal of G0 , hence of g'0 • Suppose J is an 
ideal of g'0 with G0 rt. J. By Lemma 4.3, TR(:?l0/(G0 + J)) :I= 0. Thus (as 
G0 n J = (0)) 
0 * TR( Go) !:;; TR( Go) + TR( J) = TR( Go + J) < TR( g>o) :::;; 2 
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(see [25, Lemma 2.4]). Consequently, 
TR(G~) = 1, TR(J) = 0, TR(~0 ) = 2. 
In particular, T is a torus of maximal dimension in ~o and ~o has 2 
IFP-independent T-weights. In addition, J is a nilpotent ideal of ~o [25). 
Then K(xlPI) = 0 for all KE r and all x E U.1.e fU{O} JA. Hence J acts 
nilpotently not only on G 0 but also on G. Since G _ 1 is an irreducible 
G0-module this implies [J, G _ iJ = (0). Using (g2), (g3) one concludes 
[J, G] = (0). As J is regarded as a subalgebra of Der G, this proves 
J = (0). 
Consequently, G~ is the unique minimal ideal of ~0 • Then ~o is 
semisimple. We are now ready to apply Theorem 3.2 to ~o and T with 
I = G~ and W = G _ 1. According to Theorem 3.2 there is a realization 
G~ = S ®A(m;!), 
G _ 1 = U ® A ( m; !) , 
T = F(h 0 ® 1) EB F(d ® 1 + Ids<llu ® t0 ), 
where h0 E S, d E Der0(S EB U), t0 E W(m; !). Moreover, Lemma 4.2 
shows that m :I= 0. G _ 1 cannot be as in case (a) of Theorem 3.2(2). If G _ 1 
is as in case (b), then only t0 = 0 is possible. Thus T = Fh 0 ® 1 + Fd ® 1, 
where S = H(2; t)<2> and U is as in case (C) of Theorem 3.1. In this case U 
has p 2 - 2 distinct weights (Corollary 2.10), and therefore G_ 1 has 
p 2 - 2 distinct T-weights as well. Then there are at least p - 2 values of 
i E IF; such that i µ is a root of G _ 1 and i µ has multiplicity at least 
pm ~ p. Asp > 3 this contradicts our assumption. Consequently G _1 is as 
in case (c) of Theorem 3.2(2). 
As [G_ 1,GiJ * (0) there is g E G 1 such that W' == [G_ 1,g] * (0). 
Regard G_ 1 and G0 as S ® 1-modules. Since h0 ® 1 is not p-nilpotent, it 
acts invertibly on G _ 1. As [S ® 1, g] = (0), W' is a nonzero S ® !-
submodule of G0 on which h0 ® 1 acts invertibly. However, G0 has a 
normal series G0 :::> S ® A(m; !) :::> (0), where G0/(S ® A(m; 1)) is a trivial 
(S ® 1)-module and S ® A(m; !) is a direct sum of S ® 1-modules, with 
each direct summand being isomorphic to S ® 1. Therefore the S ® 1-
module G0 has a composition series with h 0 ® 1 acting noninvertibly on 
each of its composition factors. Hence there is no room for W' in G0• This 
contradiction proves the theorem. I 
Remark 4.1. The assumptions of Theorem 4.4 are fulfilled in a rather 
natural setting. Let L be a simple Lie algebra with TR(L) = 2, and T a 
standard 2-dimensional torus in the semisimple p-envelope of L in Der L. 
Suppose there is a E f such that a(H) = 0. Then L(a) is nilpotent. Let 
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T' be the unique maximal torus of the p-envelope of L(a) in Der L. If 
T' = (0) then L( a) acts nilpotently on L. By [26, (1.5)], L would be 
solvable, contradicting the simplicity of L. Suppose T' is 2-dimensional. As 
r•IPI = T' one has [T,T'] c [ ... [T,L(a)], ... ,L(a)] = (0). Thus T + T' 
is a torus, and, since T' c ker a, it is 3-dimensional. But TR(L) = 2. 
Therefore L( a) is a Cartan subalgebra of absolute toral rank 1 in L. 
In this case L is one of W(l · 2) H(2· (2 1))<2> H(2· 1 · <I>( T ))(1) H(2· 1 · a) 
'-' ' ' ' ,_, ' ,_, 
[17, Theorem 2; 4, (2.2.3)]. 
Next suppose there is a E f such that /J(a) = L. This implies H = 
Eµ,+o[L,.,L_,.] cHa, whence a(H) = 0, and by the above, Lis known. 
Thus there are good reasons to assume that no root vanishes on H. Then 
H is a Cartan subalgebra of L. If H has toral rank 1 in L, then L is 
known (as above). Thus it is reasonable to assume that H has toral rank 2. 
This means that the p-envelope of H contains T. Moreover, JJ(a) '1= L for 
every a E f(L, T). Choose any maximal subalgebra L(o) containing /J(a>. 
Then dim L;a/L(O),ia ~ dim L;a/K;a ;5; 3 for all i E IF;. 
We now specialize our setting further and fix notation that will be used 
throughout the rest of the paper. In contrast with Remark 4.1 we do not 
assume at the moment that the p-envelope of H contains T, but impose 
the following assumptions instead: · 
(4.1) T is a 2:dimensional standard torus in LP, and there is a E 
f(L, T) such that M(a) '1= L, 
(4.2) L(O) is a maximal subalgebra of L containing /J(a>. 
Then R(T) + H c L(OJ and dim L;a/L(O),ia ;5; 3 for all i E IF;. Assume 
furthermore that 
(4.3) T is contained in the p-envelope of L(o) in LP, and one of the 
subspaces L"", where y E r u {O}, contains a nonzero sandwich element 
of L. 
Choose an arbitrary standard filtration associated ~ L(O)• such that 
L(- t)/ L(o) is an irreducible L(ofmodule. Set G == gr L, G = G / M( G), and 
let A(G) =A denote the unique minimal ideal of G. By (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) 
Theorem 4.4 applies yielding A(G)1 '1= (0). In other words, we are in 
Weisfeiler's nondegenerate case. There are; E ~and a simple graded Lie 
algebra S such that 
A(G) =A :r: S ®A{f;!), A n G; :r: S; ® A(f; !) for all i. 
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LEMMA 4.5. Under the assumptions (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) the following are 
true: 
(1) 0 :s; f :s; 2. 
(2) 1 :s; TR(S) :s; 2. 
(3) TR(S) = 2 ~ f = o. 
Proof (1) Suppose f ~ 3. As dimG_ 1 < 2p 3 (cf. Lemma 1.5) we have 
f = 3, dim S_ 1_= 1. Property (g3) shows that dim S0 =: 1. As E;~ 0 S; is a 
subalgebra of S of codimension 1, one concludes that S is isomorphic as a 
graded Lie algebra to 51(2) or W(l; !!) with the natural grading [12]. In 
particular, Der0 S = ads S0 [34]. Put in Theorem 2.6 M =Sand consider 
the torus T' == ads®A(f,l) T. From the presentation of T' given in Theo-
rem 2.6 and the assumption that dim S0 = 1 one concludes that [T, S0 ® 
F] = (0). Then S0 ~ F is contained in H + L 0 /Lol" Let Q denote the 
inverse image of S0 ® F in H and let T" denote a torus of maximal 
dimension in the p-envelope of Q in LP. Then T" + T is a torus. The 
maximality of T now implies that T" c T. Since S0 acts nonnilpotently on 
S, T" + (0). As dim S_ 1 = 1 the torus T" acts on G_ 1 by scalar multiplica-
tions. But then G _ 1 carries at most p distinct T-weights y 1, ••• , 'Ys· In this 
case we have the stronger estimate 
s 
dim G _1 :s: E dim Ly/M-r': :s; 9p < p 3 • 
i-1 
Thus f < 3 in any case. 
(2) Skryabin's theorem [21, Theorem 5.1] states that 
TR(L) ~ TR(G). 
Combining this important inequality with [26, Lemma 4.2] yields 
0 + TR(S) = TR(S ®A(f;!)) :s; TR(G) :s; 2. 
(3) Suppose TR(S) = 2. Then TR(G) = 2, and therefore Tis a torus 
of maximal dimension in the p-envelope of G in per(S ® A(f; !)). ~ow 
Corollary 1.5 of [25] shows that the p-envelope of S ® A(f; 1) in Der(S ® 
A(f; !)) contains T. Then G = S ® A(f; !) + Cc;(.T). Note that, as H c 
L<o>~ne has Cc;(.T) =gr H c E;~oG;. Therefore Cc;(.T) acts triangulably 
on G. Now Lemma 1.8 shows that either f = 0 or else Cs®A(f;l>(T) acts 
nilpotently on G. In the second case, repeating the argument used in the 
proof of Lemma 4.3 to sort out the case TR(S) ~ 2 leads us to a 
contradiction. Hence f = 0. I 
LEMMA 4.6. Suppose that (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) are true. Assume that rad S0 
+ (0) and f + 0. Then S0 is solvable and 
(1) S = W(l; 1) or S = 5 f(2); 
(2) M(G) = G _2 = (0). 
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Proof (1) Suppose S = H(2; 1)<2>. Set in Corollary 3.4 M == S. As 
rad S0 :I= (0) parts (5), (2), (3) of this corollary show that only case (4) is 
possible. Then S0 is solvable. As DerS/ad Sis solvable, then so is Der0 S. 
Set in Corollary 3.4 M == Der S. This corollary then yields that Der0 S acts 
triangulably on S. Due to Weisfeiler's theorem [35, Theorem 4.1], S_ 1 is 
(Dero S)-irreducible, so one obtains dim S _ 1 = 1. Then (g2) gives s _ 2 = 
(0). Next set in Corollary 3.4 M = S. As Mi = (0) for all i < -1 Corollary 
3.4(4) shows that S0 cannot be solvable. Thus S is not isomorphic to 
H(2; !)<2>. Since TR(S) = 1 (Lemma 4.5(3)), S is isomorphic to W(l; !) or 
iflI(2). 
(2) It follows from (1) that Der S = S. Also, every Cartan subalgebra 
of S is a !-dimensional torus. Let D' denote the degree derivation of S 
with respect to the present grading. Now S0 = Der0 S = Cs(D') is !-di-
mensional. As above, Weisfeiler's theorem yields dim S_ 1 = 1. Then (g2) 
gives S_ 2 = (0) forcing G_ 2 = (0). Therefore M(G) = Ei<-Pi· As a first 
consequence, [G_ 2 ,G2 ] = [G_ 2,GiJ = (0). This means that [L<- 2»L<2>] 
C L<l) and [L<- 2>, L(l)] c L<O>· 
Let D denote the degree derivation of G with respect to the present 
grading. Then D induces the degree derivation I5 of G and the degree 
derivation D' of S. As D' ® 1 E G0 = L<0/L(l)• there is a toral e.lement t 
in the p-envelope of L<0> in LP which is mapped onto D' ® 1. Note that 
D' ® 1 - I5 vanishes on A(G). Since G acts faithfully on A(G) this 
implies that D' ® 1 - I5 vanishes on G. But then ada t - D maps G into 
M(G). As E; ~-Pi is invariant under ada t - D and M(G) = Ei <-Pi 
this gives (ada t - D)(E;~-P) = (0). Since G_; = [G_ 1,G_;+i1 for 
i ~ 1, we get ada t = D. Set 
L(i) •= {x E LU> I [t,x] =ix}. 
As D is the degree derivation, one has 
Lu>= L(i) + Lu+i> for all i. 
Therefore [L(-2), L0 >] = [L(-2), L(l) + L<2>] c L(-1) n Leo>+ L<1> = 
Lo>· Then L( - 2) c n L(L(l)). As L<O> is a maximal subalgebra of L, we 
obtain L( - 2) c Leo>· This proves L<- 2> = L( - 2) + Le- t> = Le- I>· Conse-
quently, G _2 = (0). But then M(G) = (0) as well. I 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Suppose that (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) are true. If rad S0 :I= (0), 
then;:= 0. 
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Proof. (a) We adopt the notation of L(i) from the preceding proof. 
Let V denote the inverse image of A 0 under the canonical epimorphism 
L<o>-+ L<0>/L(l) = G0 • Then [L<-l>• L(l)], [V, L<0>] c V and 
[L(-1) + V,L] = [L(-1),L{-1) +L(O) +L(l)] 
+[V,L(-1) +L<o>] 
cL(-2) +L(-1) + v+ [V,L(-1)]. 
Note that L( -2) c L(I) (as G _ 2 = (0)) and [V, L( -1)] c [L(O) + L<l>• 
L( -1)] c L( -1) + V. The simplicity of L forces L = L( -1) + V, whence 
G = G_ 1 +A 0 + E;>oG; =A(G) + E;>oG;. 
(b) Since A(G) is the unique minimal ideal of G = G, one has an 
embedding of graded algebras 
G ~ ((DerS) ®A{f;!)) EB (Fld ® W{f;!)). 
Obviously, E; > 0G; is mapped into (E; > 0 Der; S) ®A(;;!) and therefore 
stabilizes S ® A(r; !)(l). This, however, contradicts the minimality of A(G). 
I 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Suppose that (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) are true. Assume f * 0. 
Then: 
(1) S = H(2; !)<2> and S0 E {s {(2), W(l; !)}. 
(2) A 0(G) is a minimal ideal of G0 • 
(3) G_ 3 = (0) and G_ 2 = (0). 
(4) There is a T-weight µ E f(G, T) such that µ(CA
0
(T)) = 0. Ifµ: is 
such a weight, then G _2 c G( µ}). 
Proof. (1) As TR(S) = 1 in the present case (Lemma 4.5) one has 
SE {s {(2), W(l; !), H(2; !)<2>}. Note t~at S0 is a semisimple (Proposition 
4.7) and nonmaximal subalgebra of S. Now all subalgebras of s {(2) are 
solvable, and it is not hard to see that each proper subalgebra of W(l; !) 
either is solvable or is isomorphic to s {(2) (this follows from Theorem 2.3). 
In particular, every sub_algebra of W(l; !) isomorphic to 6 {(2) is maximal 
in W(l; 1). Therefore, S = H(2; 1)(2). 
We n~w apply Corollary 3.4 with M = S. As S0 * S and S0 is semisim-
ple, S0 = ~ 1(2) or S0 = W(l; !). 
Having determined S0 , we now _conclude that A0(G) = S0 ®A(;,!) has 
a u!!!que maximal ideal,~amely S0 ®~;;Del)· Let ! be a minimal ideal 
of G0 contained in A 0(G). If J * A 0(G) then Jc S0 ® A(f; !)0 > whence 
[J,G_iJ * G_ 1• The G0-irreducibility of G_ 1 forces [J,G_ 1] = (0). So 
(g3) yields J = (0). 
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(3), (4) Suppose µ(CAo(G)(T)) * 0 for all µ * 0. Then G = A(G) + 
Co(T). As H = CL(T) c L<0> and.!! is triangulable, C0 (T) acts triangula-
bly.:.... By Lemma 1.8, Co{T) n A(G) = Ei~ 0CA;(G)(T) acts nilpotently on 
A( G). According to the present assumption 0 is then the only T-weight 
of A(G). But then A(G) c Co(T) is nilpotent, a contradiction. 
The gradings of S are ruled by Corollary 3.4. The present grading has 
zero component isomorphic to £5 f(2) or W(l; !). Setting in Theorem 3.5(3) 
K = S yields a2 > 0. Those gradings have the property that M; is nonzero 
for no more than one i < 0 (Corollary 3.4). Thus S _2 = (0), forcing G_ 2 = (0). Obviously, M(G) is a nilpotent ideal of G, and G = G/M(G) 
acts on each factor of the series 
G ::> M( G) ::> M( G) 2 ::> ... ::> (0). 
Suppose that S ® A(r; !) acts nontrivially on a composition factor W of 
the G-module M( G)i / M( G); + 1 (i ~ 1). Applying Theorem 3.2 to the 
semi~imple p-envelope of G yields W == U ®A(;; !), where U is a nontriv-
ial S-module. We are in case (2b) of Theorem 3.2. Since ; * 0, then 
'l'(T) = F(h 0 ® 1) e F(d ® 1), and the (S + Fd)-module U is as in case 
(C) of Theorem 3.1. Then U has p 2 - 2 distinct weights relative to 
Fh 0 e Fd (Corollary 2.10). Hence W has p 2 - 2 distinct T-weights of 
multiplicity at least p;. But then there is i * 0 such that dim L;a/Lco),ia ~ 
P contrad~cting the inequality dim Lia/L(O),ia ::5: .dim Lia/Kia ::5: 3. Conse-
quently, S ® A(r; !) acts trivially on all M( G)' / M( G)' + 1• Therefore all 
T-weights on M(G) are contained in ff;µ, whereµ is any weight with the 
property µ!(CAo<G>(T)) = 0. This means that Ej<-Pj c G(µ!). Observe 
that ann 0 _.(G_ 2) is G0-invariant. The irreducibility of G_ 1 forces that 
either ann 0 _.(G_ 2) = G_ 1 or ann 0 JG_ 2 ) = (0). In the first case G_ 3 = 
[G _1, G _2 ] = (0). Consider the second case. As G _3, G _2 only have roots 
in the Ji-direction, all G_ 1,A (A~ fFPµ) annihilate G_ 2 • Therefore G_ 1 
= G_ 1(jl). Similarly, ~ach A0~)A> ,\ ~ fFPµ' acts trivially on G_..l: By 
(gl) this implies A0(G) = A0(GX µ!). As µ!(CAo<G>(T)) = 0, A0(G) is 
solvable [26, (1.5)]. This contradiction proves the proposition. I 
Remark 4.2. In the situation of Proposition 4.8, let -2(0> denote the 
p-envelope of Leo> in LP. We have a natural restricted Lie algebra 
homomorphism 
<i>: -2(0> -+ Der0 A( G) := (Der0 S) ®A(',!) + F Id ® W(r; !) . 
As S == H(2; !)<2> and S0 E {£5{(2), W(l; !)} the grading of S is ruled by 
cases (2) or (3) of Corollary 3.4. Applying this corollary gives 
Der0 S = S0 e F8, 
where 8 is the degree derivation. 
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Let GP denote the p-envelop~of Gin Der Aj_G). As T~(GP) = 2, A(G) 
is the unique minimal ideal of GP, and TR(A(G)) =TR(§)= 11 Theorem 
3.2 shows tl~at one can choose an isomorphism If!: A(G) ~ S ® A(f; !) 
such !hat <I>(T) = F(h 0 ® 1) Ee F(d ® 1 + IdA(G) ® t0 ). If Fh 0 + Fd c 
Der0 S is a 2-dimensional torus, then Fh 0 + Fd = Fh 0 + F8. As a conse-
quence, we may choose If! so that 
<i>(T) = F(h 0 ® 1) Ee F( i<:8 ® 1 + IdA<G> ® t0 ), (4) 
~here i<:~ E IFP, i<: = 0 provided that t0 rt. W(f; !)<0> and Fh 0 ® 1 = 
<I>(T) n S0 • 
As Fh 0 ® 1 = <i>(T) n S0 = <i>(T n ker µ,)we have 
µ(h 0 ®1)=0, 
Therefore Fh 0 ® A(f; !) c <i>(-2(0>( µ,)) c (Fh 0 + F8) ® A(f; !) + Fid ® 
W(f; !). Set 
Then 
<i>(-2(0>(µ)) c (Fh 0 +F8) ®A{f;!) +Fid ®si. 
More~ver, <i>(-2(0» c (S0 + F8) ® A(f, !) + F Id ® si, so that 9J = 
( 1T2 ° <I> X-2(0) is a transit~ve subalgebra of W(f; !). 
Suppose t0 = 0. Then <I>(T) = F(h 0 ® 1) Ee F(8 ® 1). Set in Lemma 1.8 
V := <I>(H). Since Tis a standard torus, Vacts triangulably on G. But then 
Lemma 1.8 yields f = 0, a contradiction. 
Define {3 E T* by 
f3(h 0 ®1) = 1, /3( i<:8 ® 1 + Id ® t0 ) = 0. 
LEMMA 4.9. Suppose that (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) are true. Assume f '* 0 and 
S0 == 61(2). Then G _ 2 ~ (0). If f = 1 and t0 ~ W(l; !)(O)' then either si == 
W(l; !) or p = 5 and 9J == 6 I(2). 
Proof. (a) By Proposition 4.8(3), G _2 c G( µ) and G _3 = (0). The 
grading of Sis as in case (3) of Corollary 3.4 yielding dim S_ 1 = 2. We 
adjust h0 so that £- 1 = ±/3 + IFPµ,f0 c (±2{3 + IFPµ) U IFpJL· 
As G _3 = (0), G _2 = (0), one has [L, L(l)] c L<o>· Therefore 
[L(µ),L<o>] c L L±Zf3+jµ.+L(µ) + [L(µ),L(I)] CL<0>+L(µ). 
je FP 
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Then L( µ,) + L<o> is a subalgebra containing L<o>· The maximality of L<o> 
implies L( µ,) c L<0>' whence G _2 = (0). 
(b) Suppose f = 1. Choose T-invariant vector spaces V_ 1, Vi. V0 , 
such that 
Vi c Vo c L Lz13+jµ, + L L-2(3+jµ, + L Ljµ,• 
jEFP jEFP jEfp 
and 
Properties of the associated graded Lie algebra G ensure that 
while properties of r -1 yield 
(V_ 1, V_ i] c Leo» 
From this it is not hard to deduce that L(l) + Vi + V _ 1 + [V _ 1, V _ il is a 
nonz<;ro ideal_ of L, and therefore must coincide with L. Since T c2(0> 
and <l>(T) <t. S0 ® A(l; !) we have 
[V_1, V_1] <t. Vi· 
(c) Let u _ 1 : G _ 1 --+ V _ 1 denote the inverse of the canonical linear 
isomorphism V _ 1 == L / L<o> = G _ 1. The Lie multiplication of L gives rise 
to a skew-symmetric bilinear mapping 
Note that one has [A(v, v'), v"] = [[u_ 1(v), u_ 1(v')] + L(I)' v"] = 
[[u_ 1(v), u_ 1(v')], u_ 1(v")] +Leo>• so the Jacobi identity yields the equa-
tion [A(v,v'),v"] + [A(v',v"),v] + [A(v",v),v'] = 0 for all v,v',v" E 
G _1• Set A2 == 1T2 ° A where 1T2 is as in Remark 4.2. If A2 = 0, then 
[V_ 1, V_ 1] c Vi, a contradiction. So A2 '* 0. 
(d) The Lie multiplication of L gives rise to a 2(0>( µ,)-invariant 
bilinear mapping 
,\: ( E L(3+jµ, + E L-(3+jµ,) x ( E L(3+jµ, + E L-(3+jµ,) --+ L(O)• 
jEfp jEFP jEFP jEfp 
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Note that 
A(v,v') = [u_ 1(v),u_ 1(v')] +(VO +L(l))· 
Hence A = A2 , and as a consequence A2 is (T + G0( µ))-invariant. As !ffe 
is a trivial Fh 0 ® A(l; !)-module, we have 
O * A2(S_ 1 ®A(l;!),s_ 1 ®A(l;!)) 
= A2(S_ 1 ®A(l;!), [ho ®A(l;!),s_ 1 ®11) 
= A2{[ho ®A(l;!),S_l ®A(l;!)],s_l ® 1) 
= A2(S_ 1 ®A(l;!),s_ 1 ®1). 
Write t0 = zd/dx. We may assume that z = 1 + x (cf. Corollary 2.7 and 
Remark 4.2 and observe the assumption on t0 ). Set in [33, (4.6(2))] f •= z, 
and let u, u' E S _1 be linearly independent. Then for i > 0 
A2(u ® z1- 1, u' ® z) = (i - 2)z1A2(u ® 1, u' ® 1) 
+(l-i)z1- 1A2(u ®z,u' ® 1) 
+(2 - i)z1- 1A2(u ® l,u' ® z) 
+ (i - l)z1- 2A 2(u ® z, u' ® z) 
+zA 2(u ®z1- 1,u' ® 1). 
Next choose u, u' E S\(O) such that [h0 , u] = u, [h0 , u'J = -u'. As A2 is 
(h 0 ® z)-invariant one has A2(u ® 1, u' ® z) = A2(u ® z, u' ® 1). Induc-
tively, we obtain 
. ( i - 1 )( i - 2) . 
A2(u ®z',u' ® 1) = 2 z'A2(u ® l,u' ® 1) 
+ i(2 - i)z1- 1A2(u ® z,u' ® 1) 
i(i-1). 
+ z1- 2A (u ® z 2 u' ® 1) 2 2 ' 
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for all 0 ;:::;; i ~ p - 1. Comparing eigenvalues one finds s0, s1, s2 E F such 
that 
k = 0,1,2, 
where k + 1 - 2 K. is taken modulo p and K. is as in Remark 4.2. Then 
A 2(u ®zi,u' ® 1) 
= ( 
s0 (i - l;(i - 2) s2i(i - 1)) . . + s1i(2 - i) + 2 z 1+1- 2Kd/dx. 
As A2 ¢ 0 by assumption, the above coefficient regarded as a polynomial 
in i is a nonzero polynomial of degree ~ 2. Consequently, it has at most 2 
different zeros. We obtain 
dim g ~dim A2(G_ 1,G_ 1) ~p - 2. 
Recall that g is a transitive subalgebra of W(l; 1). If dim g > 3 then 
Ii :=-; W(l; !). 9therwise the above estimate gives p = 5 and dim g = 3. 
In this case s;g :=-; lil I(2). I · 
5. MAXIMAL SUBALGEBRAS 
We start an investigation of the triples (L, T, a), where 
(5.1) L is a simple Lie algebra over F of absolute toral rank 2, 
(5.2) T is a 2-dimensional standard torus in the semisimple p-en-
velope LP of L, 
(5.3) a is a root of L with respect to T such that K'(a) acts 
nontriangulably on L. 
(5.4) one of the subspaces Ly, where y E r(L, T) U {O}, contains a 
nonzero sandwich element of L. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let (L, T, a) satisfy (5.1)-(5.4). Then 
(1) H ¢ Ha and M"«» ¢ L, 
(2) K'(a) + H<1> = K(a)O>. 
Proof. (1) Suppose H =Ha. Then L(a) = K(a) is a Cartan subalge-
bra of L of absolute toral rank 1 in L (Remark 4.1) and [17, Theorem 1) 
shows that L( a) is triangulable. This contradicts our assumption on 
K'(a). 
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Suppose JJ<a> = L. Then H = H n L<1> =Ha+ H<1> =Ha, contrary to 
the above result. 
(2) By (1), [H, Kia] =Kia for each i -4= 0. Hence K(a)O> = H 0 > + 
E;+oK;a + L.;+o[Kia•K-ia] =K'(a) +H0 >. I 
_Set f' == f \IFP a. Let L<0> denote a maximal subalgebra of L containing 
M<a>. Set 
I == E L(O). 'Y + E [ L(O), 1' ' L(O), - 1'] ' 
ye r' ,,er' 
and let J and 2(0> be the p-envelope of I and L<o> in LP, r~spectively. 
Clearly, I is an ideal of Leo>· Note that R(T) + H + K'(a) c M<a> c Leo>· 
The maximality of Leo> ensures that n L(l) = Leo>· 
LEMMA 5.2. Let (L, T, a) satisfy (5.1)-(5.4). 
(1) The intersection of the p-envelope of K'(a)<1> in LP with T contains 
an element t' such that a(t') = 0 and y(t') -4= 0 for ally E f'. 
(2) The p-envelope of K(a) in LP contains T. 
(3) Suppose J is a Lie subalgebra of LP satisfying [T +I+ 
L.; + 0 K; a, J] c J. Then either I c J or J is p-nilpotent. 
(4) If TR(!)= 1 then I has 2 IFP-independent T-roots, T nJ = T n 
ker a, and 1<1> =I. 
Proof. (1) As U;e F (K'(a)<I> n L;a) is a weakly closed set, (5.3) 
implies that it is not a ni'i set. The result follows. 
(2) According to Lemma 5.1(1) there is h EH such that a(h) -4= 0. 
The element t' described in part (1) of this lemma and the semisimple part 
of h span T. 
(3) Let JP be the p-envelope of J in LP. Then 
JP= E E JJPl". 
µEfU{O} n~O 
Suppose J is not p-nilpotent. Then one of JJPl" contains an element which 
is not p-nilpotent (by Jacobson's theorem on weakly closed nil sets). This 
implies T n JP -4= (0). Let t be a nonzero element of TE JP. If a(t) = 0 
then y(t) -4= 0 for ally E f', whence I,,= [t, I,,] c J and hence I c J. 
If a(t) if= 0 then a similar argument yields E;., 0 Kia c J. Part (1) of this 
lemma shows that there is t' E T n JP with the property I,,= [t', I,,] for all 
y E f'. Thus I c J in either case. 
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(4) The present assumption ensures that I is not p-nilpotent. There 
is 'YE f' such that l.y =/= (0) (otherwise I= (0)). Since K'(a) acts nontrian-
gulably on L, ly+a =/= (0) [18, (5.1)). Thus I has 2 IFP-independent roots. 
As above T nJ=I= (0). Suppose T nJ<,t ker a and pick t ET n...Ywith 
a(t) =/= 0. Then E;,. 0 K;a c /,whence K'(a) c /.Lett' be as in (1). Then 
T = Ft + Ft' CJ. But then, as I has 2 independent roots, TR(/) = 2, a 
contradiction. 
Thus there is t E T nJ with o:(t) = 0, y(t) =I= 0 for all 'YE f'. In 
particular, I'Y = [t, I'Y] c 1<1) for 'Ye f'. It follows that I= /Cl)_ I 
Consider a standard filtration L = Lc-•i) ::> ••• ::> Lcs
2
) ::> (0) defined by 
Leo) s_uch that Le_ 1/ Leo) is an irreducible Lcoi-module, and put G = gr L. 
As M(a) c Leo» Remark 4.1 and Lemma 5.2(2) show that the ~ssumptions 
of Theorem 4.4 and (4.1)-(4.3) are fulfilled. Note that G carries 2 
IFP-independent T-roots, since otherwise all T-roots of Lc- t) would lie in 
IFP a, and hence all T-roots O_E L would lie in IFP a contradicting the 
assumption on T. Thus TR(G) = 2 and T can be identified with a 
2-dimensional maximal torus in the semisimple p-envelope of G. We now 
assume that 
(5.5) TR(!) ::;; 1 
and introduce the set of triples 
~ 1 of all (L,T, a) satisfying (5.1)-(5.5). 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose (L,T, a) E ~ 1 . Then Uyer•Lco),y consists of 
p-nilpotent elements. 
Proof. Let u E Leo), 'Y = I'Y where 'Y E f', and let us E T denote the 
semisimple part of u. Then y(us) = 0. According to Lemma 5.2(4) one has 
a(u.) = 0. As a, 'Y are independent, they span T*. Therefore us = 0. I 
COROLLARY 5.4. Suppose (L, T, a) E ~ 1 . Then I is solvable if and only 
if it is p-nilpotent. In any case, I( a) acts triangulably on L. If I is not solvable 
then I+ L(l)/Lcl) has 2 IFP-independent T-roots. 
Proof. If I is not p-nilpotent then TR(/)=/= 0 and Lemma 5.2(4) shows 
that I is not solvable. 
We are now going to prove that I(a) acts triangulably on L. If I is 
solvable, then it is p-nilpotent and the result follows. Suppose I is 
nonsolvable. Since H n I c Ha (Lemma 5.2(4)), /(a) is a nilpotent Lie 
algebra. Note that I is IFP-graded by setting I = e, e F 1, where 1, := 
r.keF IifHka for a fixed f3 E f'. Since I is nonsolvable, I{a) does not act 
nilpotently on I and on I+ L(l)/Lc1) [26, (1.5)). Thus /{a) is a Cartan 
subalgebra of I of absolute toral rank 1 in I (Remark 4.1). Note that this 
also implies that I+ L(l)/Lci) has 2 IFP-independent T-roots. Let J denote 
a maximal ideal of I and set i := l/l. Then /Cl) = i =/= (0) (Lemma 5.2(4)), 
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and therefore TR(i) = 1, TR(J) = 0. In particular, i is simple and J is 
nilpotent. Now i E {131(2), W(l; !), H(2; !)<2>). All Cartan subalgebras of all 
of these Lie algebras are abelian (which one can conclude from the 
normalization theorems of maximal tori of these Lie algebras). Thus 
I(a)<1> c J. Consequently, I(a)<1> acts nilpotently on I. Since I has 2 
FF-independent roots, this implies that I( a)<1> acts nilpotently on L. I 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Suppose (L, T, a) E @5 1 and that I is nonsolvable. 
Then 
(1) rad .2(0> is p-nilpotent. 
(2) I + rad .2(0>/rad .2(0> is the unique minimal ideal of .2(0/rad .2(0> 
and I+ L(l/Lcl) is the unique minimal ideal of G0 • 
(3) There exist S E {13 {(2), W(l; !), H(2; !)<2>) and r E N such that 
I/In (rad.2(0>) ~ S ®A(r;!). 
(4) Any isomorphism <p: I/In (rad 2(0) ~ S ® A(r; !) gives rise to 
embeddings 
S ®A(r;!) c.2(0/rad.2(0> c ((DerS) ®A(r;!)) e (Fid ® W(r;!)). 
Let 'TTz : (S ® A(r; !)) E9 (F Id ® W(r; !)) -+ W(r; !) denote the canonical 
projection. Then TT2(.2(0/rad 2(0) is a transitive subalgebra of W(r; !). 
(5) 0 ~ r ~ 2, and r = 0 ~ S ~ H(2; !)(2). 
(6) Suppose r * 0. Let h be a p-semisimple element of J. If h acts 
nontrivially on a composition factor of the Lcofmodule L/Lco» then it acts 
invertibly on this factor. 
(7) Suppose r * 0. Then r -1 c f'. If 'Y E f' is a weight of LI L(O)• 
then so is - 'Y· 
Proof Set 9f == rad .2(o>· 
(1) Set in Lemma 5.2(3) J = 9f. Since I is not solvable, I cannot lie 
in 9f. Thus 9f is p-nilpotent. 
(2) Let J be an ideal of .2(0> containing 9f, and such that J /9f is 
minimal. As J is nonsolvable, Lemma 5.2(3) yields I c J. The minimality 
of J /9f implies J = I + 9f. 
Since 9f acts nilpotently on L (by (1)), then 9f n Leo> = Lei>· The 
second statement follows. 
(3) By (2), .2(0>/9! is semisimple restricted and has the unique 
minimal ideal (/ + 9!) /9f. By Theorem 1.6, I/ I n 9f ~ S ® A(r; !) where 
S is a simple Lie algebra. As TR(/)= 1, we have TR((/ +9l)/9f) = 1, 
whence S E {13 !(2), W(l; !), H(2; !Y2>). 
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(4) This follows from Theorem 1.6. 
(5) Suppose I acts nilpotently on each composition factor of the 
.2(0>-module L/Lco>· As 1<1> = /, I annihilates L/Lco>· As I is an ideal of 
Leo» it is an ideal of L. As this is not true, there is a composition factor W 
of the 2(0fmodule L /Leo> which is not annihilated by /. Since .9f acts 
nilpotently on W, it annihilates W. Thus W is an irreducible restricted 
.2(0>/.9/-module which is not annihilated by (/ + .9/) /.9/. Now apply Theo-
rem 1.7. There is a nontrivial S-module U such that W = U ® A(r; 1) as 
vector spaces. Recall that dim W :S: dim L/L~o> < 2p3 (Lemma 1.5). Con-
sequently, dim U;;:::; 2 and 2p' :S: dim W < 2p yielding r :S: 2. 
Suppose r = 0. As in this case S is the unique minimal ideal of 2(0/.9/, 
T acts faithfully on S. As T is 2-dimensional, S = H(2; !)<2>. 
Suppose S = H(2; !)<2> and r * 0. As 0 is not a T-weight of W, we are in 
case (2b) of Theorem 3.2. In particular, t0 = 0. In the notation of that 
theorem, 'l'(T) = F(h 0 ® 1) + F(d ® 1), and the (S + Fd)-module U is as 
in case (C) of Theorem 3.1. Then U carries p 2 - 2 different weights 
(Corollary 2.10), and hence there is i * 0 such that i a * 0 is a weight of 
U. Now W;a = lf;a ® A(r; !) whence dim W;a ~ p'. On the other hand, 
dim W;a :S: dim Lia/K;a :S: 3. This contradiction proves the implication 
S = H(2; !)<2> ~ r = 0. . 
(6) By (5), S E {~ {(2), W(l; !)}. Now Theorem 3.2 applies. Conse-
quently, (J + .9/) /.9/ = (/ + .9/) /.9/, and Theorem 3.2(2Xc) yields the re-
sult. 
(7) (a) Set W := Le_ I)/ Leo>· This is an irreducible Lcofmodule, on 
which I acts nontrivially. Thus every nonzero element of T nJ= T n 
ker a acts invertibly on w (by (6)). Then r -1 cf'. 
(b) Choose a composition factor W of the 2(0fmodule L/Lco> 
which has T-weight 'Y· Since T nJ= ker a and 'YE f'one has -y(T nJ) 
¥= 0. Therefore I does not annihilate W. Theorem 3.2(2Xc) now shows that 
- 'Y is a T-weight of LI Leo>· I 
LEMMA 5.6. Suppose (L, T, a) E @? 1• If I is solvable, then there is 
f3 E f' such that 
for all i E 7l.. 
If G; * (0) and i ¥=. 0 mod(p), then dim Gi,ifJ+ia * 0 does not depend on j. 
Proof Corollary 5.4 shows that I acts nilpotently on the irreducible 
Lco>-module G _ 1• Since I is an ideal of Leo> this means that I annihilates 
G _ 1. By definition of a standard filtration, we obtain I c Lei)· As 
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E,,e r·Lco>.,, c I we have G0 = G0(a). Since G _1 is G0-irreducible there is 
f3 E f' such that G_ 1 = EjeF G-I,-fHja· By (g3) there is an injective 
T-invariant linear mapping G; ':..+ Hom(G_ 1,G;_ 1). This observation and 
induction on i proves that for i > 0 all weights of G; are contained in 
i f3 + IFP a. Similarly, it follows from (g2) that all roots of G; (for i < -1), 
are contained in i{3 + IFPa. If f3 e IFPa then r c IFPa contrary to the fact 
that dim T = 2. 
Since K'(a) acts nontriangulably on L it is immediate from [18, (5.1)] 
that all Gi,ifHja (j E IFP) have the same dimension, whenever i ¥= 0. I 
Our next lemma employs the notation of Section 4. 
LEMMA 5.7. Suppose (L, T, a) E ® 1• The following are equivalent: 
(1) ; = 0. 
(2) TR(S) = 2. 
(3) a(CA
0
(T)) * 0, where A 0 = A 0(G). 
Proof (a) The implication (2) => (1) has been proved in Lemma 4.5(3). 
(b) Suppose ; = 0 and TR(S) = 1. Then G acts faithfully on its 
unique minimal ideal S ang S =J s 1(2), W(l; !), H(2; !)<2>}. Thus T acts as 
a 2-dimensional torus on S, so _s = H(2; !)<2> necessarily holds. 
We now observe that Der S is £'.-graded and T is of degree 0 with 
respect to this grading. Moreover, G is a graded subalgebra of Der S. 
Theorem 3.3 shows that the grading is given by a (a1, a 2)-grading of 
A(2; !). We now apply Corollary 3.4. 
Since the grading is nontrivial we have a1 * 0 or a2 * 0. 
If I is nonsolvable, then S0 contains S ® A(r; !) since the latter is the 
unique minimal ideal of G0 = G0 by Proposition 5.5(2). As either r ~ 1 or 
S = H(2; !)<2> (by Proposition 5.5(5)) we obtain that S0 is nonsolvable of 
dimension > 2p. Corollary 3.4 shows that no such grading exists. Thus I 
is solvable. Then the roots on G0 are contained in IFP a (Lemma 5.6): 
Suppose the grading of G is of type 2 (cf. Corollary 3.4). Then Gb'> = 
W(l; !) acts restrictedly on G. Therefore U; e F* G0, ia consists of ad-nilpo-
tent elements of G. Also it is immediate from our remarks in Section 1 
that for every..!_ En:; eith~ [Go,ia•GO,-ial = (0) or a([x,y]) * 0 for all 
nonzero x E Go,ia• y E G0, -ia· This contradicts the assumption that 
K'(a) is nontriangulable. We proceed similarly for the gradings of type 3. 
The gradings of type 4 have the property that Gb'> acts nilpotently on G. 
Again this contradicts the assumption that K' (a) is nontriangulable. 
(c) Suppose aCA
0
(T)) * 0. Then the p-envelope of A 0 in_Der G 
contains an element t E T with a(t) * 0. As A 0 is an ideal in G0, this 
implies E;,. 0Go,ia cA 0 • Lemma 5.2(1) yields the existence oft' in the 
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intersection of T and the p-envelope of A 0 in Der G satisfying a(t') = 0, 
')l(t') ¥< 0 for all 'YE f'. As a consequence, T is contained in the p-en-
velope of A 0 in Der G. Then G = A(G) + Cc(T). Since G has 2 IFP-inde-
pendent roots, so does A(G). But then TR(S ® A(r; 1)) = TR(A(G)) = 2 
whence TR(S) = 2 [26, Lemma 4.2]. -
(d) Suppose r = 0 and a(CA
0
(T)) = 0. Set 
..9'1 •= u{Ai,µ[p]i 1 i * o, µ, E r,j > o} • 
..9'2 := u{Ao,µ[p]i Iµ, E f',j > o} . 
..9'3 := U{A 0,;}pJi Ii'* O,j > o}, 
S'4 •= u{(A; n cA(T)ipJi 1iEz.,j2!: o}. 
Then U f= 1.9j is a weakly closed set. Clearly, ..9'1 consists of ad-nilpotent 
elements. According to Lemma 5.3 the same holds for .92• Clearly, 
ad0 ..9'3 consists of nilpotent transformations, and the same is true for ad0~ by the present assumption. Thus U j_ 1ad 0 .9j is a weakly closed set 
of nilpotent transformations. Let ..9' denote the ap-envelope of A(G) in 
DerA(G). One has ..9'= span(Uj= 1.9j) + EµerA(G)µ. Therefore Tn..9' 
= T n span( U f= 1.9j). Consequently, ad0 (T n ..9') = (0), whence T n ..9' c 
ker a. On the other hand, we have already shown that ; = 0 implies that 
TR(A(G) = TR(S) = 2. Now Corollary 1.5 of [25] shows that 2 = 
TR(A(G)) = TR(T n..9',..9'), contradicting the previous inclusion. I 
6. THE BLOCK-WILSON INEQUALITY 
In this section we shall at last prove the Block-Wilson inequality 
n( a) :s; 2 for all standard tori and all roots. In order to obtain this result 
we take a closer look at triples in ® 1• 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose (L, T, a) E ® 1. If I is solvable, then r = 0 and 
n(a) :s; 2. 
Proof (a) According to Lemma 5.6, G 0 = G 0(a). If r ¥< 0 then Lemma 
5.7 shows that a(CA
0
(T)) = 0. But the~ A 0 is nilpotent by Jacobson's 
theorem on weakly closed nil sets. As S0 c A 0 , this contradicts Proposi-
tion 4.7. 
(b) It remains to prove that n( a) ~ 2. First suppose that /.Y = M; 
for all ')IE f'. Then Eyef'[L_y,/yl cHa. Also r_1,f1 cf' by Lemma 
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5.6, so that G 1 =I n Lcl) + L(2)/Lc2> (by definition of /). But then 
CAo(T) = [A_l, Ail n CAo(T) c CAo(T) n ker a. 
Lemma 5.7 now shows that ; -:/= 0, contradicting part (a) of this lemma. 
Thus t~ere is ')' E f' with l.y-:/= M;. Then 'E;e FPL(O).'Y+ia/M;+ia is a 
nonzero K( a )-module. 
Suppose that L'Y c Leo>· Then L'Y+ja c L(l) for all j E IFP (by Lemma 
5.6). As a consequence, the Lie subalgebra of L generated by L'Y+ja acts 
nilpotently on L. We conclude from Lemma 3.7 that dim L'Y+ja/K'Y+ja ~ 1. 
Also, Proposition 1.3 shows that n'Y+ja ~ 2. Thus 
dim L'Y+ja/M;+ja ~dim L'Y+ja/R'Y+ja ~ 2dim L'Y+ja/K'Y+ja + n'Y+ja 
~ 4 <p. 
Now we can use Proposition 1.3 to observe that n( a) ~ 2. 
_Finally, suppose that Ly rt. Leo>· Then 'f.;efpL(O),'Y+;a/M'Ya!ia is a proper 
K(a)-submodule of E;e F L'Y+;a/M;+ia· Thus the latter is K(a)-reducible. 
Proposition 1.3 yields n( ~) ~ 2. I 
We now investigate the case that I is nonsolvable. 
LEMMA 6.2. Suppose (L, T, a) E @5 1 and;-:/= 0. Then 
(1) S ~ H(2; !)<2>, A 0 = (/ + L(l))/L(l)' S0 ~ S E {~ I(2), W(l; !)}, 
and;= r; 
(2) A 0 has 2 IFP-independent roots; 
(3) r_l cf'; 
(4) G_ 3 = (0), G_ 2 = (0), and M(G) = G_ 2 c G(a). 
Proof (1) Since A 0 ~ S0 ® A(r; !) is an ideal of 0 0 and(/+ L(l))/Lcl) 
~ S ® A(r; !) is the unique minim_al ideal of G0 (Proposition 5.5(2)), there 
is an embedding S ® A(r; !) ...... S0 ® A(f; !). Proposition 4.8 shows that 
S ~ H(2; !Y2>, S0 E {~ {(2), W(l, !)} and that A 0 is a IJ!.inimal ideal of G0• 
But then A 0 = (/ + L(li>!Lcl) whence S ® A(r; !) ~ S0 ® A(r; !) and 
S ~ (S ®A(r;!))/(S ®A(r;!)m) 
~(So ®A(f;!))/(S0 ®A(f;!)m) ~ S0 • 
By dimension reasons, we obtain r = r. 
(2) If A 0 = A 0( µ) is contained in a 1-section, then part (1) of this 
lemma in combination with Lemma 5.3 and Corollary 5.4 shows that I is 
solvable. But then Lemma 6.1 proves ; = 0, a contradiction. 
(3) As r =;-:!= O Proposition 5.5(7) yields r _1 cf'. 
(4) As a(/ n H) = 0 (Lemma 5.2(4)) and A 0 = (/ + L(li>!Lci> by 
part (1) of this lemma one concludes that a(CA
0
(T)) = 0. Proposi-
tion 4.8(3), (4) give the result. I 
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We recall that <i> and 9 are defined in Remark 4.2. 
LEMMA 6.3. Suppose (L, T, a) e_ @5 1• If f .P 0, then there exist KE rr=; 
and u e_ K,rn such that ( 1T2 ° <I> )(u) ~ W(f; !>co . If f = 1 then 
dim(1T2 ° <l>X2(0>(a)) = 2, 2(0>(a) is solvable, and n(a) :s; 2. 
Proof. Since K'(a) acts nontriangu]ably on L and A 0 has 2 FP-inde-
e_endent T-weights (by Lemma 6.2), <l>(K'(a))<O acts nonnilpotently on 
~o ® A(f; !). By the Engel-Jacobson t~eorem there are i, j E FP such that 
<l>([Kia• Kja]) acts nonnilpotently on S0 ® A(f; !). As H acts triangulably 
on L, we may assume that i .P 0. 
Set 9' := (1T2 o <i>XK'(a)) c!i. Recall from Remark 4.2 that 
<i>([Kia•Kja]} C [Fid ®9{a,Fho ®A(f;!)] +Id® [9{a,9Ja]• 
Since K'(a) acts nilpotently on L(a) and Fh 0 ® A(f; !) c ci>(L0(a)), 9' 
acts nilpotently on A(f; !). Therefore Id ® 9' acts nilpotently on S0 ® 
A(f; !). Let 
fB := { LJ Id ®9;a) U { LJ Id® [9;a,9baJ) 
a+O a,b+O 
u{ LJ (Id ®9~a,Fh0 ®A(f;!)]). 
a+O 
Clearly, .!Bis a weakly closed set. If Ua+oUd ®9;a,Fh0 ®A(f;!)] con-
sists of ad00-nilpote~t elements, then the ~ie subalgebra spanned by .!B 
acts nilpote!_ltly on S0 ® A(f; !). But then <l>([Kia• Kja]) would act nilpo-
tently on S0 ® A(f; !), contrary to the cl!_oice of i, j. Thus there are 
K E rr=; and u ":: K..a, such that [Id ® ( 1T 2 o <I> Xy), Fh 0 ® A(f; !)] acts non-
nilpotently on S0 ® A(f; !). !his implies (1T2 ° _<l>Xu) ~ W(f; Vco>· _ 
Suppose f = 1. As t0 E9, one has dim 9 ~ 2. Suppose dim 9 ~ 3. 
Then either 9 = s {(2) or 9 = W(l; 1) (as 9 is transitive). If 9 = s {(2) 
or Ft0 is an improper torus of sj = W(l; !), then 9' = (0), while in case 
that t0 is a proper torus of 9 = W(l; !), then 9' c W(l; Vco> (cf. the 
discussion preceding Remark 1.1). As this contradicts the first part of this 
lem_ma, dim 9 = 2, i.e., 9 = Ft0 e FU. Remark 4.2 shows that ((ker 7T2) 
n <I> X2(0>( a)) c (Fh 0 + F8) ® ;4(f; !). The latter is abelian whence 
-2(0>( a) is solvable. As (ker 1T 2 ° <I>) n K' (a) c I( a) + Lcl) (by Lemma 6.2) 
and I(a) acts triangulably on L (Corollary 5.4) we derive that n"a = n_..a 
:: 1 and nka = 0 if k '* ± K. I 
LEMMA 6.4. Let L satisfy (5.1), (5.2). Let I be nonsolvable. Assume that 
r-:/= 0, G _3 = (0), G _2 c G(a). 
(1) If Leo>= M<a> + Lc0>(a), then G _2 = (0). 
(2) If G 0( a )<1> acts nilpotently on G _ 2 , then dim G _ 2 :s; 1. 
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Proof. Set V •= E,.e r'L . The present assumption implies that V c 
L<- l>• while Proposition 5.Sa) yields L( a) n Le- l) c Leo>· 
(1) Set N •= [Leo>• VJ n L(a). Clearly, N is an ideal of Lc0>(a). 
Also, for each y E f', 
Therefore the Engel-Jacobson theorem shows that N acts nilpotently on 
L(a). 
We aim to prove that L = Lc-l>· So assume for a contradiction that 
L * L(- l)' Then r _ 2 c IFP a is nonempty, so there is a subspace W c L( a) 
c Lc- 2> such that W <t. Lc- i> and [N, W] c Lc-i> n L(a) =Leo> n L(a). 
Let y, 5 E f'. If y + 5 E f' then 
[[w,M;],La] c [w,[M;,L 8 ]J + [M;,[W,L 8 ]] 
c [W,[Lco>•V] nL(a)J + E [M;,La+ja] 
}EIFP 
Consequently, for '}' E r' 
[[W,M,,a],Lc-i>] c E [[w,M;],L8 ] + [[W,M,,a],L(a)] 
6Ef' 
cL<-I> + VcL<-l>· 
The maximality of Leo> in combination with the assumption that L * Le- I) 
forces Leo> = n L (Le_ 1)), while we just showed that 
E [w,M;] c nL(Lc-1)) =Leo>· 
yef' 
Recall that in the present case I,,= Leo>.,, = M,,a for all y E f'. Thus we 
have proved that [W, I,,J c Ee F/,,+;a c I for all y E f'. Consequently, 
W c n L(I) = Leo>• contradicting the choice of W. Thus L = L<- t>· 
(2) Suppose G_ 2 * (0). Then G_ 2 contains a common eigenvector 
u * 0 for G 0(a) (by Engel's theorem). Let u E L(a) be an inverse image 
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of ii. Then [L<0>(a), u] c Fu+ L(a) n L<-l> =Fu+ L<0>(a). Then 
(Fu +Lco»Fu +Lc-lJ] c (u,L<-l>] + (Lc0»u] +Lc-l> 
c [u,V] + [u,Lco>(a)] +L(-l) 
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c V +Fu+ Leo>( a)+ L<-l> c Fu+ L<-l>• 
whence Fu +Leo> c nL(Fu + Lc-l»· If Fu + Lc-l> =FL then nL(Fu + 
Lc _ 1» =F L. The maximality of Leo> now forces u E Leo» a contradiction. 
Consequently, L = Fu + Le- l) and dim G _ 2 = 1. I 
LEMMA 6.5. Suppose (L, T, a) E ® 1. If n(a) > 2, then f = 2 and a is 
non-Hamiltonian. 
Proof. According to Lemma 6.1, I is nonsolvable. 
(a) Suppose first that r = 0. Then S = H(2; 1Y2> (Proposition 5.5(5)). 
Since rad 2(0> is p-nilpotent (Proposition 5.5(1)), one can compute nia 
dealing with 2(0>/rad 2(0> c Der H(2; 1)<2>. We identify the image of I in 
Der H(2; 1)<2> with H(2; 1)<2>, and T with its image in Der H(2; 1)<2> (this is 
possible in view of Proposition 5.5(1), (4)). Then T is a 2-dimensional torus 
in Der H(2; 1)<2>. According to [5, (1.18.4)] we may assume that · 
where Z; E {x;, 1 + xJ (i = 1, 2). Then T n H(2; 1)<2> = FDH(z1 z2). The 
description of Der H(2; 1)<2> is given in Section 3. As a(T n..Y) = 0 
(Lemma 5.2(4)), one has 
p-1 
(2(0)/rad 2(0))( a) c E FDH( z~zn 
i= 1 
Since zf- 1a2 and zf- 1a1 are in the same root space with respect to T, all 
other root spaces are I-dimensional, and [DH(zlzD, DH(z{zDJ = 0 for all 
i, j, it is now clear that n( a) S: 2. 
(b) We therefore have r =F 0. Let 'YE r - n f'. Since 'Y is a weight 
of L/Lco>• the vector space W == f.; e IFPLy+ia/Mya+ia is nonzero. Due to 
Proposition 1.3, W is an irreducible K( a )-module. On the other hand, 
W' == E;eFPL(O),y+ia/M;+ia is a K(a)-submodule of W (as K(a) C Lc0>), 
and W' =F W (since L.r ct. Leo»· Thus W' = (0), whence Leo>. Y = M; for all 
'YEf_nf'. 
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By Proposition 5.5(7), - y is a weight of L /Leo> as well. Thus_ - y E 
r: n r:,', an<! Leo>. _ Y = M~ Y by the above. The simplicity of S yields 
[S_1,S1] = S0 • Recall that f _1 cf'(Proposition5.5(7)). Consequently, 
CAo(T) = [A_1,A1] n CAo(T) c I: [a-1,y•Gl,-y] 
yE f -1 
Now Lemma 5.7yields r '1= 0. So Lemma 6.2(3) applies and gives G _3 = (0), 
G_2 c G(a). 
(c) Lemma 6.3 shows that r '1= 1. Therefore r = 2. 
(d) Note that r = r = 2 (Lemma 6.2(1)). Let y E f' be such that 
L(O),y * (0). If ')'Er - then ')'Er _n f' = r -1· The result of (b) yields 
Leo>. Y = M;. If y If: f _ then - y If: f _ as well (Proposition 5.5(7)). Hence 
L'Y, L_'Y c Leo> and [LY' L_Y] c In H c Ha (by definition of I and 
Lemma 5.2(4)). So in any case, L(O),y = M'Ya' Consequently, Leo>= M<a> + 
Lc0>( a) and Lemma 6.4 yields G _ 2 = (0). Thus L( a) c Leo>· 
Suppose a is Hamiltonian. We have proved that 7ri{<i>(L(a))) c 
7T2(<i>(2(0i(a))) =sj c W(2;!). Combining Propo_sition 5.5(2),(4) and 
Corollary 5.4 one easily observes that (ker 7T 2 ° <I>) n (~0>( a)):= (/ + 
rad 2CoiX a)) c /(a)) + rad 2(0> is !!_Olvable. Therefore g /rad g is of 
Hamiltonian type. Set D == nm> 0 g<m>. Then D /rad D e: H(2; !)<2>. As 
H(2; !)<2> has no subalgebra of codimension 1 [11], rad D c W(2; Vco> (for 
rad D + D n W(2; !\o> is a subalgebra of D ). But then D n W(2; Vco> is a 
proper subalgebra of D of codimension ,s; 2 which contains rad D. A 
similar argument shows that there are d1, d 2 ED such that d; = a; 
(mod W(2; !)<0>). But then rad D = (0). Thus D is a transitive subalgebra 
of W(2; !) isomorphic to H(2; !)<2>. 
We have two filtrations of D at our disposal. The first is the filtration 
with D<i) == D n W(2; !)(i>' where D is viewed as a subalgebra of W(2; !). 
The second one, D<i> == span{DH(xf1x~2 ) I a1 + a2 - 2 ~ i} (i ~ -1) is 
induced by the isomorphism D e: H(2; !P> and the canonical filtration of 
H(2; !)<2>. As Dco> has codimension 2 in D, Dco> = H(2; !)<2\ 0> = D< 0> is the 
unique maximal subalgebra of codimension 2 in H(2; !)<2> [11]. Therefore 
both filtrations are standard filtrations associated with the same pair 
(D<O>• D), and hence coincide. The description of K(a) given in Section 1 
shows that for i '1= 0 
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Therefore, 
<i>(K'(a)<0 ) c ((Fh 0 eF5) ®A(2;!)rn) e (Fid ® W(2;!)(2)) 
~f. Remark 4.2). Since the latter acts nilpotently on S ® A(2; !), and 
S ® A(2; !) has 2 IFP-independent roots, one obtains the contradiction that 
K'(a) acts triangulably on L. I 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Suppose (L, T, a) E ® 1• If f '1= 0, then I is nonsolv-
able, ; = 1, and a is a non-Hamiltonian proper. 
Proof. (a) Lemma 6.1 shows that I is nonsolvable. 
(~) Suppose ; = 2 and (7T 2 ° <i> )(T) c W(2; !><o>· Note that 
(7T'2 ° <I>XT) * (0) (Remark 4.2). According to Lemma 6.3 there is u E KKa 
such that ( 1Tz o <i> Xu) fl:. W(2; !>co>· We now shall switch T by using u and 
some ~ E Ap, as is described in Section 2. 
Suppose Tu is not standard (this means that CL(Tu) acts nontriangulably 
on L). Reference [17, Theorem 1] yields that p = 5 and L = g(l; 1) is 
isomorphic to the Melikian algebra of dimension 125. However, as S = 
H(2; !)<2> by Lemma 6.2(1), dim L ~dim G ~Jdim S)p' = (p2 - 'i,)p2 > 
125. Since y E KKa Co!ollary 2.9 gives K( a) =· K( au, e ). Therefore 
K'(au.e> = K(au,e><1> = K(a)<1> = K'(a) acts nontriangulably on L (cf. 
Lemma 5.1(2)). Suppose Tu is rigid. Then [18, (8.1(3))] implies that dim L 
~ 2p2• As above this yields a contradiction. As a consequence, (L, Tu, au, e> 
satisfies (5.1)-(5.4). 
As u E K( a) c L<o> one obtains Eu, t(!:-<o» = L<o>· In particular, L<o> is 
a maximal subalgebra of L containing M<a •. t> (Corollary 2.9). Note that 
'YE f(L, r)\IFp a if and only if 'Yu,€ E f(L, Tu)\IFp au, e· As I is an ideal of 
Leo) the definition of I yields I= Eu.t(l) == J(L, Tu, au,t). Therefore 
(L, Tu, au,e> satisfies (5.5). Since the parameter; depends on the choice of 
L<o> only, it does not change after switching from T to Tu. 
Thus in what follows we may assume that (1T2 ° <i>XT) ct. W(2; !)<0>. 
(c) In the present case Remark 4.2 tells us that 
Recall that h 0 is a toral element in S0• In view of Proposition 5.5 we 
identify T and <i>(T). Let f3 E T* be such that {3(h 0 ® 1) = 1 and ~(IdA<ii> ® (1 + x1)a1) = 0. Then G( {3) = S ® F[x2 ] + Co{T). 
Suppose that S = s {(2). Then there exists a generating set {u1, u2} of 
A(2; !), such that the grading of S is as in case 3 of Corollary 3.4. Hence 
Corollary 3.6 yields that f3 is proper Hamiltonian and Fh0 is a proper 
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torus of S. We leave it to the reader to check that every u E SL(Fu 1 E9 Fu 2 ) 
gives rise to a homogeneous automorphism of H(2; !Y2> with respect to 
the present grading. Thus we may assume that h 0 = D)f>(u1u2 ). Then S ® F contains elements 
As 
[D)f>(u 1),D)f>(u1uD] = 2D)f>(u1u2 ) = 2h0 , 
[ D)f>(u2), D)f>(uiu2 )] = -2D)f>(u1u2 ) = -2h0 , 
one has L(o), ± p -:F R ± p. Moreover, 
Therefore, 
dimL±p/R±P = dimL±P/L(O),±P + dimL(O),±P/R±P ~p + 1~6. 
As {3 is proper, Lemma 1.4 yields 
n ± p ~ dim L ± p/ R ±P - 2 dim L ± p/ K ± p ~ 6 - 4 = 2. 
Then n( {3) > 2. 
Suppose that S == W(l; !) and Fh 0 is a proper torus of§. Then Corol-
lary 3.6 impli~s that f3 is proper Hamiltonian. Since dim(S ® 1L1,;p = 1 
one has dim G _1,;p = p for all i -:F 0. Therefore 
dim L;p/R;p ~dim L;p/L(o>,;p = p ~ 5 
and 
dim L;p/R;p ~ 4 + n;p 
for all i E IF; (cf. Lemmas 1.1(5) and 1.4). Thus 
n( {3) ~ E (dim L;p/R;p - 4) ~ (p - l)(p - 4) > 2. 
ief; 
Suppose that S == W(l; !) and Fh 0 is an improper torus of S. As '!_bove, {3 
is Hamiltonian. By Corollary 3.4(5), Fh 0 is an improper torus of S. Put 
K;p(S) := {x E (S ® l);p I !3([x,(S ® 1)-;p]} = o}. 
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According to Lemma 1..-1(6) one has ~im S;13 /K; 13 (S) = 3 for all i E F;. 
This implies that Ej> 0 Sj, -if3 rt. K_; 13 (S) forcing 
[cs® 1)-1.;13,(s ® 1)1.-i{3] *co) 
for all i~ E F;. Moreover, since Fh 0 is improper in S0, one has ,B([S ® 
1)0,;13 ,(S ® no,-;13 ]) * 0 for all i E F;. Therefore, dim Lco),; 13/R; 13 ~ 2 
whenever i E F;. Since S-1,;13 ® F[x2] = G-1,il3 for all i E F; one ob-
tains that 
dim L; 13/R; 13 =dim L; 13/Lco},il3 +dim Lco},ip/R;13 ~ p + 2 ~ 7 
for all i E F;. On the other hand, dim L; 13 / R; 13 ~ 6 + n;13 by Lemmas 1.1 
and 1.4. Thus n( ,B) ~ p - 1 > 2. 
As a consequence, in all cases ,B is Hamiltonian and n( ,B) > 2. We now 
take ,B instead of a and construct the new ideal I = l(L, T, ,B) := 1< 13>, 
Lemma 6.5 yields that ,B is non-Hamiltonian. This contradiction proves 
that ; < 2. 
(d) We conclude that r = 1. Then r = 1, G _3 = (0), G _2 c G(a), 
and r _1 c r' (Lemma 6.2). According to Lemma 6.3, G 0(a) is solvable. 
Using the Engel-Jacobson theorem it is not hard to see that G0(a )O> acts 
nilpotently on G0(a). Since Ka 1= 0 is a root of Go{a) (Lemma 6.3), 
G 0( a )<1> acts nilpotently even on G( a). Now Lemma 6.4(2) yields dim G _ 2 
S 1. Consequently, Lc0>( a) is a T-invariant solvable subalgebra of L( a) of 
codimension ~ 1. Then a is solvable, classical, or proper Witt. I 
We are now in the position to prove our first main theorem. 
THEOREM 6.7. Let L be a simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed 
field F of characteristic p > 3. Suppose that TR(L) = 2 and let T denote a 
2-dimensional standard torus in the semisimple p-envelope LP of L. Then 
n(a) ::5: 2 for all a E f(L, T). 
Proof Let (L, T, a) be a minimal counterexample to the theorem. 
Then !J<a> * L by Lemma 5.1(1). Rigid tori are defined in [18, Sect. 8]. By 
[18, (8.1(4))], T is nonrigid. So it follows from [18, (6.3)] that (L, T, a) 
satisfies (5.1)-(5.4). Let Leo> and I c Leo> be as in Section 5. In a first step 
We shall prove that TR(/) ::5: 1. 
Suppose TR(/) > 1. Then 2(0/...Y is p-nilpotent whence T cJ, There-
fore r.. K c I and " [T L ] cJ<1> = /(I) Consequently /(I) = l .. 0 i a "-'y E f' ' (0), 'Y ' ' 
I. Let J denote a maximal ideal of /. Then J is an ideal of J. Let f be 
the inverse image of rad(...Y/J) in J, and let 1T :...Y-+...Y/f denote the 
canonical epimorphism. As /"'> c J * I one has I rt.f. According to 
Lemma 5.2(3), f is p-nilpotent. Therefore f = rad ...Y and f is a re-
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stricted ideal of J (because the p-closure of f is solvable as well). It 
follows that 17'(.f) is a semisimple p-envelope of 17'(/). 
Since f is p-nilpotent, one has T nf = (0). Thus 1T(T) is a standard 
torus of dimension 2 in the semisimple p-envelope 17'(.f) of the simple Lie 
algebra 17'(/) of absolute toral rank 2 [25, (1.5)]. Since E;,. 0K;a(L, T) c /, 
then 1T(L;.-.oK;a(L, T)) c E;.-.oK;a(1T(/), 1T(T)). Then 
RK;a(1T(/),1T(T)) n 1T(K;a(L,T)) c 1T(RK;a(L,T)). 
As ker 1T is p-nilpotent, (ker 1T) n K;a(L, T) c RK;a(L, T). Therefore 
n;a(L, T) =dim K;a(L, T)/RK;a(L, T) 
=dim 1T(K;a(L, T))/1T(RK;a(L, T)) 
~dim 1T(K;a(L, T))/RK;a( 11'(/), 1T(T)) n 1T(K;a(L, T)) 
~ dim K;a( 11'( /), 1T(T)) /RK;a( 11'( /), 1T(T)} 
= n;a( 11'(/), 1T(T)) 
for each i e IF;. We have now proved that ( 17'(/), 1T(T), a) is a counterex-
ample to the theorem. As dim 17'(/) < dim L this contradicts our choice of 
(L, T, a). Consequently, TR(/)~ 1. 
Thus (L, T, a) e ® 1• But then Lemma 6.5 shows that ; = 2, contra-
dicting Proposition 6.6. This contradiction shows that there is no counter-
example. I 
7. GRADED SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRAS 
Let G be a Lie algebra of endomorphisms of a vector space V. Then 
~V>(G) := {cp e Homp(V,G) I cp(u)v = cp(v)u \:/u,v e V} 
is called the first Cartan prolongation of the pair (V, G). Clearly, G acts on 
~il)< G) in the natural fashion 
(gcp)(v) = [g,cp(v)] - cp(gv) 
with the obvious choices of g, cp, v. In Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, 4.3.3, 4.4 of [20] 
the following has been proved: 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let G ~ g ((V) be an i"educible Lie algebra of linear 
transfonnations of a finite dimensional vector space V, and cp E ~p>(g ((V)). 
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Suppose that B c End(V) is a G-invariant commutative subalgebra. 
(1) For f e End V, v e V, the mapping 
is contained in ~[Jl( g l(V)). 
(2) Let cp e ~p)(G), and 
if! := 1T o cp : V -+ Der B, 
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where 1T is the canonical homomorphism 1T : G -+ Der B. If rk 8 V > 1, then 
if! is B-linear. Suppose that V::; B has rank 1 over B. Let f be a G-invariant 
subspace of ~p>(G), and 
J := span{ cp(V) I cp ef}. 
Then 1T(J) is a B-invariant ideal of 1T(G). 
(3) Suppose [cp(V), B] c B. Then 
cp(f2(v)) + 2fq;(f(v)) + f 2q;(v) = 0 'rlf EB, u E V. · 
Note that the irreducibility of the G-module V implies that B is 
G-simple and V is a free B-module (see [20, (1.4), (1.2)]). In particular, 
rk8 V is well-defined. We apply this proposition in the following situation. 
Let G denote the universal p-envelope of G, and let K be a restricted 
subalgebra of G of finite codimension. Assume that V0 is a finite dimen-
sional K-module. Then ind~ V0 is a finite dimensional G-module. There is 
a G-module isomorphism 
6 - A • ind K V0 -+ Homu(K)( u( G), V0 }, 
where V0 = V0 ® Fu is defined by the Frobenius twist u of the extension 
u(G): u(K) [13]. Now Homu(K)(u(G), F) carries a commutative algebra 
structure given by 
f,g E Homu(K)(u(G),F),u E u(G), 
~h~re A: u(G)-+ u(G) ® u(G), A(u) = Euc1J ® u(2) is the n!ltur!ll comul-
hphcation ~f u(G) ::; U(G). Moreover, Homu(KJ(u(G), V0 ) is a 
Bomu(KJ(u(G)), F)-module, and G respects this module structure, that is, 
D(fg) = (Df)g + f(Dg) 
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for all D E G, f E Homu(K)(u(G), F), g E Homu<K>(u(G), V0 ) (see [18, 
Sect. 2] for more detail). Set 
B == Homu(K>( u( G), F). 
Due to [19] there are m E N, ~ E Nm such that B :;;; A(m; ~), the action 
of G on B induces a Lie algebra homomorphism 1T : G -+ W(m; ~), and 
7T(G) is a transitive sub!ilgebra of W(m; ~). In particular, B is G-simple. 
Note that pr.n, = pdimG/K. By [31] there is an isomorphism of vector 
spaces 
Homu<K>( u( G), V0 ) _:. V0 © A(m; ~), 
such that the module structure on the left induces a Lie algebra homomor-
phism 
G-+ (or(v0 ) 0A(m;~)) e (Fid 0 W(m;~)). 
The latter can be explained as follows. 
Let D E G. Then D(u © f) = D(u © l)f + u © D(f) by the above. 
Write D(u © 1) = E0 S0(u) © x< 0 > with S0 E End V0 • As D acts on 
A(m_; ~) by special derivations [19] we get D = ES0 © x< 0 > + Id © fJ E 
g l(V0 ) © A(m; ~) + Id © W(m; ~). Clearly, in this realization, 7T(G) = 
7T2(G), and 7T2(G) is a transitive subalgebra of W(m; ~). 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let g c g f(V) be an in-educible Lie algebra of linear 
transformations of a finite dimensional vector space V. Assume that V is 
induced, that is, 
V = indi V0 :;;; Homu(KJ( u(9), V0 ) :;;; V0 © A(m; ~), 
where g denotes the universal p-envelope of g. Set J == span{rp(V) I <p E 
~~l)(g)}. Then 
(1) 7T2{J) is A(m; ~)-invariant; 
(2) if Jc ker 7T 2, then J is A(m; ~)-invariant; 
(3) if J * (0), then dim g ;:::: pr.n, = pdim 9 I K. 
Proof. In Proposition 7.1(2) set B = Id © A(m; ~)and f = ~p>(g) to 
obtain (1). Next assume that 7rz{rp(V)) = (0) for all 'Pe ~V>(g), i.e., 
suppose that rp(V) c g I(V0 ) © A(m; ~) for all <p E ~~1>( g ). Then 
frp(u ©g)(v ©h) =frp(v ©h)(u ©g) = rp(v ©h)(u ©gf) 
= rp(u © gf)(v © h), 
whence frp(u © g) = rp(u © gf) for all f E A(m; ll). This proves (2). 
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Suppose J + (0). As n'z(J) is n 2(g)-invariant and 7Tz(g) is transitive, 
either 7T2(J) ct. W(m; ~)<0> or 7Tz(J) = (0). 
In the first case (1) yields dim 7Tz(g) ~ dim A(m; ~). If 7T 2(J) = (0) 
then the transitivity of 7Tz(g) implies that J contains an element of the 
form S0 ® 1 + Ea> 0 Sa ® x(a), Sa E g I(V0 ). Now (2) shows that dim J ~ 
dim A(m; ~). I 
LEMMA 7.3. Let g be an i"educible Lie subalgebra of g I(V) such that 
g/rad g = W(l; !). Suppose that rad g is abelian and isomorphic, as a 
W(l; !)-module, to a submodule of the canonical W(l; !)-module A(l; !). If 
%'p>(g) + (0), then dim V :$; p and the extension 
g = W(l;!) E9 rad g 
splits. 
Proof. (1) Suppose rad g = C( g ). 
(a) Assume that the extension does not split. Recall that g has a 
basis £ 1, .. ., EP_ 2, Id such that 
-1 :$; i + j :$; p - 2, 
i + j = p' 2 :$; i' j :$; p - 2, 
otherwise 
(2) First observe that the monomials 
E a2 o Eap-2 2 ••• 0 p-2' 0 :$; a 2 ,. • ., aP_ 2 :$; p - 1, 
are linearly independent. In order to prove this statement, order the 
admissible tuples (a) = (a 2 , •• ., aP_ 2) lexicographically, and suppose that 
for some b = (b2,. .. , bp_ 2) 
E b2 o o Ebp-2 E " F'£a2 o o Eap-2 2 .. • p-2 '-' 2 • • • p-2. 
a<b 
Using the commutator relations above one easily derives a contradiction. 
Now let cp E '6'p>(g). Set f •= EP_ 2 , and let B be the associative algebra 
generated by EP_ 2• By Proposition 7.1(1), gt E '6'V>(gI(V)), where {/v) 
== [ cp(f(v )), f] - f 0 [ cp(v ), f] for all v E V. Note that 
gr(v) E [g,EP_ 2 ] +EP_ 2 o[g,EP_ 2 ] cFEP_ 3 +FEP_ 2 +Fid 
+ FEP_ 2 o EP_ 3 + FE'J_ 2 • 
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But then [ ~/V), B] c B, and Proposition 7.1(3) yields that 
g1(! 2(v)) - 2/ o g1(f(v)) + / 2 o g1(v) = 0 
for all v E V. It follows that 
[c,o(f3(v)),f] -3/o[c,o(f2(v)),J] + 3/2 o[c,o{/(v)),/] 
-f3o[c,o(v),f] =0. 
Obviously [cp(f'(v)),f] E [g, EP_ 2] c FEP_ 3 + FEP_ 2 + F Id for all r ~ 
0. Thus the above remark on the linear independence of the monomials in 
E; (applied to monomials of degree =::;; 4) implies that [ cp(v ), f] E F Id for 
all v E V. Now substituting v by f'(v) shows that there are a, E F such 
that [ cp(f'(v )), f] = a, Id. Putting this into the above equation and again 
using the independence of the monomials we obtain that [ cp(V), f] = 0 for 
all v E V. Therefore [ c,o(V), EP _ 2 ] = (0). 
On the other hand, J == span{cp(V) I cp E ~p>(g)} is a g-invariant sub-
space of g. This forces Jc C(g) = F Id. Now suppose cp + 0 and cp(v) = 
Id. For every u E V one has 
u = cp(v)(u) = cp(u)(v) E Fu, 
yielding dim V = 1. This contradiction proves that the extension splits. 
(b) Note that W(l; !)(l) acts nilpotently on W(l; !). The irre-
ducibility of V implies that there is an eigenvalue function A: W(l; !)0 > -+ 
F such that E - A(E)Id is nilpotent for every E E W(l; !)(l). 
Suppose A(EP_ 2) + 0. Then one observes that the monomials in E; 
exposed in (a) still are linearly independent. One proceeds as in (a) (with 
minor simplifications) to prove that ~i1>(g) = (0). 
(c) Suppose there is i 0 with 1 =::;; i 0 =::;; p - 3 such that A(E;0 ) + 0. 
By part (b), A(EP_ 2 ) = 0. Now [6] shows that dim V ~ p 2 and Vis induced 
from a 1-dimensional representation of a subalgebra K of g (see also 
(34]), that is, V ~ indi F>.. Proposition 7.2(3) shows that dim g ~ p 2, a 
contradiction. 
(d) As a consequence, W(l; !)(!) acts nilpotently on V. In view of 
[6] we conclude that dim V =::;; p. 
(2) Suppose rad g + C( g ). Let A : rad g -+ F denote the eigenvalue 
function on rad g. By [34, (5. 7 .6)], V = ind~,(~) where g" == {x E g I 
A([x,rad g]) = O} and~== {v E Vlxv = A(x)v 'Ix E rad g}. If g" = g 
then [ g, rad g] acts nilpotently on V, and the irreducibility of V gives 
[ g, rad g] = (0). As this is not true in the present case one has g" + g. 
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Proposition 7.2(3) now yields that dim g/g A = 1.. But then dim g/g" = 1 
(where g A = g n g "). As rad g C g A this implies that g "/rad g := 
W(l;!)(O)· Therefore g" is solvable. As [g\g"] c g\g" is solvable as 
well. Therefore V is induced from a I-dimensional subrepresentation of 
K := g \ that is, V = ind_i. F". As above dim V = pdim §I K = p. 
We now apply [27) to conclude that the extension splits. I 
Remark 7.1. Part (lXa) of the proof of Lemma 7.3 is due to Skryabin 
(unpublished). We are most thankful to him for permitting us to reproduce 
it here. 
LEMMA 7.4. Let L = $:_ -s' L; be a finite dimensional graded Lie alge-
bra satisfying (gl)-(g3) (s', s > 0). Suppose that L 0/rad L 0 = W(l; !) and 
rad L 0 is abelian. If rad L 0 is isomorphic as a W(l; !)-module to a nonzero 
submodule of A(l; !), then dim L_ 1 ~ p and the extension L 0 = W(l; !) E9 
rad L 0 splits. 
Proof Let L be a minimal counterexample. Let M(L) denote the 
maximal ideal of L contained in E;< _1L;. As L/M(L) satisfies the 
assumptions of this lemma, the minimality of L implies M(L) = (0). 
Let /;1 denote a nonzero L 0-submodule of L 1 and let Q be the 
subalgebra of L generated by L_ 1 + L 0 + /;1• As Q satisfies the assump-
tions of this lemma, the minimality of L gives L = Q. But then L 1 is an 
irreducible L 0-module and L; = L;1 for all i > 0. Moreover, if x E Li 
(j ~ 0) and [x, Lil= (0) then [x, L;J = 0 for all i > 0. Thus annL L 1 I 
generates an ideal l(j) of L contained in r.k s iLk. If j < -1 then 
I(j) c M(L) = (0). By (g3), annL_
1 
L 1 = (0). Suppose /(0) =F (0). The pres-
ent assumption on L 0 shows that every nonzero ideal of L 0 contains 
C(L0) =Fl. But as Fl acts nontrivially on L_ 1 it acts as F IdL_1 • By (g3), 
Fl acts on L 1 as FidL1 as well. As a consequence annL0 L 1 = (0). Thus we have proved 
[x,L 1 ] = {O) =x = 0 
Thus the reverse grading of L also satisfies (gl)-(g3). Therefore we may 
assume that s' ~ s. 
First, suppose that pr s'. Let z E C(L0 ) be the element acting on L_ 1 
as -Id. It is easy to see that adL, z = i IdL, for all i. In particular, 
adL_,, z = -s' IdL_,, =F 0. As every nonzero ideal of L0 contains z, this 
means that L 0 acts faithfully on every irreducible L 0-submodule of L-s'· 
Let V be such a submodule. Now I:= (ad L_ 1)''(L3,) is a nonzero ideal of 
Lo whence 
s' (0) =F [V,I] = (adL_i) ([V,L 3.]). 
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Therefore [V, Ls,]* (0). But then Ls' gives rise to nonzero elements of 
'6'~l)(L0 ). By Lemma 7.3, L 0 = W(l; !) ED rad L 0 splits and dim V =::;; p. Let 





E - A( E)IdL_
1 
is nilpotent for all EE W(l; !)(1) ED rad L 0 • 
It is easy to check (using (g2)) that adL_,, E - s',\(E)IdL_,, acts nilpotently 
ooL~. . 
Recall that p ./' s'. By [34, (5.7.6)], V = indzH~) is induced from a 
subrepresentation of L~ •= {x E L0 I A([x, rad L 0)) = O}. If L~ = L0 then 
rad L 0 = C(L0 ). As dim V =::;; p we conclude from [6] that ,\(E) = 0 for all 
E E (W(l; !)co) ED C(L0 ))<1>. ,.. ,.. 
If L~ * L 0 then a dimension argument gives dim L0/L~ = 1, dim~ = 1. 
But then L~ n L 0 has codimension 1 in L 0 and contains rad L 0 • Thus L~ n L 0 = W(l; !>co) ED rad L 0 and again ,\(£) = 0 for all EE (W(l; !>co> 
ED rad L 0 )<1). Thus in both cases Q •= W(l; !>co) ED rad L 0 acts triangulably 
on L _ 1, so that L _ 1 has a I-dimensional Q-submodule Fu. Then L _ 1 is a 
homomorphic image of ind~° Fu, and dim L_ 1 =::;; pdim Lo/Q = p. 
Next, suppose p Is'. Let W be an irreducible L 0-submodule of L-s'+t· 
Clearly, adL,•+
1 
z = (-s' + l)Id_s•+t whence L 0 acts faithfully on W. 
As L 1 is L 0-irreducible, one has (ad L_ 1)s'-2 (Ls'-I) = L 1• Then 
by earlier remarks, yielding [L_s'• Ls•-i1 * (0). As L_ 1 is L 0-irreducible, 
[L_ 9 ,, Ls·-i1 = L_ 1• Finally, if [W, Ls•-i1 = (0), then 
But then Q •= Ej~ 0 , (ad L 1)j(W) is an ideal of L which contains L_ 1 + L 1 
(by (gl)-(g3) applied to both the grading and the reverse grading). In this 
case Q + L 0 = L by the minimality of L. Then L_s• = (0), a contradic-
tion. As a consequence, Ls'- I gives rise to nonzero elements of '6'~)(L0 ). 
Now proceed as in the former case. I 
We are now in a position to derive our first structure theorem on graded 
simple Lie algebras. The proof relies on Lemma 7.4 and recent results of 
Skryabin [20]. 
THEOREM 7.5. Let L = $;_ -s' Li be a simple graded Lie algebra satisfy-
ing (gl)-(g3) (s, s' > 0), and let 2"0 be the p-envelope of L 0 in Der L. 
Suppose TR(L) = 2, and let T c2"0 be a 2-dimensional standard torus. 
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Assume rad 2'0 =F (0). Then one of the following occurs. 
(a) dim L0 =dim L_ 1 = 1, L = W(l;~); 
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(b) L 0 = W(l; !) EEl A(l; !), where A(l; !) is an abelian ideal. More-
over, dim L_ 1 = p and W(l; !)0 ) + A(l; !\!)acts nilpotently on L_ 1; 
(c) L 0 = S EEl C(L0), where S E {~ 1(2), W(l; !)}, dim C(L0 ) ::;; 1, and 
dim L_ 1 ::;;p; 
(d) H(2; !)(2) c L 0/C(L0 ) c H(2; !) and dim C(L0 ) ::;; 1. If 
dim L _ 1 < p 4 and all 2-dimensional tori of 2'0 are standard with respect to 
L, then [L'o,(O)• L'0,(l)] acts nilpotently on L, where L'o,(O) and L'o,(l) are the 
preimages of H(2; !)<2\ 0) and H(2; !Y2>(l) in L 0 , respectively. 
Proof. (a) First suppose that L 0 is solvable. By [20, (7.4); 35, part II; 12] 
dim L0 =dim L_ 1 = 1, and L = W(l; [!_)for some tJ.. As TR(L) = 2 we 
have n = 2 [28]. 
(b) From now on we assume that L 0 is nonsolvable. Consider the 
case rad L 0 ::/= C(L0). Let p denote the representation of L0 on L_ 1• By 
[20, (6.5)], p maps rad L 0 isomorphically onto a L 0-invariant commutative 
subalgebra B c End L _ 1, and there is an algebra isomorphisms B = 
A(m; [!_) for suitable m and tJ. E Nm such that the image of .Lo in 
Der A(m; n) coincides with W(m; n). If m = 0 then B = F Id, whence 
[L0 , rad L;] c ker p = (0). This contradicts the assumption that rad L 0 ::/= 
CCL0). Thus m ;;:::; 1. 
Since p(rad L 0 ) contains F Id one has TR(L 0 ) ::;; dim T - 1 = 1. But 
then 
1::;; m = TR(W(m;!))::;; TR(W(m;t!_)) 
= TR( L 0/ker( 17'2 op)) 
;s; TR( L 0 ) - TR(ker( 17'2 ° p)) 
::;; 1 - TR(ker(1T2 op)) 
Whence m = 1, t!. = !, and TR(ker(1T2 op))= 0 [25]. As a consequence, 
ker(1T2 ° p) is nilpotent [25]. This shows that ker(17'2 ° p) c rad L 0 • As 
W(m; [!.) = L 0 /ker(17' 2 op) is simple, ker(1T 2 ° p) = rad L 0 • Thus 
Lo/rad L 0 = W(l; !), rad L0 is abelian, and rad L 0 is a W(l; !)-submodule 
of A(l; !). Since rad L 0 ::/= C(L0 ) one obtains rad L 0 = A(l; !). As rad L 0 
acts faithfully on L_ 1 we also have dim L_ 1 ;;::;p. Lemma 7.4 now shows 
that the extension splits and dim L _ 1 = p. From this one concludes that 
W(l; !)(1) + A(l; !)(l) acts nilpotently on L _ 1 [27]. Thus we are in case (b) 
of the theorem. 
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(c) Next assume that rad L 0 = C(L0). By our assumption, rad 2'0 * 
(0). If rad 2'0 acts nilpotently on L_ 1, it annihilates L_ 1, and then it is 
easy to derive from (gl)-(g3) that rad 2'0 annihilates all Li. As 2'0 is 
homogeneous of degree 0 this is impossible. 
Therefore rad 2'0 contains a toral derivation 5 which annihilates L 0 
and acts on L _ 1 as - Id. Then 5 is the degree derivation of L with 
respect to the present grading. We conclude that 0 < TR(L0/rad L 0) ~ 
dim T - 1 = 1. Therefore either L 0/C(L0 ) E {6 {(2), W(l; !)} or H(2; !)<2> 
c L 0/C(L0 ) c H(2; !) (cf. [25, (4.2); 38; 17, Theorem 2]). Also, dim C(L0 ) 
~ 1 as L _ 1 is L 0-irreducible. 
If L 0/C(L0 ) :;; 6 {(2) then L 0 :;; 61(2) E9 C(L0 ) (for H 2(6 I(2), F) = 
(0)). L_ 1 being an irreducible 6{(2)-module, this implies dim L_ 1 ~p. 
If L 0/C(L0 ) :;; W(l; !) then Lemma 7.4 shows that the extension splits 
and that dim L _ 1 ~ p. Thus in both of these cases we are in case (c) of the 
theorem. 
Finally, suppose that H(2; !)<2> c L 0/C(L0 ) c H(2; !), dim L_ 1 < p4, 
and that every 2-dimensional torus in 2'0 is standard with respect to L. 
Let /}0 be the preimage of H(2; !)<2> in L 0 and /}0.o> the preimage of 
H(2; !)<2>Ci> in L 0 • First suppose that all Cartan subalgebras of I.:0 act 
triangulably on L _ 1. Then Lemma 3.8 yields the claim. Now suppose that 
I.:0 contains a Cartan subalgebra [) which acts nontriangulably on L _ 1. Let 
T1 be the maximal torus of the p-envelope ~ of [) in 2'0 • If dim T1 = 2 
then T1 is standard with respect to L (by assumption), so that [) = I.:0 n 
CL(T1) acts triangulably on L. 
Therefore dim T1 = 1. Then 5 fl. T1 for otherwise T1 = F5 and [) would 
act nilpotently on L 0 • But [) is a Cartan subalgebra of I.:0 and I.:0 is not 
nilpotent. Then T2 = T1 + F5 is a 2-dimensional torus of 2'0, and again [) = I.:0 n CL(T2) acts triangulably on L. I 
Next we consider some cases where rad 2'0 = (0). 
PROPOSITION 7.6. Let L = EB;= -s' Li be a graded simple Lie algebra 
satisfying (gl)-(g3) (s, s' > 0), and let 2'0 be the p-envelope of L 0 in Der L. 
Suppose that TR(L) = 2 and 
H(2; !)<2> c.2"0 c Der H(2; !)<2>. 
Then, for every 2-dimensional standard torus T c.2"0 , one has CL(T) n 
L_ 1 -4= (0). 
Proof. (a) Suppose 2'0 contains a 2-dimensional torus T for which 
CL(T) n L_ 1 = (0). Recall that Der H(2; !)<2> has absolute toral rank 2 
[5, (1.18.4)]. By Corollary 2.11, we may assume that T = F(l + x1)a1 E9 
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Fx2 a2• Define 81, 8 2 E T* by letting 81((1 + x1)a1) = 8 2(x2 a2) = 1 and 
82((1 + x1)a1) = 81(x2a2 ) = 0. Note that 
[(1 +x1)a1'DH((1 +x1);xO] = (i - 1)DH((1 +x1);xO, 
[x2a2,DH((1 +x1);x0] = (j-1)DH((1 +xi)ixO 
[(1 +x1)a1,(1 +x1)P- 1a2 ] = -(1 +x1)P- 1a2, 
[(1 +x1)a1,xf-1a1] = -xf-1a1, 
[x2 a2 ,(1 +xi)P- 1a2 ] = -(1 +x1v-1a2, 
[x2az,xf-1a1] = -xf-1a1. 
Put K = 81 + 82 , f = IFP81 e IFP82 \{O}, and f' = f\IFPK. Let {3 E f', so 
that {3 = m81 + n82 and m =P n. If n =P 0, put a = ![i-. Then a =P 1. Using 
the formulas above one easily checks that 2'0( {3) = T + span{DH((l + x1 )ai+lx~+ 1 ) I -1::.;; i ::.;;p - 2} for n =P 0, and 2'0({3) = T + span{DH 
((1 + x1Yx2 I 0 ::.;; i ::.;; p - 1} for n = 0. A plain computation now shows 
that, for each {3 E f', the 1-section 2'0( {3) is isomorphic to a split central 
extension of W(l; 1). 
Now L_1 is a falthful restricted H(2; !)<2tmodule. So Theorem 3.1 says 
that either L_ 1 or L*_ 1 is isomorphic to 
A(2;!)'/F := span{xfx~ I (i,j) =P (p - l,p - 1)}/F, 
With the action of 2'0 induced by that of W(2; !) (which contains 
Der H(2; !)<2)). Therefore all weigh_! spaces of L _ 1 and L *_ 1 with respect 
to T are 1-dimensional, each {3 E f', is a T-weight of both L_ 1 and L *_ 1, 
and 0 is not a T-weight of L *_ 1 (this follows from a straightforward duality 
argument and the fact that f' = -f'). 
Given a restricted 2'0-module V and µ, E T*, Let V( µ,) denote the sum 
of the weight spaces EB; e IF Vj"' c V. It is immediate from our preceding 
remark that p 
dim L_ 1( {3) =dim L*_ 1( {3) = p - 1 
for every {3 E f'. 
(b) As L 0 is a nonzero ideal of 2'0 , it contains H(2; !)<2> and is 
T-invariant. On the other hand, each T-invariant subalgebra of 
Der H(2; !)<2> containing H(2; !)<2> is restricted (by Jacobson's identity). As 
C(..2"0 ) = (0) the (unique) p-structure of 2'0 is induced by that of 
Der H(2; !)(2). Therefore 2'0 = L 0• Put V0 := L0 n H(2; !) (recall that 
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H(2; !) is an ideal of codimension 1 in Der H(2; !)<2)). As T <t. I.:0 , I.:0 is a 
restricted ideal of codimension 1 in L 0 , and the restricted quotient algebra 
L 0/I.:0 is toral. Now [L_i, Li]= L 0 (for L is simple, and E0i<O L; is 
generated by L_i)· Composing the map L_i x Li --+ L 0 (given by Lie 
brackets) with the canonical epimorphism L 0 --+ L 0/ I.:0 = F one obtains a 
pairing b: L_i X Li --+ F. As (Der H(2; !))<i> c H(2; !), the pairing b is 
L 0-invariant. As L_ 1 is L 0-irreducible the subspace {x E L_i I b(x, Li)= 
O} is zero. Put E = {x E Li I b(L_ i, x) = O}. Then E is an L 0-submodule 
of Li, and Li/E = L'*_ 1 as L 0-modules. 
(c) We claim that the ideal H(2; !Y2> c L 0 annihilates E. Suppose 
the contrary. Then [[L_i, E], E] =F (0) (as the nonzero ideal [L_ 1, E] c L 0 
contains H(2; !)<2>). From the description of L _ i given above it follows 
that L_ 1 remains irreducible when restricted to H(2; !)<2>. Let G denote 
the Lie subalgebra of L generated by L_i and E. Then G carries a 
l-grading induced by that of L. Let M(G) denote the maximal ideal of G 
contained in E0; < 0 G;. Let GP denote the p-envelope of G in Der L. By 
Jacobson's formula, 
GP c Go,p E9 E Der; L, 
;,.o 
where Go, P denotes the p-envelope of G 0 in Der L. As G 0 = [ L _ i • E] is 
an ideal of H(2; !)), so is G0, P whence T n GP = F((l + xi)a1 - x2 a2 ). As 
E is L 0-stable, T normalizes G0 • From this it is immediate that GP 
contains no 2-dimensional tori [4, (1.7.1)]. As G is nonnilpotent, TR(G) = 1 
(by [25]). Therefore G •= G / M( G) is nonnilpotent as well. 
By [35], G is semisimple and contains a unique minimal ideal A •= A(G). 
As [[L_ 1, E], E] =F (0), one has A 1 =F (0). Thus we are in the nondegener-
ate case of Weisfeiler's theorem. So there are a simple graded Lie algebra 
S = E0iel S; and m EN such that 
A= S ®A(m;!), A;= S; ®A(m; 1). 
Clearly, A 0 is an ideal of [L_ 1, E] whence contains H(2; 1)<2> and may be 
viewed as a subalgebra of Der H(2; 1)(2). Therefore, A 0 is a semisimple Lie 
algebra. This implies that m = 0 and A is simple. Also A_ 1 = G _ 1, so 
that dim A ~ 2p 2 - 4. On the other hand, A is a simple Lie algebra of 
toral rank 1 (as a homomorphic image of a subalgebra of G). This, 
however, contradicts [17, Theorem 2] (see [38] for the case p > 7). This 
contradiction proves the claim. 
(d) Since H(2; !)<2> annihilates E, all T-weights of § belong to IFP K. 
As L*_ 1 = L 1/E (by (b)), this implies that, for every /3 E f', L 1( {3)/CiT) 
= L*_ 1( {3). Thus the L 0( 13)0>-module L 1( {3) has 2 composition factors, 
namely, L*_ 1( {3) (of multiplicity 1) and the trivial L 0( {3)0 >-module F (of 
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some multiplicity). We now claim that L ± 1( {3) c rad L( {3). Suppose the 
contrary. Clearly, the 1-section L( {3) carries a canonical graded Lie 
algebra structure induced by that of L, i.e., 
L( /3) = ffi;ezL;( /3). 
Being invariant under the action of Aut L( {3 ), the radical of L( {3) is a 
graded subspace of L( {3 ), that is, 
radL(/3) = ©iElL;(/3) nradL(/3). 
Therefore, the quotient algebra L[ {31 := L( {3) /rad L( {3) is also graded: 
L[ /31 := L;( /3)/L;( /3) n rad L( {3). 
By our supposition, either L[ /311 or L[ {3 L 1 is nonzero. As L 0( /3) = 
Lo( {3)0 > e C(L0( {3)) and L 0( 13)<1> = W(l; !) (by our discussion in (a)) we 
also have L[ {31 = W(l; !). Now the classification of 1-sections given in [18, 
Lemma 1.21 implies that H(2; !)<2> c L[ {31 c H(2; !). But then the present 
grading of L[ {31 is induced by an (a1, a 2)-grading of W(2; !) (see Theorem 
3.3). As L[ {310 = W(l; !) we must have either a1 * 0, a2 = 0 or a1 = 0, 
ai * 0 (by Corollary 3.4). No generality is lost by assuming that a 2 * 0. 
Then L[ /31k * (0) implies a 2 I k. But we know that either L[ /3 ]1 +. (0) or 
L[ ,BL 1 * (0). This forces a 2 E { ± 1}. Now it is immediate from Corollary 
3.4(2) that both L[ ,B 11 and L[ ,BL 1 are nonzero. Moreover, using the 
formulas established in the course of the proof of Corollary 3.4(2) one 
easily observes that the L[ ,B ]-module L[ ,B 102 is p-dimensional irreducible. 
!his, however, contradicts the fact that each composition factor of L[ ,B] ± 1 
IS either (p - !)-dimensional or trivial. 
(e) Thus we have established that L ± 1( ,B) c rad L( ,B ). Clearly this 
means that [L_ 1( {3), L 1( {3)] c C(L( {3)). It follows from our ~discussion in 
(a) and (d) that dim L_ 1,p =dim L 1,p = 1 whenever ,BE f'. Since the 
pairing b: L_ 1 x (L 1/E) -+ F is nondegenerate and T-invariant, b re-
mains nondegenerate when restricted to L_ 1,p x L 1, -P• where /3 E f'. 
As 't;.-oL±l,iP c rad L({3) 'Je must have f3([L_ 1,;p, L_;p]) = 
,B([L1,;p, L_;pD = Q for all ,BE f', i E F;. In other words, L ± 1,;p c K; 13 
for all i E F;, {3 E f'. Our preceding remark implie__s that L ± 1,;p rt.. RK;p· 
This means that n( ,B) ~ p - 1 ~ 4 for each ,B E f' contradicting Theo-
rem 6.7. This contradiction proves the proposition. I 
PROPOSITION 7.7. Let L = $:_ -s' L; be a graded simple Lie algebra 
satisfying (gl)-(g3) (s, s' > 0), and let ..2"0 be the p-envelope of L 0 in Der L. 
Suppose TR(L) = 2 and there is a 2-dimensional torus T c..2"0 such that 
C L(T) c 't; ~ 0 L;. Assume that 
L 0 = S ®A(m;!!) +Ids ®9, 
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where S is a simple Lie algebra with TR(S) = 1, m + 0, and g is a transitive 
subalgebra of W(m; t!). Then 
(1) S E {~ 1(2), W(l; !)}, m = 1, t! = !, and g = W(l; !). 
(2) An element h E S ® A(l; !) is either p-nilpotent or else acts invert-
ibly on every L 0-composition factor of L _ == E; < 0 Li• which is not annihilated 
by S ® A(l; !). 
(3) [S ® A(l; !), L _2 ] = (0). 
Proof (a) Let I = S ® A(m; t!) be the unique minimal ideal of 2'0 and 
W a L0-composition factor of L _ which is not annihilated by I. Note that 
there is such a composition factor because otherwise I would annihilate 
L_ 1 contrary to (g3). In Theorem 3.2 set G =2'0• That theorem shows that 
for some choice of a S-module U and r E N there are compatible 
mappings 
t/1: I e W-+ (Se U) ®A(r;!), 
'11:2'0 -+ ((Der0(S e U) ®A(r;!)) e (Fidseu ® W(r;!)), 
such that 
'l'(T) = F(h 0 ® 1) e F(d ® 1 + Idseu ® t0 ), 
where h0 E S, d E Der0(S e U), t0 E W(r; !). By assumption 0 is not a 
T-weight of W. So W is not as in (2Xa) of Theorem 3.2. Suppose 
S = H(2; !)<2>. Then we are in case (2Xb) of the theorem. As m + 0 we 
have r + 0, so that t0 = 0 and Fh 0 e Fd Is is a 2-dimensional torus in 
Der S. Now let J = S ® A(r; !)<1> denote the unique maximal ideal of I. In 
the present case T stabilizes J and acts as a 2-dimensional torus on 
l/J = s. 
Now recall that by assumption 
L0 = (S ®A(m;t!)) e (Flds ®[g) 
c (S ® A(m; t!)) e (F Ids® Der A(m; t!)). 
As S is a restricted Lie algebra, 
ads@A<m; 11>2'0 c (S ®A(m;t!)) e {Flds ® DerA(m;t!)). 
Since T stabilizes J = S ® A(m; t!>o» the above shows that T injects into 
S. Since TR(S) = 1 this is impossible. 
Thus we are in case (2Xc) of Theorem 3.2. Therefore S E {~ 1(2), W(l; !)}. 
Moreover, every h EI is either p-nilpotent or acts invertibly on W. 
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(b) We now specialize W by setting W := L_ 1• It follows from (a) 
that ..2"0 =I+ Cy0(S ® F). Remark 1.2 shows that the S-module U is 
restricted, semisimple, and isogenic. Moreover, 0 is not a Fh0-weight of U 
(since h0 is not p-nilpotent). If S == W(l; !), then necessarily 
U =: U' ED ••• ED U', U' == A(l; !)/F 
(this follows from the classification of the restricted irreducible W(l; !)-
modules [6]). Since Fh 0 is a torus of W(l; !) we may assume that either 
h0 E Fxa or h 0 E F(l + x)a [7]. Set g =Fa ED Fxa ED Fx 2a. Then h 0 E g 
and U' is g-irreducible. 
Thus in any case there is a subalgebra g == ~ 1(2) of S ® F c I contain-
ing h0 ® 1 such that L _ 1 is a restricted semisimple isogenic g-module. 
But then L_2 = [L_ 1, L_ iJ is generated as a g-module by the zero weight 
space with respect to h0 ® 1 [38]. 
(c) We now show that I· L_ 2 = (0). So suppose for a contradiction 
that V == I · L _2 .P (0). Let V' be a maximal ..2"0-submodule of V. As I is 
perfect, V =I· V whence I acts non-trivially on V/V'. We claim that 
there is a subspace Q c L_2 such that g · Q = (0) and L_ 2 = Q ED Vas 
g-modules (recall that g c /, so that V is g-stable). As g acts trivially on 
L_ifV, it suffices to show that the first cohomology group H 1(g, V) is 
zero. This in turn follows from a stronger statement that H 1(g, W) = (0) 
for each composition factor W of the g-module L_ 2 , which is proved as 
follows. 
Let V(i) denote the irreducible restricted g-module with highest weight 
i E {O, 1, ... , p - 1}. It follows from (b) that the g-module L_ 1 is isomor-
phic to a number of copies of V(r) for some odd r E { 0, 1, ... , p - 1}. Let 
Q(i) denote the projective cover of V(i) in the left module category of the 
restricted enveloping algebra u(g). By [1] 
V(r) ® V(r) =: V(2r) ED V(2r - 2) ED ... ED V(O) 
if 2r <p and 
V(r) ® V(r) =: Q(2p - 2r - 2) ED Q(2p - 2r) ED ... ED Q(p - 1) 
ED V(2p - 2r - 4) ED V(2p - 2r - 6) ED ... ED V(O) 
if 2r > p. It is well known (see, e.g., [1]) that for k ~ p - 2 the projective 
cover Q(k) has two composition factors, namely V(k) and V(p - k - 2). 
Also, Q(p - 1) = V(p - 1). It follows that V(p - 2) is not a composition 
factor of the g-module V(r) ® V(r). But L_2 = [L_ 1, L_ 1] is a homo-
?1orphic image of a number of copies of V(r) ® V(r ). Therefore V(p - 2) 
is not a composition factor of the g-module L_ 2 • On the other hand, it is 
Well known that H 1(g, V(i)) = (0) unless i = p - 2. This proves the claim. 
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As L_ 2 = Q EB Vas g-modules, there exists a g-epimorphism L_ 2 -+ 
V/V'. So the concluding remark of (b) now implies that h0 ® 1 acts 
noninvertibly on V/V'. This, however, contradicts (a) (in view of the fact 
that I· (V/V') * (0)) proving that I· L_ 2 = (0). 
(d) Write L_i = U ® A(m; ~),and set 
Cf; == { u E U I [ h0 , u] = iu}, 
Li,-i := {x E Li I [h0 ® 1,x] =-ix}, 
G :=Fh0 ®A(m;~) +Id ®g, 
where i E !Fr Note that U0 = (0) by (a). Also, [Cf; ® A(m; ~).Cf; ® A(m; ~)] 
= (0) for each i * 0, as h 0 ® 1 annihilates L_ 2• Pick a nonzero u E Cf;, 
and set V == Fu ® A(m; ~). Then V is canonically a A(m; ~)-module. 
Identify A(m; ~) with its image B in End V. For x E Li, -i set 'Px = 
(ad x) Iv : V-+ G. It follows from our preceding remark that 'Px E ~~O(G). 
Then in the notation of Proposition 7.1 
for all f E A ( r; 1) . 
Set f; == {cpx Ix E Li, _J and l; == {17'2([x, u ® f]) Ix E Li, -i}. Proposi-
tion 7.1(2) shows that l; is a B-invariant ideal of g, Next observe that the 
simplicity of L gives L 0 = [L1, L_ i]. It follows that 
9 = 11'2(Lo) = E 11'2{[L1,;,L-i,-;]) 
;.,.o 
is A(m; ~)-invariant. Since 9 is a transitive subalgebra of W(m; ~) it 
contains elements a;+ E; (i = 1, ... , m) with E; E W(m; ~)<0>. As 9 is 
A(m; ~)-invariant this implies that 9 = W(m; ~). Note that 
m 
En; = TR( 9) !5: TR( L 0 ) - TR( I) !5: 1 
i= 1 
[25]. Then m = 1, ~ = ! and 9 = W(l; !). I 
8. TRIANGULARITY OF K'(a) 
We now return to the investigation of the triples (L, T, a) satisfying 
(5.1)-(5.4). From now on we assume that 
(8.1) L is not a Melikian algebra 
and introduce CS 2 , the class of those triples (L, T, a) satisfying (5.1)-(5.4), 
(8.1) for which dim L is minimal. 
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LEMMA 8.1. Each (L, T, a) E @5 2 satisfies (5.5). 
Proof. Adopt the notation of Section 5. We follow mutatus mutandis 
the proof of Theorem 6.7. If TR(!) > 1, then 2'0/J is p-nilpotent whence ! CJ, Therefore, 'f.;+oK;a c I and Eyer•[T, L(O),y] cJO> = 1°>, so that, 
In particular, I = /(!>. Let J be a maximal ideal of I. Let f be the inverse 
image of rad(..Y/ J) in J, and let 'TT : J-+ ..Y/f denote the canonical 
epimorphism. As f <00> c J * I one has I ct.f. According to Lemma 5.2(3), 
f is p-nilpotent. As J cf we have f = rad J. In particular, f is a 
restricted ideal of J. It follows that 7T(J) is a semisimple p-envelope of 
7r(/). As f is p-nilpotent, one has T nf = (0). Thus 'TT(T) is a standard 
torus of dimension 2 in the semisimple p-envelope 7T(J) of the simple Lie 
algebra 7T(/) of absolute toral rank 2. Given a 2-dimensional torus 
T1 c 7T(J) there is a 2-dimensional torus T1 cJ such that 7T(T1) = 7\. By 
[17, Theorem 1], T1 is standard with respect to L. Employing the root 
space decomposition of I (resp., 7T(/) with respect to T1 (resp. 7\) one 
obtains that C7Tu/f'1) = 7T(C1(T1)). It follows that C,,,u/T1) acts triangula-
bly on 'TT(/). Hence 'TT(/) not a Melikian algebra [17, Lemma 4.1]. 
As ker 'TT is p-nilpotent, (ker 'TT) n K( a) acts nil potently on L. As 
(L, T, a) satisfies (5.3) there are y E f' and i, j E n:; such that 
(by the Engel-Jacobson theorem). From this it follows that 7T(L;+oK;a) 
generates a nontriangulable subalgebra of 7T(/) (since otherwise 
tµe r• /µ c ker 'TT and then I c ker 'TT by definition of /). 
One has 7T(L;+oK;a) c L;+oK;a('TT(l),'TT(T)) (for L;+oK;a cl). By 
[18, Corollary 8.7] there are a 2-dimensional torus T' c 7T(J) and a root 
a E f( 7T(/), T') such that ('TT(/), T', a') satisfies (5.1)-(5.4). There-
fore ('TT(!), T', a') E 6 2 contradicting the minimality of dim L. Thus 
TR(!)< 1. I 
As a consequence of this lemma, 6 2 c ®1, and the results of Section 5 
apply to every triple (L, T, a) of 8 2 • 
LEMMA 8.2. For each (L, T, a) E 8 2 one has f = 1. 
Proof If f * 0 then f = 1 (Proposition 6.6). Now suppose f = 0. We 
recall from Sections 4 and 5 that G = gr L, G = G / M( G), and 
A( G) = S c G c Der S, TR(S) = 2 
(the statement on TR(S) is due to Lemma 5.7). 
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(a) We_f!!_st_show that § = G. Let SP, GP, (G0)P denote the_p-en-
velopes of S, G, G0 in Der S. By Skryabin's theorem [20], TR(G) !5: 2 
yielding TR(G) = TR(S) = 2. This means that Gp/Sp is p-nilpotent [4]. 
As 2(0> preserves the components _Lei) of the _!iltration of L which gave 
rise to G, there is_ an epimorphism <I> : 2(0> -+ GP wh~e kernel is p-nilpo-
tent. Note t~at <I>(T~ is a 2-dimensional torus of GP, so_ by the_ above 
observation <I>(T) c SP. We identify T and its image in SP. As S is an 
ideal of G, one has G = S + <i>(CL(T)). As T is a standard torus on L 
(and S is nontrivially graded), it clearly has the same property as a torus 
on S. It is not hard to see that <i>(K'(a, L, T)) c K'(a, S, T). It follows 
that (S, T, a) satisfies (5.1)--(5.3). According to [18, Corollary 8.7] there are 
a 2-dimensi~nal standard torus T' c Sp and a_ root a' E res, T') such that 
the triple (S, T', a') satisfies (5.1)--(5.4). If S is a Melikian algebra then 
Der S = S [14] whence G = S. If S is not a Melikian algebra then 
(S, T', a') E @:i 2 forcing dim S = dim L. In this case dim S = dim G, and 
again G = S. 
(b) Suppose I is nonsolvable and r * 0. According to Proposition 
5.5, S e {6 {(2), W(l, l)} __ ~md l =!__+Lei)/ Lei) = S ® A(r; !) is tl!_e unique 
minimal ideal of G0 = G0 • Since G0 has a unique minimal ideal I, there is 
a realization 
S ® A(m; ~) c G0 c (DerS) ®A(m; ~) + F Ids® W(m; ~) 
such that 7T2(G0) is a transitive subalgebra of W(m; ~) (Theorem 1.6). In 
the present case Der S = S whence G0 = S ® A(m; ~) + F Ids ®fg, 
where g is a transitive subalgebra of W(m; ~). By Proposition 7.7, 
G0 = S ® A(l; !) + F Ids® W(l; !). As TR(G0) = 2 and T is a torus of 
GP of maximal dimension, T acts on G0 as a 2-di~ensional tOEJS (other-
wise a 2-dimensional torus in the p-envelope of G0 and Cr(G0 ) span a 
3-dimensional torus of G). According to Theorem 2.6 there is a realization 
T = F(h ® 1) e F(ld ® t), 
where Fh and Ft are maximal tori of Sand W(l; !), respectively. It is now 
easy to check that K'( a, G0 , T) c Fh ® A(l; !) + F Id ® W(l; l)cz> acts 
triangulably on G0 • On the other hand, <i>(K'(a, L, T)) c K'(a, G0 , T) 
acts nontriangulably on G (otherwise K'(a, L, T) would be triangulable). 
But G0 has 2 IFP-independent roots, and hence <i>(K'(a, L, T)) acts nontri-
angulably on G0 as well. This contradiction shows that the case we 
consider is impossible. 
(c) Suppose I is nonsolvable and r = 0. By Proposition 5.5((4), (5)), 
S = H(2; 1)(2), and H(2; 1)(2) is the unique minimal ideal of 2(0/rad 2(0>. 
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As rad 2(0> is p-nilpotent (Proposition 5.5(1)), T acts on H(2;J)<2> as a 
2-dimensional standard torus. By Proposition 7.6, Cc(.T) n G _ 1 '* (0) 
contradicting the choice of Leo>· 
(d) Suppose I is solvable. Then G 0 = G 0 ( a), G _ 1 = 
EieFG-l,-/Hia with {3Ef' (Lemma 5.6). As Tnkeracrad(G0)P, 
Theorem 7.5 applies. In case (a) of Theorem 7.5, Lm c L(I) acts nilpo-
tently on L. In case (b) of Theorem 7.5, T is conjugate to Fh E9 Fl where 
Ph is a maximal torus in W(l; !) [18, Theorem 3.3]. If Fh is an improper 
torus of W(l; !) then K'(a, G0 , T) = A(l; 1) is abelian. If Fh is a proper 
to~ of W(l; !), then K'(a, G0 , T) = W(l; 1)(2) + A(l; !) acts tri~gulably 
on G_ 1 (Theorem 7.5). In case (c) of Theorem 7.5, one has K'(a, G0 , T) = 
C(G0 ) or else T induces a proper torus of G0/C(G0 ) ~ W(l; !). In the 
latter case, K'(a, G0 , T) = W(l; !>cz> E9 C(G0 ), and again K'(a, G0 , T) 
acts triangulably on G _ 1, as dim G _ 1 ::5: p (this is immediate from results 
of [6]). 
In case (d) of Theorem 7.5 we observe that 
dimG_ 1 ::5: E dimL_fHia/R_/Hia ::5: 9p <p3• 
iE IFP 
Choose t0 E T n ker a such that {3(t0 ) = 1. Then ada t0 = 8 is the de-
gree _derivation of the graded Lie algebra G. Let 7T : (G0 )P -+ 
Der(G0/C(G0 ))<2> ~ H(2; !)<2> denote the canonical epimorphism. By the 
present assumption 7r(G0 ) c H(2; !) (one identifies H(2; !) and its image 
in Der H(2; !)<2>). As 8 E T, T acts on H(2; !Y2> as an at most I-dimen-
sional torus. If 7r(Ca
0
(T)) n H(2; !)<2> acts nilpotently on H(2; !Y2>, then 
H(2; !)<2> would be nilpotent (by the Engel-Jacobson theorem). Thus this 
space contains a nonnilpotent element, and as H(2; !)<2> is a restricted 
subalgebra in Der H(2; 1)<2>, it contains a toral element i. Then 7T(T) =Fi. 
Let t' E T n ker 7T be-a toral element. Then [t', G0 ] = [t'1P1, G0 ] = (0) 
Whence t' E ker a = Fl>. Therefore tlPl - t E T n ker 7T = Fl>, and T = 
Ft E9 Fl>. Note that i acts trivially on H(2; !)/H(2; !)<2>. We obtain that 
Le~ Go.ct> denote the preimage of H(2; !)<2><1> in G0 • Therefore, ci>(K'(a)) 
c Go.o>· 
If (G0 )P ~ntains a 2-dimensional torus T1 which is nonstandard with 
respec! to G, then the preimage of T1 in 2(0> contains a 2-dimensional 
torus T1 which is nonstandard with respect to L. Since this contradicts one 
of the initial assumptions _on L, all 2~imensional tori of (G0 )P ~re 
standard with respect to G. But then G0, Ct> acts triangulably on G _ 1 
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(Theorem 7.S(d)). This yields that <i>CK'(a)) acts triangulably on G _1• 
From this one easily derives that K'(a) acts triangulably on L. This 
contradiction proves that r * 0 in all cases. I 
In what follows we normalize ci>(T) = F(h 0 ® 1) $ F(i<5 ® 1 + 
ldA<G> ® t0 ) according to Remark 4.2. Since a(A(G0)) = a(/) = 0, we 
have µ = a in Remark 4.2. Then 
a(h0 ® 1) = 0, 
a ( i<5 ® 1 + ldA(G) ® t0 ) * 0, 
f3(h 0 ® 1) = 1 
/3( i<5 ® 1 + ldA<G> ® t0 ) = 0. 
One may choose t0 as a toral element of W(1; !), i.e., t0 = za/ ax with 
z E {x, 1 + x}. 
LEMMA 8.3. Assume (L, T, a) E 6 2• Then I is nonsolvable, S = W(1; !), 
dim Lµ, = p for allµ E f', and dim Lia :;;; p + 3 for all i * 0. If /3 is a Witt 
root, then dim L;a = p for all i * 0. 
Proof. (a) Since r = 1 by Lemma 8.2, Lemma 6.1 shows that I is 
nonsolvable. 
(b) Suppose S is not isomorphic to W(1; !). Then S = S0 = i:5 I(2) 
(Lemma 6.2). 
If t0 ~ W(1; !)<0> then Lemma 4.9 shows that 9 = W(1; !) or D = s I(2). 
But then G0(a) is not solvable (cf. Remark 4.2), contradicting Lemma 6.3. 
Suppo_:'ie t0 E W(l; !)<O>· By Lemma 6.3, there is u E KKa such that 
(7T2 ° <l>(u)) ~ W(1; !)<O>· Fix ~ E AF. We now switch to the torus T~ by u 
(see Section 2). It is immediate from Jacobson's identity that ( 1T 2 o <I> XT) 
rt. W(1; !)<0» By Cor9llary 2.9, K'(au,f• L, T) acts nontriangulably on L. 
As Af<au,fl =Eu, f(M<a>) c L(O)' the data S, r do not change after the 
switching. Since Lc-J> = (0), L<p-Z> * (0), L contains Tu-sandwiches. So 
(L, Tu, au.€) E 6 2, and substituting T by Tu we are in the former case, 
again obtaining a contradiction. 
(c) Let µ E f'. Since M(G) c G(a) (Lemma 6.2(4)), one has 
dim Lµ, = dim Gw~s µ(h 0 ® 1) * 9 (by definition of a) we conclude that 
dim Lµ, = dim A(G)w Recall that <l>(T) = F(h 0 ® 1) E9 F(i<5 ® 1 + Id ® 
za/ ax) with z E {x, 1 + x}. From this it is easy to derive that all root 
spaces of A(G) = H(2; !)<2> ® A(1; !) corresponding to the roots in f' are 
of dimension p. 
(d) Let µ = ia * 0. Note that 9 = G 0(a)/A 0 is 2-dimensional 
(Lemma 6.3), and G 0(a)0 > cA 0(a) + 'f.j+oGo.ja· Since I acts trivially on 
G _2 (Lemma 6.2(4)) and all Go,ja• (j =F- 0) act nilpotently on G _2 c G(a), 
we obtain that G0(a) acts triangulably on G_ 2 (cf. Lemma 6.2(1)). By 
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Lemma 6.4, dim G _2 :::;; 1. Next we recall that G c (Der S) ® A(l; !) + 
F Id ® W(l; !). Using the description of Der H(2; !)<2> given in Section 3 
we conclude that dim Gia :::;; dim((Der S) ® A(l; !));a + 1 :::;; p + 2. Conse-
quently, dim Lia = dim Gia :::;; p + 3. It is straightforward that f(L, T) = 
IFP a + IFP 13 \{O}. 
(e) Let x E Lk/3• k-:/= 0, and set R == Fx + rad L( 13). As 13(xlPl) = 
0, we have that ad R x is nilpotent. Therefore, R is a nilpotent (ad T)-in-
variant subalgebra of L. If (R + T)<1> = R<1> + Ei+ORi/3 acts nonnilpo-
tently on L, then [18, (5.1)] shows that dim L;a =dim L;a+f3 = p for all 
i * 0 (by (c)). Thus we may assume that R<1> + Ei + 0 Ri 13 acts nil potently 
on L. Since this is true for all x E Uk+ 0 L k f3, the Engel-Jacobson 
theorem implies that [T + L( 13), rad L( 13)] acts nilpotently on L. 
Note that dim H/H n rad L( 13) = 1. It follows from (c) that 0:;13 n 
f _1 -:t= 0. Therefore ELi/3 -:t= E~~. hence a(H n L( 13)0>) -:t= 0. Fix 
io * 0 such that (a+ j 0 13)(H n L( 13)<1>)-:/= 0. 
Pick k E o:; and let W denote a composition factor of the T + L( 13 )-
?Iodule Eje F Lka+i/3' Let Q: T + L( 13) ~ g I(W) denote the correspond-
ing representation. Now Q([T + L( 13), rad L( 13)]) is an ideal of Q(T + 
L( {3)) which by our assumption acts nilpotently on W, hence is (0). Thus 
rad Q(T + L( 13 )) = C( Q(T + L( 13 ))). If the central extension does not 
split then there are x1 E Li/3• y1 E L-if3 for some i -:/= 0 such that 
Q([x 1, y1]) E C( Q(T + L( {3))) acts invertibly on W. Now FQ(x1) + Fg(y1) 
+ Fe([x1, yiJ) constitutes a Heisenberg algebra. The representation theory 
Of this algebra yields dim Wka = dim Wka+ f3 for all k -:/= 0. 
Suppose the central extension splits and W is a nontrivial L( 13 )O>-mod-
ule. Then C( g(L( 13 ))O>) = (0) whence Q(L( 13 )(l>) = W(l; !). There are 
Xz E Li/3• y2 E L-if3 for some i-:/= 0 such that Fg([x2, y2]) constitutes a 
Cartan subalgebra of W(l; !) and FQ([x2, y2]) + C( Q(L( 13)) = Q(H). The 
representation theory of W(l; 1) yields that g([x2 , y2 ]) is semisimple and 
all its eigenvalues are of the same multiplicity d = d(W) (see [18, p. 444] 
for more detail). Moreover, dim Wk a+ i f3 = d unless (k a + j 13 )([ x 2, y 2]) = 0 
[18, p. 445]. It follows dim wka = dim wk(a+io/3) = d. 
Now suppose that the central extension splits and W is the trivial 
L( 13)0>-module. Then W = W,, for some y. The above also shows that 
'Y ~ o:;a U o:;(a + j 0 13). 
Summarizing we obtain that dim Lka = dim Lk(a+iof3> = p. This proves 
the lemma. I 
LEMMA 8.4. Suppose 6 2 -:/= 0. Then there exists (L, T, a) E @5 2 such 
that 
Id® d/dx E <i>( L<0>( a)), 
<i>(T) = Fh 0 ® 1 + F( KS® 1 + Id ® xd/dx) and K-:/= 0. 
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Proof. (a) Let (L, T', a') be an arbitrary triple in 6 2 • By Lemma 8.1, 
one has f = 1, so that there is a realization 
A(G) = S ®A(l;!), 
<i>(T') = Fh 0 ® 1 + F( icS ® 1 +Id® zd/dx), 
where z E {x, 1 + x} and ic E IFP (see Remark 4.2). ~ 
By Lemma 6.3 there is u E Kja (j =fo 0) with 71'2 ° <l>(u) 9!': J:!'(l; !)(o)· 
Switching T' by use of a suitable multiple of u gives 71'2 o <l>(T{) = 
71'2 ° <i>(_EAu,f(T')) c W(l; !)co>· Now Corollary 2.9 shows that M"••.t = 
EAu,e(M<">) c Lco> and K'(aAu,E) = K'(a) acts nontriangulably on L. 
Since L is assumed to be non-Melikian every 2-dimensional torus in LP is 
standard with respect to L. Moreover, T := EAu, E(T') stabilizes the filtra-
tion of L. It follows from Lemma 6.2 that L = L<- 2> and L<P- 2> =fo (0). 
Hence there are T-homogeneous sandwich elements. Thus in what follows 
we may assume that 
<i>(T) = Fh 0 ® 1+F(KS®1 +Id ®xd/dx). 
(b) By Lemma 6.3, there is u E Kja (j =fo 0) with 71'2 ° <i>(u) ft 
W(l; !>co>· There are / 1,/2 , / 3 E A(l; !) such that 
<i>(u) = h0 ® / 1 + S ® / 2 +Id® f 3d/dx 
(cf. Remark 4.2). Then 
0 =Fja(KS ® 1 +Id ®xd/dx)<i>(u) = [KS® 1 +Id ®xd/dx,ci>(u)] 
= h0 ® xd/dx(/1) + S ® xd/dx(/2 ) +Id® (xd/dx(/3) - f 3)d/dx. 
As / 3 has nonzero constant term and xd/dx(/3 ) E F/3 , one obtains 
xd/dx(/3) = 0, that is, / 3 E F. Adjusting u we assume that / 3 = 1. But 
then the above computation also yields ja(KS ® 1 + Id ® xd/dx) = -1 
and / 1 = AxP- 1, / 2 = XxP-l for some A, XE F. By Jacobson's formula, 
cf>(( Ah0 +A'S) ® xp-l +Id® d/dx)1Pl 
= (Jt.Ph 0 +XPS) ®xP<P-l> +Id® (d/dx)P 
+(Ah0 +XS)® (d/dx)p-l(xP- 1) 
= - ( Ah0 + XS) ® 1. 
Consequently, XS E ci>(T), forcing X = 0. Since Fh 0 ® xP-I E G0(a) we 
obtain Id® d/dx E G0(a). 
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(c) It remains to prove that Kif= 0. Set t = K8 ® 1 + Id ® xd/dx. 
Suppose L(o) if= M<a> + L<0>(a). Since [L(O), -y• L(o),y] c H n I c ker a 
for 'YE f', there is 'YE r _n f' such that [L(O), -y• Ly] <t. Ha. Lemma 
6.2(4) yields 'YE f _1. Since L(a) n L<-l> c Leo> (cf. Lemma 6.2), the Lie 
multiplication of L yields a L<0>( a )-invariant bilinear mapping 
~:(_E L(O),-y+ia) x (.E L(-1),y+ja)-+L(o)(a). 
1Efp JEfp 
Properties of the graded algebra G ensure that 
[L(l)•L(-1)] + L [L(O),-y+ia•L(o)] cl+L(l)' 
iEfp 
Thus ~ induces a G0(a)-invariant bilinear mapping 
A: ( _L Go, -y+ia) X ( _L G-1,y+ja) 
IEfp JE'fp 
-+ G0/{S ® A(l; !) + F Id® d/dx) :::; T /T n ker a. 
(one should take into account Proposition 5.5(2), Lemma 6.2(1), and 
Lemma 6.3). By choice of 'Y we have A* 0. So there are e E So, e' E s_l, 
and a, b E {O, .•• , p - 1} such that .Me ® x 0 , e' ® xb) if= 0. We may as-
sume that e, e' are eigenvectors of h0 , so that 
[h0 ®xc,e ®x 0 J = -y(h0 ® l)e ®xa+c, 
[t,e ®x 0 ] = ae ®x 0 , 
[h0 ®xc,e' ®xb] = y(h0 ® l)e' ®xb+c, 
[t, e' ® xb] = (b - K)e' ® xb. 
Since y(h0 ® 1) if= 0 and A is invariant under Fh 0 ® A(l; !) one can move 
the factor x 0 from the left side to the right side of a. Thus we may assume 
that a = O. Also, [Ids ® d/dx, ci>(T)] c S ® A(l; !) + F Ids ® d/dx 
Whence 
0 =(Ids® d/dx) · (A(e ® l,e' ®x1)) = A(e ® l,le' ®x1- 1), 
for each l E {O, .•. , p - 1}. Thus the assumption A if= 0 necessarily implies 
A(e ® l,e' ®xP- 1) * 0. 
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We now determine eigenvalues with respect to i. Since i annihilates 
Me ® 1, e' ® xp- l ), we obtain 
0 = i · (A( e ® 1, e' ® xP- 1)} 
= A([i,e ® 1],e' ®xP- 1) + A(e ® l,[l,e' ®xP- 1]) 
= (p - 1- K)A(e ® 1,e' ®xP- 1). 
Consequently, K = -1. 
Next, assume that L(o) = M(a) + L(0)(a). Then [L(o), _'Y, L'YJ c Ha for 
all y E f'. Lemma 6.4(1) yields L = L(-l)' Therefore for an arbitrary 
y E r' the bilinear mapping CE; E F L'Y+ia) x (Ej E IF L _ 'Y+ ja) ~ L(O)( a) in-
p _p 
duced by the multiplication on L gives rise to a G 0( a )-invariant pairing 
A'Y: ( .E G-1,'Y+ia) X ( .E G-1,-'Y+ia) 
1EIFP 1EIFP 
~ G 0/(S ® A(l; 1) + F Id® d/dx) = T /T n ker a. 
Since JJ<a) c L(O) there is y E r such that A'Y * 0. One now proceeds 
as in the former case. As [i, e ® 1] = - Ke ® 1 and [i, e' ® xp- l] = 
(p -1 - K)e' ®xp-l one obtains now p - 1- 2K = 0, i.e., K = -1/2. 
I 
LEMMA 8.5. Suppose (L, T, a) E @) 2 is as in Lemma 8.4. Then for each 
y E f \(IFP a U IFP /3) there exists s( y) E u:; such that 
dim L;'Y/R;'Y = 2 + si,S('Y)' 
whenever i E u:;. 
Proof (a) With the notation of the previous lemma, 
G0 ( /3) = s0 ® F + Fi, 
Since K * 0 this implies [G _1( /3), Gi /3)] c Go( /3) n (S © A(l; !)(l) = 
(0). As L(f3) cL<-l> (Lemma 6.2(4))we conclude that [L(f3),L0 >(f3)] c 
L0 >( /3 ). Therefore Lcl>( /3) is an ideal of L( /3) which acts nil potently 
on L. In particular, L(I),if3 c R;f3 for all i. 
Since dim L( /3)/rad L( /3) :5:: di!!! L( /3)/L(l)( /3) :5:: 2p, {3 cannot be 
Hamiltonian. On the other hand, G 0( /3) = S ® F +Fi and S = W(l; !) 
(Lemma 8.3). So /3 is Witt. Now Lemma 8.3 shows that dim L'Y = p for all 
yE f. 
Next we consider the p 2-dimensional L( /3)-modules Eje rlia+jf3• where 
i E {1, ... , p - 1}. Suppose all these modules are irreducible. As L0 >( f3) 
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acts nilpotently on L, it annihilates all these irreducible L( {3 )-modules. 
This in turn implies that L(l)( {3) is an ideal of L. Hence L 0 >( {3) = (0). 
But then dim Lf3 = 2 contradicting Lemma 8.3. So one of the above 
modules is reducible. Let W denote a composition factor of a reducible 
module Eje F L;a+jfJ which has weight ia * 0, and let Q: L( {3) ~ g I(W) 
denote the corresponding representation. By construction dim W < p 2• 
Note that ker Q c M<a> c Leo>· But then ker Q = L 0 >( {3), since G0( {3) has 
only two nonzero ideals, namely, S ® F and Fi. Thus ker Q c R( {3 ). 
According to [28, (III.3), (III.2)], 
L( {3)/kerQ = W(l;!) eA(l;!), (rad L( {3))0 > c kerQ, 
and [ Q(W(l; !)<2> E9 A(l; !)c2>), Q(L( {3))] consists of nilpotent transforma-
tions of W. In view of the natural embeddings 
W(l; !) = S0 <-+Leo>( {3)/Lco>( {3) n rad L( {3) 
<-+ L( {3)/rad L( {3) = W(l; !) 
we must have 
L( {3) =Leo>( {3) +rad L( {3). 
Now suppose that {3 is eroper. Then T maps onto a torus in W(l; !)coi E9 
A(l; !) (note that T = <l>(T) is contained in G0( {3) = Lc0>( {3) I L(l)( {3 )). 
~ince [ Q(W(l; !)<2> E9 A(l; !)<2l), Q(L( {3 ))] consists of nilpotent transforma-
tions on W, we conclude that E; .. 0 dim L;p/R;p :5: 3 (one should take into 
account that W has 2 IFe-in.?ependent T-weights). This contradicts the 
assumption that dim L( {3J/M<al( {3) ~ dim G _1( {3) = p - 1. 
. Thus {3 is improper. In this case, [W(l; !); 13 , A(l; V-if3] = Fl for all 
z E IF;. This means that M/;> c ker Q. But then a previous inclusion gives 
M/µ> = L;p n ker Q = R; 13 , hence 
for all i * 0. 
(b) Since K'(a) acts nontriangulably on L, [18, (5.1)] applied to 
R = K(a) and the module LjeFPMl;lja!Lc1>,if3+ja proves that 
M<a> -L i{3+ja - (l),i{J+ja 
(c) Let 'YE i{3 + ja, i,j * 0. Let ~ be the restriction of {3 to 
Fh 0 ® 1 = Fh 0• It follows from our discussion above th~ L(2), Y c RY c M~a> = Lcii. -r· Thus to determine R.1 we are to deal with G1• Observe that 
a = s- - '°' x• 1,y 1,i{J 'OI ' where s E { 0, ... , p - 1} and s + K = j (mod p). 
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If s * 0, then [S1, ;p ® x".:!JL i1 c S0 ® A(l; !)(1)' and the algebra on the 
right acts nilpotently on G _ 1. Consequently, 
whenever j ¢. K (modp). 
Recal~ th_at f3 !s improper Witt and L( f3) = L<0>( f3) + rad L( f3 ). There-
f9re f3([S0, ;A, S0, -iP]) * 0 for all i * 0. Then F~ 0 i_s an i!_llproper torus of 
S ~ H(2; !) 2> (by Corollary 3.6(2)). Therefore f3([S1, ;p, S _ 1, -i/3 D * 0 for 
all i E IF; (this is immediate from Lemma 1.1(6)). 
Now suppose 'Y =if!..+ Ka. Then G1.'Y = S1,;p ® 1, G_ 1, _'Y = S_ 1, -i/3 
® 1 whence f3([ G 1, 'Y, G _ 1, _ 'Y]) :I= 0. It follows that 
whenever j = K (modp). 
As a consequence, for 'Y = i/3 + ja, i,j * 0, one has 
if rj ¢. K, and 
dim Lry/R,'Y = dim L,'Y/L<t>,r"Y + dim L<t>,r"Y/R,'Y = 3 
if rj = K (one should take into account that dim L(i), 'YI L(i + l) 'Y = 1 for 
i E {-1,0,l}.Nowput s(if3 + ja) := K/j. Then s(if3 + jy) :I= O(as K :I= 0). 
I 
Our final result in this note is the following 
THEOREM 8.6. Let L be a simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed 
field F of characteristic p > 3. Suppose TR(L) = 2, and let T denote a 
2-dimensional torus in the semisimple p-enue/ope LP of L. If L is not a 
Melikian algebra, then K'(a) acts triangulably on L for all a E r(L, T). 
Proof. Suppose the theorem is not true. Let (L, T", a") be a counterex-
ample with L having minimal dimension. Observe that all 2-dimensional 
tori of LP are standard, for L is not a Melikian algebra. By [18, Corollary 
8.7] there is a torus T' and a root a' such that L contains T'-homoge-
neous sandwich elements and K'(a') still acts nontriangulably on L. In 
other words, 6 2 * 0. Choose (L, T, a) E 6 2 according to Lemma 8.4. 
Then Lemma 8.5 applies. Let 'Y E r \ (IFP a u IFP /3) and define 
l:;;;i:;;;p-1. 
By Lemma 8.5, d; = 2 + 5i,s('Y)' Due to Theorem 6.7, n(y)::;; 2. If 'Y is 
solvable, then d1 = n'Y::;; 1; if 'Y is classical, then Ef,:-11d;::;; 4 + n(y)::;; 6; 
if 'Y is proper Witt, then Ef_-/d; ::;; 4 + n( 'Y) ::;; 6; if 'Y is improper Hamil-
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tonian, then d; :2!: 3 for all i. Therefore neither of these cases occurs. Thus 
'Y is either improper Witt or proper Hamiltonian. 
Suppose 'Y is improper Witt. Then 
p-1 
2(p - 1) + 1 = Ed;~ 2(p - 1) + n( y), 
i= 1 
whence n( 'Y) -:/= 0. Therefore K'( 'Y) acts nontriangulably on L, yielding 
(L,T, ')') e @; 2• By Lemma 8.2, f( 'Y) = 1. But then Proposition 6.6 shows 
that 'Y is proper, a contradiction. 
Suppose 'Y is proper Hamiltonian. Since dim L;y = p = dim L[ 'Y l;Y for 
all i '* 0 (Lemma 8.3), we have rad L( 'Y) c H. But then [rad L( 'Y ), L( 'Y )<00>] 
= (0) whence L( 'Y )("") /C(L( 'Y )("">) ~ H(2; !)(2>. Moreover, dim Ef=-01L 13 +h 
S: (p + 3) + (p - 1)p < p 4 (cf. Lemma 8.3). Corollary 3.10 applies forc-
ing 
for all i. 
Again this is impossible and gives the final contradiction. I 
We mention that, under the assumptions of Theorem 8.6, one has 
Ka = RKa for all roots a e f(L, T), that is, n( a) = 0 and, in the n.otation 
of [4, (5.6.5)] no exceptional roots exist. 
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